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(L-R): Mammoth Middle School Science teacher Gil Campos with
students Bryce Baldwin, Maxwell Ericsson, Elias Heinsch, and Pam
Bold of High Sierra Energy with Mammoth’s Town Council at the
March 24 Town Council meeting. Students led councilmembers in a
blind taste-test comparing popular bottled water with tap water.
Why? ‘Cause tap water tastes better, creates less waste, and is free.
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HATS OFF TO LARRY

THE FEST IS BEST

Friends pay tribute to Larry Johnston

By Bodine

L

arry Johnston was an
adventurer. He was
known for his boundless energy, generosity and
left-field thinking. He could
see colors that weren’t there.
He was a devoted father
and husband, a mentor, an
inspiration, an elected official
and community leader. Born
on May 2, 1950, he died on
March 13, following a brief
but courageous battle with
cancer. He was 67.
Larry was born in Turlock,
California to Leslie and Live a
Johnston. He graduated from
Oakdale High School and

went on to earn a degree in
Environmental Planning and
Management from the University of California, Davis.
After working for 15 years
as a city planner for the City
of Merced, Johnston moved
to the Eastside in 1988. He
subsequently started LK
Johnston and Associates,
firm that specialized in environmental assessment and
project review. He worked
with the Town to draft its first
Parks and Recreation Element, and mapped out the
initial glut of bicycle trails
and paths, many of which are

in existence today. His wife
Karen said Larry worked tirelessly on projects he believed
in.
He continued his public
service career in 2010 when
he was elected to be the District 1 Mono County Supervisor.
Larry had been a tri-athlete
when he lived in Merced, but
he stuck to his bicycle when
he moved to the Eastside.
In the 1990s, in search of a
new challenge, he decided
he wanted to ride across the
Western United States, one at

see JOHNSTON, page 11

GET ON THE CHUCK WAGON
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Easton and Finley McCoy of June Lake turned out for face painting,
snow sculptures, and balloon animals at the 4th Annual June Lake
Winterfest on Saturday, March 17. For more photos, see page 12.

BACK TO THE MAT
MCWD, Ormat continue to wrestle

By Bodin e

A

PHOTO: ALEKS MENDEL

Julia Runcie as Bobbi Michele and Chuck Scataloni as Barney Cashman in Mammoth Lakes Repertory
Theatre and Sierra Classic Theatre’s joint production of Neil Simon’s play, “Last of the Red Hot Lovers.”
For more photos and Lunch’s review, see page 13.
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ccording to Mammoth
Community Water
District (MCWD),
Ormat, the geothermal power
company that operates at the
corner of State Highways 395
and 203, could be stirring a
giant cocktail of geothermal
fluid and domestic drinking
water with its operations. The
environmental impact report
(EIR) for Ormat’s proposed
Casa Diablo IV geothermal
power plant claims there is
an impenetrable barrier that
separates the geothermal
fluid from the domestic water
supply at the proposed site of
development. MCWD claims

it’s found a hole in that wall
that is allowing the liquids
to intermingle. Geothermal
fluid contamination would
destroy Mammoth’s domestic water supply by allowing
toxins into the community’s
water source.
The Casa Diablo IV project is expected to increase
output at Ormat’s geothermal
plant from 29 megawatts to
59, enough to power 40,000
homes hourly. The Casa
Diablo IV project is not yet in
operation but MCWD wants
to curtail any damage or water contamination before any

Searching for an
echo

The elephant in the
room
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see ORMAT, page 8
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CASH ALLIGATOR

The proposed Multi-Use Facility (MUF) continues to generate
debate— and why not, it’s election season. But I realized this week
that I didn’t do a good enough job at pinning down Town Staff and/or
Council as to why the Town so quickly jumped into planning a multimillion dollar new facility at Mammoth Creek Park versus building
upon the current ice rink located off Meridian Blvd. behind the library.
I know part of it was related to a stated desire by Council to own the
property upon which it planned to make improvements.
And Mayor John Wentworth has insisted that moving the rink is a
win-win for everyone since (he says) the Mono County Office of Education (MCOE) would like to build a child care facility at the existing
site, using the infrastructure already in place.
And I guess I bought that line without thinking about it too deeply,
because if I had thought about it deeply, I would have realized that
MCOE doesn’t control the property. Mammoth Unified School District controls the property. And MUSD Superintendent Lois Klein has
indicated no immediate plans to begin work on a child care facility.
Further, MUSD hasn’t even studied such a project to even determine
if it would be feasible.
And Klein bristles at the notion that it was the intractability of the
school district which somehow “forced” the Town to change its focus
to Mammoth Creek Park.
A study of public records obtained by Mammoth Lakes resident
Sharon Clark would appear to support Klein’s version of events: that
the Town was never really interested in continuing to work with
MUSD and put a roof on the existing rink. The Town wanted a new
facility at Mammoth Creek: it wasn’t interested in settling for different
or less.
Let’s back up a bit. In 2007, the Town and Mammoth Unified agreed
to a 10-year lease (with extension options) of the 2.2 acre site. The
cost: $3,500/month, or $42,000 annually.
During the crash-and-burn period post-airport litigation when the
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Town considered filing for bankruptcy, the lease payment was negotiated downward to approximately $38,000/year.
On June 6, 2015, Mammoth Town Manager Dan Holler approached
MUSD with lease extension/purchase offers for the current rink site.
The lease offer: A 20-year extension with a 74% reduction in rent to
$10,000 per year.
An option to purchase the 2.2 acre rink site in 2037 for $500,000
(and who knows what $500,000 in 2037 will be worth in today’s dollars).
But consider, the Town just purchased Shady Rest, a property
similarly encumbered by a zoning restriction (the rink site is zoned
public/quasi-public; Shady Rest is zoned for affordable housing), for
$260,000/acre.
If not purchased, Holler demanded a 10-year lease extension from
MUSD for 2037-2047 at $1 per year.
Further demands included modified snow removal requirements
and reduced restrictions on time of use.
Analysis: Talk about a lowball offer!
The School District responded three weeks later with a counter-offer. In its letter, it calculated the 2015 fair market value for lease of its
2.2 acres at $164,000/year.
It offered a lease rate of $42,000/year to start, 20-year term, with CPI
(consumer price index) adjustments every five years.
The district also agreed to reduced restrictions on time of use and
even said it would allow the sale of alcohol for special events.
And one more interesting note: the District REQUIRED that the
ice rink’s roof be completed by June 30, 2017 or “the agreement shall
terminate, with a requirement that the Town remove the ice rink and
return the property to its original state.”
Approximately three weeks after that, Holler told the District it
would pursue relocation of the rink to town-owned property.
There was no further negotiation.
However … I spoke to Holler Thursday afternoon and he filled in a
few blanks.
1.) According to Holler, the concrete slab upon which the ice rink
sits is apparently not structurally strong enough to support a roof.
The Town would have had to rip out and rebuild the concrete in order
to install a roof.
2.) The most recent appraisal for the rink site was $1.9 million for
the 2.2 acres. The School District, per education code, cannot accept
less for the property.
see LUNCH, page 10
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By Neil Simon

AFTER HOURS FUN ON THE BACK SIDE OF THE HILL
Head out back to the Outpost where weʼll keep the food and drinks
ﬂowing even after the lifts stop. Ride in and hang out, or walk in
after 4PM. Last call at the Melt House and Boundary Bar will be at
5:30PM. To get home, hop on Chair 13 before 5PM, or hike up and
ride out to Main Lodge.

PARTY AT THE OUTPOST GOES UNTIL 6PM

MARCH 24 • MARCH 31 • APRIL 7

March 22 - April 1
Thurs-Sat @ 7pm
Sun @ 4pm
Tickets Online: $20 | $18 | $10
$22 at the door no discounts
Mammoth Lakes RepertoryTheatre.o rg

Edison Theatre · 100 College Parkway · 760-934-6592
AT THE BASE OF CHAIR 14
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The elephant in the (class)room
Dear Editor:
Of late, Mono County schools have
been feeling the pinch from declining tax revenues, and reduced state
funding for education. This has led
to a closer look at Local Taxation and
spending in the form of fair market
values, assessment challenges, and
the Mono County Office of Education
(MCOE) charter school stipends.
I would be curious as to how many
Mono citizens really know the role of
the MCOE. Under state law, a county
with more than one school district is
required to have a County Office of
Education, whose most important
function is to receive state funds and
disburse them to the school districts.
However; there are exceptions to
this law, an example being the Amador
County Unified School
District (ACUSD), which is based in
the gold rush country around Jackson,
California. Amador
County has a truly unified organization in that the School District and the
County Office of Education are combined into one entity. Let’s contrast
this organization with Mono County
which has the MCOE, Mammoth Unified School District (MUSD), and the
Eastern Sierra Unified School District
(ESUSD).
Amador County has 4086 K-12
students. Mono County has 1998 K-12
students.

Amador county has one District/Office of Education Superintendent. Total
Pay and Benefits - $182,050
Mono County has three Superintendents. Total Pay and Benefits $668,335.
Amador County has one five-member board which conducts district
business, then adjourns and reconvenes to conduct Office of Education
business during the same meeting.
Each of the five board members receives a full medical plan.
Mono County has three five-member
Boards which meet separately. Each of
the 15 Board Members receives a full
medical plan.
I am not qualified to comment on
the monetary savings that would result
from the merging of three administrative staffs, but feel confident that there
would be opportunities to eliminate
duplication of efforts and services.
I spoke to an attorney with the
California Department of Education
who said that creating one truly unified school district in Mono County
would be beneficial but difficult, given
that the three affected agencies would
doubtless battle this change to their
last breath and/or taxpayer dollar. The
citizens of Mono County would need
to establish a direct dialog with their
state legislators to make this happen.
Public Education in Mono County
needs to become as efficient as possible to avoid increased deficit spending, which could lead to teacher lay-

Easter
EGG HUNT!

offs, increased class size, and deferred
maintenance.
Something to think about.
Note: Enrollment data was obtained
from the California Department of
Education Data Quest. Pay and Benefits Data is from Transparent California, except Amador County data from
ACUSD administration via telephone
conversation 2.21.2018.
Gary Nelson
Mono City

Unimpressed
Dear Editor:
I was somewhat surprised to see the
article in The Sheet, “Huh to Challenge
Adler,” (March 10, 2018) because of the
negative tone about Dr. Adler, as opposed to the positive spin the reporter
gave Mrs. Huh. As an educator in the
capacity of teacher, administrator,
educational consultant for the state of
California, and professor at a California State University in the teacher
credential program, I question some of
the information in the article.
1. Mrs. Huh’s statement “Since I
started there has been a dramatic decline in morale. There is a lack of trust
for the administration.” As the SELPA
[Special Education Local Plan Area]
Director, doesn’t Mrs. Huh consider
herself part of the administration team

that has caused the decline in morale
and lack of trust that she feels has
occurred? What assessment instrument did Mrs. Huh use to make this
determination? I assume someone
would not make this type of statement
without some data to back up her own
beliefs.
2. I find it interesting that the California School Employees Association
Chapter President, Taylor Kumlue,
would be invited to and attend an
interview supporting Mrs. Huh. If
Taylor Kumlue is representing herself
in supporting Mrs. Huh, it appears that
this could be a huge conflict of interest
in the future.
3. Mrs. Huh stating that she felt she
would be appointed after Dr. Adler
retired is strange, as Superintendents
do not make these types of promises—
appointments are the responsibility of
their respective Boards of Education.
Since Dr. Adler is currently a candidate
for an additional term, it’s very difficult
to believe she would make this statement.
4. Mrs. Huh’s career path is also
interesting in that she would have
had to secure a teaching credential to
teach preschool to high school, as she
claims. I have reviewed the credential
programs at University of Florida and
University of Southern Florida and
they have similar credential requirements to California. For Mrs. Huh
to secure all the credentials she has

see LETTERS, page 5

Official Medical Provider for US Ski & Snowboarding

Wear a Helmet!
We can fix everything else.

see LETTERS, page 5

SATURDAY, MARCH 31 • 10AM • FREE!
•
•
•
•

Register at Rafters Before the Hunt
Ages 12 and Under
Hot Cocoa will be Provided
Plus Great Breakfast
+ Brunch Specials

More than

2,000 EGGS!

Call for Easter Brunch Reservations!
TheSierra Nevada Resort.com
800.824.5132 | 164 Old Mammoth Road

We’re Social. Come Visit.

w w w. m a m m ot h h o s p i t a l . co m | 76 0 . 9 3 4 . 3 3 1 1
Meticulous Care • Memorable People • Majestic Location
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continued from page 4
listed, she would have to obtain Early
Childhood Education, Elementary
Education, Secondary Education, and
Speech Pathology, all in a Graduate
Program. I have reviewed both the
California and Florida Departments
of Education teacher credentialing
public websites and have found no
evidence that Mrs. Huh has any teaching credentials. I therefore question
the amount of credentials and experience she claims she obtained to teach
in the areas that were represented in
the article.
After reviewing the article, I find it
difficult to see how Mrs. Huh could be
an effective Superintendent. Though it
is an elected position in Mono County
(in some counties it is appointed) it
takes a great deal of experience and
understanding of a multitude of educational and administrative facets to
succeed. One must know curriculum,
funding, the education code, management, negotiations, and how to effectively work with and be an advocate
for the schools in the County on both
a local and state level. These are not
voted on talents but are only gained
through years of experience. As an
educator, I am surprised anyone would
consider supporting Mrs. Huh unless
they do not understand the job and its
complexities. 				
			
		
Virginia Sharp
		
Mammoth Lakes

A Pulitzer for Ben Trefry
Dear Editor:
I was pleased to read an article in
last week’s paper (March 17, 2018) entitled “A Student’s Take On the Walkout
at Lee Vining High.” It was well organized, articulate, and spoke very well
for the work Lee Vining High School
teachers are doing with their students.
Impressive. I can see who’s going to
receive the next Pulitzer Prize awarded
to a Lee Vining resident.
I do, however, need to quibble with
the conclusion by the author, Mr. Ben
Trefry. He described the walkout as
only a partial success because, although the students got to meet and
go over the gun issue thoroughly, he
felt the fact that the students were
not marching outside and impressing
passersby with their sincerity somehow diminished the impact of their
protest.

I don’t think so, Ben. First off,
although students marching and protesting makes good visuals for the media, that drivers flashing by the High
School will be incentivized to take
action is highly debatable. Most likely,
any long-term positive effect will be realized by students themselves organizing and working to influence elected
officials and their fellow citizens over
a period of years, (not days, weeks, or
months). But then, it’s the students
who are being wounded and killed in
school shootings, so they are the ones
with the most to win or lose (parents
would debate this).
In any case, I think a highly informed
and educated nucleus of school students is a huge win in terms of future
activism and long-term commitment
to positive results. Your meeting last
week was a stepping stone to that
result. That’s a win, baby! What I mean
to say is that your job, if you want to
create change, is to get your message
across to the population at large, to
win the hearts and minds of a majority of people that live in this country,
especially the ones who hold the right
to hold on to their guns dear.
That is a considerable challenge. I
am one of those people who owns
guns, likes to shoot, believes in the
right to own a gun for self-protection,
etc. However, I am coming to realize
that we can protect students or we can
protect guns, but there is no evidence
that we can do both. So, there’s got to
be a compromise.
On one hand, the gun owners feel that
they should not be deprived of their
rights because of some crazy who gets
a gun and commits murder. It’s not the
gun, they say, it’s the shooter. Not an
unreasonable view. On the other hand,
the hard evidence of other countries
and states within our country that
have limited access to guns and have
seen a sharp decline in violence is also
true.
What it tells us is that we’re going to
need something that is not particularly
in favor today: the spirit of compromise. The students are going to have to
realize that a goal of depriving all people of all guns is not terribly realistic
and not likely to happen anytime soon.
On the other hand, gun owners are
going to have to get their arms around
the idea that reasonable measures to
keep guns out of the hands of people
who should not have them is critical to
our safety.

Also, we’re going to have to look
at weapons. Pretty much everyone
agrees that the restrictions against
owning a machine gun are reasonable on numerous grounds. Truth is,
a semi-automatic weapon of war, like
the AR-15 is just as dangerous and
lethal as a machine gun, and may not
be appropriate for civilian ownership. Obviously, lots of AR-15 owners
are going to feel differently about that
contention. However, that’s where
compromise comes in. Gun owners
are going to have to realize that simply
blaming “the shooter” is not a solution. Students and anti-gun people
are going to have to understand that

a complete prohibition is not going to
fly in this country. We’ve got to seek
a middle ground, where protection of
students can find a living arrangement
with protection of guns.
It won’t be easy, with fanatics on
either side calling for total opposition
to regulation or total divestment of
lethal weapons except in the hands
of law enforcement. Right now, the
fanatics at the National Rifle Association and like organizations have the
big microphone, but that’s not going
to last. Without reasonable compromise, some day, after more slaughter,
the pendulum will swing in the other

see LETTERS, page 6

Mammoth Lakes Noon Rotary Club presents their 9th Annual

TEXAS HOLD'EM
POKER TOURNAMENT
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28TH 2018

REGISTER AT 5:00PM

$100.00 Buy-In
(6000 Chips)
$50.00 Add On
(6000 Chips)
$25 Re-Buy

GRAND PRIZE

2018-2019 MAMMOTH
MT. SKI PASS!
Sierra Star Golf Pass
Snow Creek Athletic Club
6 Month Membership
Snow Creek Golf Pass
AND MANY MORE GREAT PRIZES
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LETTERS
continued from page 5
to last. Without reasonable compromise, some day, after more slaughter,
the pendulum will swing in the other
direction, the opportunity for compromise will be lost, and guns will be
out. Hopefully, with pressure from the
students, reasonable solutions will
prevail.
But, to be sure, us old folks have
blown our chance to solve this problem. Politicians are so bought and paid
for, it’s pathetic. It’s up to the students
to be the force for change. With people
like Mr. Trefry leading the charge, I am
confident in their success.
Paul Rudder
Mammoth Lakes

Thank you, Larry Johnston
Dear Editor:
I was sorry to hear of the news of
Larry Johnston’s passing. Larry was
passionate about the community and
life; whether he was riding his bike in
all fifty states or making his own studded bike tires so he could ride in the
snow and ice. He had some really good
impacts on the community. Larry was
a town consultant for many projects,
particularly during the redevelopment
period that occurred in the 1990s,
when the town was master planning
improvements and redevelopment of
the downtown core.
The 1991 Mammoth Lakes Trail System Plan (MLT) and the Town General

Bikeway Plan that conceived of the
multi-use trail system and class 1 bike
paths currently called the Town Loop,
along with other multi-use path connectors such as the Lakes Basin Path,
were all part of Larry’s ideas to develop
a commuter and recreational bike trail
system in Mammoth Lakes.
Another project Larry worked on for
the Town was the Main Street concept
plan to make the Main Street corridor
pedestrian and bicycle friendly, and
have amenities to make it interesting.
The 20-foot-long Mylar drawing may
still be in the Town Offices. Interestingly, that Promenade Conceptual Plan is
very similar to the plans that are being
discussed today. It was developed 25
years ago.
Larry was the kind of person you
could engage in a discussion with and
have differing points of view and ideas,
and come to an agreement (or not) but
still crack a joke at the end and not be
pissed off. It was enjoyable to work and
golf with Larry.
Larry was a visionary and he will be
missed. We wish Karen, the kids and
family the very best in this time of loss.
God bless you.
Peter Bernasconi
Mammoth Lakes
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INTERACT CLUB HOSTS WHELLEMS

By Giles

PHOTO: GILES

Top (L-R): Joanne Hunt, Hannah Linaweaver, Lucas Strazzere, Robin Romagnino,
Hope Reeves, Robert Sharp, and Sean Easterby. Bottom (L-R): Chris Cooper, Joe
Grossblatt, Allison Weber, Savannah Orozco, Rochelle Whellems, Tanner Bissonette,
Meaghan Thompson, Tyler Goodwin, Lexi Craven.

O

n Monday, March 19, members
of the Mammoth High School
Interact Club hosted motivational speaker Rochelle Whellems for
a school-wide assembly.
Whellems was selected by members
of the club to speak about leadership
development. Interact Club President
Tanner Bissonette introduced her to
his classmates after seeing her speak
at a Rotary Youth Leadership Awards
camp last summer.
The Interact Club is the youth
branch of the Rotary Club of Mammoth Lakes. Its members are advised
by Rotarians Joanne Hunt, Robert
Sharp, and Sean Easterby, along with

MHS English teacher Chris Cooper.
According to Easterby, the students worked together to fundraise
$1,800 in order to bring Whellems to
MHS. They held 20 bake sales at Vons
supermarket, for which the students
cooked and baked all of the food.
The Interact Club fundraises annually to bring a speaker of its student
members’ choosing to MHS.
Whellems spoke to students about
gratitude and respect. At the end
of Monday’s assembly, she selected
members of the audience who stood
up and thanked their teachers and
other staff members for helping them
to be successful.
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TOT: VOLATILE BUT LUCRATIVE

Mammoth’s Town Council, staff tentatively discuss ways to spend expected excess TOT revenue
By Giles

O

n March 21, Mammoth’s Town
Council heard a presentation
from staff about General Fund
revenue projections for FY 2018-2019
in advance of budget hearings scheduled in April.
Preliminarily, staff anticipates
the Town will have a base operating
revenue of roughly $21.8 million for
FY 2018-2019, a 2.6 percent increase
from last year’s adopted budget.
According toTown Finance Director
Rob Patterson, Transient Occupancy
Tax (TOT) revenue provides for approximately 60 percent of the Town’s
General Fund. For FY 2016-2017, TOT
accounted for $18 million in revenue,
almost $7 million more than was
anticipated by the Town in its adopted
budget. Eleven million dollars of that
revenue came in during last winter,
which was the most profitable winter
in the tax’s history.
In contrast, the Town has forecast
just $4.8 million in TOT revenue for
this winter. “We’ve seen this tax have
a volatile but strong performance
over the last couple of years,” said
Patterson Wednesday. “The distribution between winter and summer is
changing. We’ve seen the non-winter
section grow over the last couple of
years… which means we are gaining
diversification… but while the winter has been very strong, it remains
volatile.”
According to the staff report from
Wednesday’s meeting, the average
annual TOT revenue over the last five
years has been $13.5 million. For FY
2018-2019, Patterson recommended
building the budget off of a $12.5
million baseline TOT allocation to the
General Fund.
Staff recommended budgeting
an additional $1 million above the
baseline TOT allocation for Tourism,
Transit, Housing, and development
at the Shady Rest parcel or additional
funding for the Multi-Use Facility at
Mammoth Creek Park. Town Manager
Dan Holler said this funding would
come in after the initial $12.5 million
in the baseline is met.
Mammoth Lakes Tourism Board
member Brent Truax asked if some
of the anticipated extra TOT revenue
could be used to pay off a lump sum
of the airport settlement. “You’ve
got a budget that’s at $12.5 million…

through the end of February, that’s
pretty much where we are today. The
reality is that this year is probably going to be $16 to $16.5 million in terms
of TOT revenue,” said Truax. “We have
a fairly large debt we are still paying
of on an annual basis here… Is there
a portion of that surplus that could be
put toward that debt so we aren’t talking about this 20 years from now?”
Town Manager Dan Holler said
staff is recommending that some of
the surplus be allocated to fund the
Reserve for Economic Uncertainty,
which was “depleted somewhat with
the purchase of the Shady Rest parcel.” It is the Town’s policy to keep 16
percent of the General Fund (approximately $3.7 million) revenue on hand
as reserves.
Holler said the point of having
these conversations ahead of the
budget process is to make sure that
any excess TOT revenue can be spent
efficiently and transparently after the
budget is set.
Other major revenue streams for
the General Fund remain relatively
constant from year to year. Property
tax revenue has largely been static
over the last five years, as has sales
tax.
However, the State Gas Tax fund is
expected to shrink. This fund supports transportation, road improvements, and snow removal.
The Gas Tax fund is filled through

annual reimbursements for snow
removal expenses that the Town
receives from the state. The annual
reimbursements are based on how
much the Town spent the year prior
on snow removal. For FY 2018-2019,
according to the staff report from
Wednesday’s Town Council meeting,
the Town’s reimbursement from the
state will be reduced by 30 percent.
To adjust for this, Patterson predicted
that $2.2 million in General Fund
dollars will have to be transferred into
the Gas Tax Fund to prepare for snow
removal costs next winter.
Patterson reported that property tax
accounts for about 16 percent of the
Town’s General Fund revenue annually. Councilman Bill Sauser noted
that several of the County’s larger
property owners have appealed their
property value assessments, and that
the County is in the process of settling
those appeals (See “Corporations Put
Assessor on Defensive,” March 10,
2018). He asked Holler what impact
those settlements could have on the
Town’s General Fund. “If the County
is successful… we do a little better.
If not… we owe money back that has
been set aside,” replied Holler, who
said that the potential “pull back” has
been excluded from the Town’s anticipated property tax revenue for the
purpose of planning the budget.
A formal budget discussion will take
place at the April 18 Council meeting.

Happy Hour

4-6 Mon-Fri
4-5 Sat & Sun

Dining at 5:00
no reservations
“just come on in”

TOWN
BULLETIN
4TH ANNUAL SUMMER
RECREATION OPEN HOUSE
Mark your calendars for the
Fourth annual Recreation Open
House on Tuesday, March 27 at
the Mammoth Elementary School
MPR from 5-7 p.m. This one-stopshop for everything recreation
is your opportunity to plan your
summer of adventure by interacting,
learning, or registering for the
many diverse summer camps,
programs, and activities offered in
our community. Get Ready! All
Summer Parks and Recreation
Department programs go on
sale Monday, April 2, 2018, at
8 a.m. PST. Contact Parks and
Rec at 760.965.3699 or visit
MammothParksandRec.com.
BE SNOWSMART THIS
WINTER!
Mammoth Lakes receives some of
the heaviest snowfall in California.
To make your stay that much more
enjoyable throughout the winter
season, we ask that you slow down,
keep a safe distance when following
snow removal equipment, adhere
to chain restrictions and park your
vehicle on your driveway well
inside the orange snow stakes. For
updated road conditions and chain
restrictions, call 800.427.ROAD
or dial 511. During severe winter
storms, listen to KMMT 106.5 FM
or Sierra Wave 92.5 FM and call
911 in case of an emergency.
WINTER PARKING
RESTRICTIONS IN EFFECT
The Mammoth Lakes Police
Department is reminding citizens
that there is no street parking from
November 1 through April 30.
Vehicles found parked in violation
of these ordinances are subject to
receiving a parking citation and/
or in some cases, vehicles may be
impounded at the owner’s expense.
April 3: Recreation
Commission Meeting, Suite Z,
9 a.m.

*steaks * ribs * seafood*
*pasta * burgers*
*appetizers & snacks*
*classic cocktails*
*craft beers on tap * wines priced to drink*
*free private parking lot*

“Mammoth's Favorite Happy Hour for 35 years!”

*www.slocums.com for all menus*

3221 main st. mammoth lakes * 760-934-7647

April 4: Town Council Meeting,
Suite Z, 6 p.m.
April 11: Planning and
Economic Development
Commission, Suite Z, 2 p.m.

Twitter
Follow ‘TownofMammoth’
daily on Twitter at www.
Townofmammothlakes.ca.govw

Town e-News:

Town e-News is your direct source
for Town news, events, meetings and
announcements. Subscribe online
under “NOTIFY ME” at www.
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov
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ORMAT
continued from page 1
mixing occurs.
The US Geological Survey (USGS)
began collecting new data in 2015.
At that point, the project and EIR
had already been approved by the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
The BLM is responsible for managing underground extractions of any
kind from public lands, including
those facilitated by mining and geothermal power operations.
In 2017, the BLM also drafted
a Groundwater Monitoring and
Response Plan, which provided the
final approval for Ormat to move
forward with the Casa Diablo IV
project. The plan spells out what
monitoring is needed and sets
thresholds for Ormat for extraction
and injection of geothermal fluids.
Following the USGS’s collection
of new data in 2015, MCWD hired
Wildermuth Environmental, Inc.
to compile and analyze the data.
Wildermuth Environmental, Inc.
published its findings in a new report this month.
In a prepared statement issued
in January, Ormat stated that, in
continuing to challenge Casa Diablo
IV, MCWD is continuing a media
campaign for a battle it’s already lost
at great expense to its customers because the BLM has already approved
the project.
Ormat still contends there is no
connectivity between the geothermal fluid and Mammoth’s drinking

water. It also claims the new data
offered by the USGS has not been
peer reviewed and so has little if any
merit.
The data collected by USGS in
2015 includes chemical analysis
of water samples from monitoring
wells near Ormat’s existing geothermal wells. The USGS National Water
Quality Laboratory in Denver tested
the samples.
“Do we want to wait around before we take a call to action or do we
take action now?” Pat Hayes, MCWD
Executive Director asked. “I think
we’re in the second category.”
Hayes stated in a press release
on March 16 that the impacts of
intermingling are preventable. He
is recommending that Ormat take
three steps to curtail any potential
damage to the Town’s water supply. First, he asks that Ormat install
water monitoring wells as part of the
Casa Diablo IV project as an early
warning system that would detect
any commingling of the geothermal
fluids with the Town’s groundwater.
Two, he asks that Ormat be transparent by sharing all well and operations data it collects. Three, he asks
that Ormat adopt and enforce an
adequate Groundwater Monitoring
and Response Plan.
Paul Thomsen, Executive Director
of Ormat told The Sheet on March
21 that the Wildermuth report is currently being review by Ormat’s staff.

He added that he was a little
confused about why Hayes’ requests
were aimed at Ormat, as the BLM is
the agency responsible for requiring
the construction of a new well and
any transparency measures involving Ormat’s monitoring and data
collection. It would also be responsible for drafting a new Groundwater
Monitoring and Response Plan.
Thomsen addressed MCWD’s
three requests with responses that
all led to Ormat being in compliance
with the Response Plan already put
in place by the BLM. The Response
Plan requires that Ormat drill and
construct monitoring wells, and be
transparent with information from
those monitoring wells to be published each quarter.
BLM Geologist Mark Spendel told
The Sheet that the agency is currently reviewing the Wildermuth report.
If the BLM decides to include
a new monitoring well in the Response Plan, Hayes said Ormat
would likely pay for the well.
MCWD isn’t waiting for the BLM or
Ormat and is moving forward with
construction of a new monitoring
well, at an estimated cost of $1.5
million, Hayes added. MCWD will
pay for the well using its financial
reserves.
Ormat has agreed to pitch in 10
percent of the cost of the well, in
exchange for MCWD agreeing to a
settlement of litigation. In October

2017, Irene Yamashita, MCWD public relations officer, said the terms
of Ormat’s settlement offer mean
that the district would have no legal
recourse if the fluids were found to
be intermingling.
Thomsen said in an email to The
Sheet that on February 23, Ormat
met with MCWD in Washington,
DC. At that time, Ormat presented
MCWD with a “very simple settlement document” that asked the
district to drop their legal appeal in
exchange for financial assistance
with construction of the monitoring
well.
“Our logic is that we would rather
use our funds to assist the District
rather than continually defend ourselves in court,” Thomsen said. “We
can’t do both.”
When asked if Ormat, a multibillion dollar energy Goliath would
foot the bill for a well as a good will
gesture, to be neighborly, he replied
it has been a good neighbor by drilling the 28 other wells MCWD uses or
can use for monitoring.
“Is the twenty-ninth well going
to be enough for Pat [Hayes] and
MCWD?” asked Thomsen.
“Put your money where your
mouth is [MCWD] and take the
money,” Thomsen said this week,
clearly irritated.

Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
D.N.A Design Studio

Amanda Stone & Vincent Maniaci
116 Crowley Lake Drive
Crowley Lake, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by a husband
and wife. The registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the fictitious
business name listed herein.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on March 19, 2018
File Number 18-037
2018-0045 ( 3/24, 3/31, 4/7, 4/14)
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
Real Earth Designs

Jamie Della
154 Hilton Creek Drive
Crowley Lake, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by an Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name
listed above on March 13, 2018.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on March 13, 2018.
File Number 18-033
2017-0241 (3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7)
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
The Sheet Show

The Sheet, Inc.
P.O. Box 8088, 3343 Main Street
Mammoth Lakes, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by an Corporation.The registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name
listed above on May 14,2003. This statement was filed with the County Clerk of
Mono County on March 7, 2018
File Number 18-020
2018-0034 (3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7)
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LISTEN TO THE ECHO

University of Nevada, Reno program aims to expand addiction treatment services in the Eastern Sierra and Northern Nevada
By Gile s

T

he University of Nevada Reno
is working to expand access
to mental health counseling
and addiction treatment services in
Nevada and the Eastern California
through its Project ECHO Nevada
program.
According to Mono County Behavioral Health Director Robin Roberts,
all addiction patients who request
medication assistance in their recovery in Mono County are currently
referred to providers in Reno. This is
because there are no licensed Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) providers in Mono County. She said her
department is working to change this,
but that the region’s limited number
of mental healthcare providers poses
a challenge.
Project ECHO provides free, specialized online training and consultations to licensed physicians, nurses,
and physicians assistants in MAT and
other commonly requested treatments that are often unavailable in
small communities. The goal is to
prepare primary care physicians in
rural communities to deal with a host
of common afflictions that would otherwise require a patient travel to see a
specialist–something that may not be
covered by their insurance provider.
According to Project ECHO Director Chris Marchand, this model
has proven to be effective in treating Hepatitis C and diabetes. Now,
Healthcare professionals hope it will

expand rural access to medication assisted treatment (MAT) for opioid and
alcohol abuse.
According to Danica Pierce, a LCSW
Licensed Social Worker and Behavioral Health Coordinator for the Renobased Northern Nevada Hopes clinic,
MAT is most effective when paired
with counseling and therapy. There
are two phases of treatment where
medication is administered:
First, a patient must be stabilized.
During this phase of treatment,
medications are used to mitigate the
symptoms of withdrawal. According to Pierce, Nevada Hopes typically
administers Suboxone during this
period, which is a combined dose of
buprenorphine, a synthetic opioid,
and naltrexone, an opiate blocker.
“Naltrexone sits on opiate receptors in
the brain… that wig out and say, ‘we
need opiates!” said Pierce. “It tells the
person, ‘we’re good, we’re covered.”
“Like

a door with a lock on it”

Once a patient is stabilized, they
are weaned off of Suboxone, and
prescribed a form of isolated Naltrexone, which Pierce said prevents
opioids from binding to receptors in
the brain, “like a door with a lock on
it,” keeping the user from getting high
when they use.
Vivitrol, a form of naltrexone that
is administered via a monthly injection, is the most common form of the

medication. It’s popular because a
patient only has to use it once to prevent themselves from getting high for
an entire month. Vivitrol can also be
used to treat alcoholism. “It is super
effective for people who are stable,”
said Pierce. “However, it is really expensive.”
Pierce said that, without insurance,
a single dose of Vivitrol costs about
$1,200. “Nobody can afford that…
and it can get in the way sometimes
if someone is a good candidate [for
MAT] but can’t pay for it.” Her clinic
is federally funded, and as such is
eligible for grant funding that can
supplement the cost of expensive
medications for uninsured, lowincome patients. “It is so much harder
for a little provider, such as a primary
care doctor in rural areas,” said Pierce.
“You’re giving people this medication
which can be really helpful, but if you
don’t have other services [drug and
alcohol counseling, a psychiatrist,
behavioral therapy]… they have to be
really motivated.”
Dr. Tom Boo, Mono County Public
Health Officer and a MAT provider at
Toiyabe Indian Health Project, said
that most insurers, particularly those
available in Mono and Inyo counties,
do not reimburse clinics for patient
visits to substance abuse counselors. “Medication Assisted Treatment
should be accompanied by counseling, it is the standard of care. But you
have a situation in which MediCal, for

example, may reimburse Toiyabe for
my time with a patient as a prescriber
of buprenorphine, but not for the
equally important intensive support
provided by our substance abuse
counselor colleagues,” said Dr. Boo in
an email this week. He said Toiyabe
fills in the funding gap for low income
patients with grant funding that is
not available in the private sector.
“Despite the national spotlight on the
opioid epidemic, about half of insurance companies still don’t accept
substance abuse as a primary billable
reason for a visit,” said Dr. Boo.
Furthermore, many doctors are
turned off by the prospect of prescribing an opioid to a known user without
a broader support network of other
healthcare professionals to monitor
their progress.

More work, no pay
Marchand said that one of the biggest reasons primary care physicians
don’t seek out training in MAT is that
the current billing protocol does not
compensate them for the additional
time and effort involved in offering
those services to patients. He said
that Medicare and Medicaid typically
set the standard for how treatments
and services are billed, and that
neither program has a separate code
for MAT. Often, a doctor administering MAT must spend more than the

see OPIOIDS, page 25
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LUNCH
continued from page 2
As Holler said, you look at just
these two items and realize that the
current site would have really been
just a new construction project.
----I attended a meeting on Wednesday in the Town offices which also
included Recreation Commission
Chair Betsy Truax, Recreation Manager Stu Brown, Public Works Director Grady Dutton and Paul Oster, a
former Mammoth Lakes Planning
Commissioner who is the owner/
broker of Re/Max Mammoth.
The topic: The MUF.
Oster’s position. It’s too expensive—a “cash alligator” in his words.
And what he is concerned about is
“displacement.” That the financial
burden created by a new rink will affect the maintenance and upkeep of
other, existing facilities.
*As Abagael Giles reported March
10, the Town has identified $4.9 million in needed major maintenance
and capital improvement projects
for the Town’s recreational facilities.
To build a $12 million facility which is anticipated to run a
$500,000 operating deficit annually
for an amenity which has served a
maximum of 12,000 people during
any one year (in 2011-2012) is Oster’s
definition of insanity.
But as he chronicled other Town
debacles through the years, I could
detect a bit of a glaze setting in on

comedy).
the faces of Truax, Brown and DutThe other item that struck me was
ton, as if to say, those debacles were
an article Oster attempted to distribpresided over by other people, and
ute (I was the only one who took a
this time it’s different.
copy) by Tom Reges for the Ice SkatOne thing that’s markedly differing Institute.
ent, according to Brown, is the partIn the article, Reges, who said he
nership with the Los Angeles Kings
owned and operated a rink for 29
NHL franchise.
years, talks about the “three phases
Not only do the Kings guarantee
in the life of a rink.”
100 hours of programming per year,
Phases two &
but they provide a
three are the scary
marketing boost.
ones.
Truax added that
In phase one,
the facility will also
everything is shiny
provide a venue
Everybody wants to and new and
for the Town’s burgeoning summer
build and nobody wants demand is high
and the financial
camp programs
calculations are
and a “social gathto do maintenance.
more likely to
ering place.”
But what really
-Kurt Vonnegut make sense.
But starting in
struck me was a
year three, you
comment Truax
enter the repair
made in regard to
phase and by year
MUF/No MUF.
10, you’re full on
She posed the
into replacement
following to Oster.
mode.
If we don’t build
Those are the costs, which come
the MUF, then what do we do? Meadue long after the Grady Duttons
sure R brings in $1 million a year.
and Betsy Truaxes have departed,
There is a limited range of things
which make a guy like Oster nervous.
that Measure R money can be spent
And remind me of the observaon: Recreation, Trails and Parks. If
tion the novelist Kurt Vonnegut once
you don’t build the MUF, then what
made: “Everybody wants to build
do you do? You’ve got to spend it on
and nobody wants to do maintesomething.
nance.”
*Perhaps we should recategorize
To return to a book I talked about
Measure R as Brewster’s Million (in
a few weeks ago, Thinking in Bets
homage to the 1985 Richard Pryor

“

”

by professional poker player Annie
Duke, I look at the MUF this way.
The MUF is not a categorically
horrible idea. If we were at Del Mar
and a horse named Mammuf was
lined up in a five furlong race, I’d
give that horse 4-1 odds to win. Not
great odds. No sure thing. But the
horse would certainly be competitive.
But if that race were a mile, or a
mile and a sixteenth, you’re looking
at longer odds. I’d say 8-1. And a lot
of things would have to break right
(or not break) for Mammuf to pay.
But the money (the $5.5 million
bond) has already been acquired.
This horse is gonna run.
PS: I spoke to Councilman Colin
Fernie late Thursday afternoon. Fernie is a supporter of the MUF and he
gave me the best pitch I’ve heard yet
in its favor.
Fernie said Mammoth not only
suffers from PTSD as a result of the
airport litigation, but is also hamstrung by an inferiority complex.
We’re allowed to have nice things,
he said. And we have the visitation
and the revenue to warrant some
nice things.
Fernie said he just spent some
time in Banff, which has less population than Mammoth and enjoys less
visitation.
It is also in the process of doing a
$26 million remodel to its ice rink
and community center.
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JOHNSTON
continued from page 1
a time, and later Canada. He handpicked a gang of bikers and set off on
adventures, first supported, and then
just with what they could carry in their
panniers.
Larry footed the bulk of the bill for
the trips, but every day after the rides,
the bikers would flip coins to determine who would pay for that night’s
dinner.
According to Larry’s partners, a major highlight of any ride with Larry was
the Pink Weenie. On one adventure,
a faded Wienerschnitzel-antennaed
hot dog cozy was found on the side of
the road and later became a symbol of
boneheadedness. The rider with the
biggest screw up of the day would have
to wear the weenie on his helmet or
lapel the entire day next day. The rider
who earned the weenie on the last day
of the trip got to hold onto the figurine
until next year’s adventure. That person was also guaranteed to be selected
to ride that next year.
“There were a chosen few willing to
do something this crazy,” said Chuck
Satterfield about the bike rides. He
rode on several.
Carl Teller, one of Larry’s closest
friends and a veteran of many rides,
said the trips traveled through some of
the most beautiful places in the West.
Riders were been bound by tradition
not to divulge the numbers or names
of the highways they traversed in Utah.
The trips were full of extra adventures and side trips, including rounds
of golf, trips to hot springs, and dipping the front rims of their bicycles in

PHOTOS COURTESY CHUCK THUOT

Left: Larry Johnston hamming it up on a climbing trip up the 19,500-foot Canadian Mt.
Logan in 1985. Right: Johnston while serving as Mono County District 1 Supervisor.
the Arctic Ocean.
riding or golfing or canoeing again
Arguably the most memorable ride
without thinking of Larry,” said Boyer.
was in Alaska; an 860-mile trip from
Caesar Godinez, a mechanic at
Valdez to Prudhoe Bay. Teller said the
Mammoth Chevron called Larry
trip involved riding for four days on
“genuine and original.” He said he was
pavement and six days on dirt haul
the kind of guy that would go out of
roads full of racing big rigs. Every 10 or his way to help somebody, whether he
20 miles, the riders would gather buck- knew them or not.
ets of water to wash the Alaskan mud
John Teller first came to know Larry
off their bikes and rain gear.
through his annual Haunted House—
He climbed or walked up his perlike most kids in Mammoth. At age 19,
sonal tick list of every high point in
John rode with Larry and others as part
the United States, including Alaska’s
of the famous Alaska bike trip. Larry
Denali. Karen said Larry never took no
endured not just the miles but Alaskan
for an answer and it was that attitude
bugs, mud, and 24-hour sunlight. He
that inspired him to climb Denali, Mt.
pushed through obstacles to achieve
Logan, Mt. Rainier, Popocatepetl, the
his goals. He said the trip was a true
Grand Teton, Half Dome and many
testament to the kind of man Larry
other peaks.
was.
The license plate on his sports car
John described Larry as being neiread, “Undaunted.”
ther conservative nor liberal. He said
John Boyer went with Larry on many he had a different way of seeing things
trips; whether to bicycle, golf, or cathan most people.
noe, and said those experiences made
Carl Teller said Larry wouldn’t
an impact on him. “I’ll ever go bike
intentionally play devil’s advocate

but that he fought for what was right.
“Sometimes it sounded like what he
was saying was coming out of left field,
but he saw things differently. Like he
was seeing a color that wasn’t there,”
Carl said.
Larry loved to hit the golf links and
was known to go out with two sets
of clubs and balls and play against
himself. He was a club champion at
Snowcreek. He coached Little League
for 14 years.
In Town, Larry is best known for his
Halloween haunted houses and elaborate Fourth of July parade floats. These
creations were movie-themed, and one
of the biggest was Pirates of the Caribbean. A full-sized ship blew through
Mammoth, complete with a collapsible mast to get under stop lights and
low-hanging wires.
Friend Chuck Thuot called Larry
“an inferno of inspiration” and said
he would often undertake projects or
adventures that might look impossible
at first glance.
Larry is survived by his wife, Karen;
daughters, Aria and Charity; sons, Logan and Keeler, siblings, Rita, Iris and
Zane; sons-in-law, Larry and David;
future daughter-in-law Crystal; grandchildren Lyric, Echo, Daphne, Violet
and Juniper; and many other in-laws,
nieces and nephews.
“But his spirit survives in all of his
friends, family, and the community
members whom he inspired,” Karen
said. Services will be announced at a
later date.
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WINTER
FESTIVITIES IN JUNE LAKE
June Lake held it’s seventh annual Winter Festival on March 17
Photos b y G ile s

O

n March 17, June Lake celebrated the seventh annual
June Lake Winter Festival,
with a snowmobile poker rally, snow
sculptures, a “family fun zone,” and,
for the first time ever, a dog parade,
which replaced the winter triathalon.
The festival also featured a snow
sculpture competition between local
businesses.

Above (L-R): Grace and Grimm Gain of June Lake at the face
painting station.

Above: June Lake Brewing created this
snowy rendition of Master Shake from
the cartoon series “Aqua Team Hunger
Force.”

Above The Double Eagle’s snow sculpture.

Above (L-R): Ryan Tetuan and daughter Quinn Tetuan check out the Fun Zone at June Mountain. Kenny Morrison, Chef at the
Double Eagle, and Laura Mann, General Manager, served up brisket sandwiches to support Lee Vining High School.

Re-Elect Supervisor

Stacy Corless

Mono County 2018
District 5 • Mammoth
Wednesday, March 28, 5pm
At Roberto’s Cafe

Meet Your Supervisor Reception
Join Stacy and friends for a campaign kick-off event!
Learn more about her work on the Board of Supervisors to
strengthen our community, grow our economy, and protect
our environment

stacycorless.com
Paid for by the Committee to Re-Elect Corless Mono County District 5 Supervisor 2018.
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GROUND CHUCK
Scataloni flame-broiled by difficult women in Red Hot production
By Lunch

I

’ve never dated Chuck Scatolini,
so I don’t know if he deserves the
trials and abuse heaped upon
him by his female co-stars in Sierra
Classic Theatre’s production of Neil
Simon’s “Last of the Red Hot Lovers.”
But it sure is fun to watch.
It’s as if he never left the post office.
Scatolini plays restaurateur
Barney Cashman. After 35 years of
marriage, Barney’s a little restless,
so he casts about looking for an
affair.
At the same time, he is wracked
by guilt at the prospect of betraying
his kind, decent wife.
He is also, apparently, too cheap
to rent a hotel room, so he uses
his mother’s empty apartment as a
rendezvous spot.
In succession, over the course
of about a year, he invites three
women up to the apartment.
I will not give away how Barney
fares in his attempts at extramarital
amour. But it is safe to say that the
play’s title represents … a wild ex-

aggeration of Barney’s womanizing
talents.
And in many respects, the play is
less about Barney than a star-vehicle for the three women who play
his potential lovers.
Allison McDonell Page, Julia Runcie and Shira Dubrovner each get a
shot at vexing hapless Barney. Each
do not disappoint. The juiciest role
belongs to Runcie. We’ve all dated
someone like her. Sexy, beautiful,
impossible. If only she could concentrate long enough. If only she
weren’t so self-absorbed. If only she
could think a little more about sex.
If only she knew the effect she had
on poor Barney.
I’m no Neil Simon fan and the
material, particularly the first half
of the play, seems dated— though it
may have seemed edgy at the time
(they smoke weed!). Fortunately,
the acting is good, and Scatoloni,
who’s always been one of my favorites, does a nice job playing the
bewildered stooge.
It’s as if he’s lived a lot of it before!
Last of the Red Hot Lovers plays

Above: Allison McDonell Page as Elaine
Navazio seduces Chuck Scataloni as Barney Cashman. Below and right Scataloni
and Shira Dubrovner, as Jeannette Fisher.
March 22 through April 1. 7 p.m.
nightly Thursday through Saturday
with 4 p.m. Sunday matinees. For
ticket information and further details, please see ad on page 3, or the
calendar on page 15.

PHOTOS: ALEKS MENDEL
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calendar of events
BARS & MUSIC

TOWN STUFF

Happy Hour/

March 23-25/

The Liberty Sports Bar and Grill,
Pursuit of Happiness Hour, 3-6 p.m.
$1 off draft beers, $2 off wine, $4
well drinks, $2 off specialty drinks.
$5 Flatbread. Open mic plus returns,
hosted by VTA & Acoustic as Folk w/
house sound & lights on Monday @ 9.
See ad, p. 11.
Outlaw Saloon: -Happy Hour
Monday: All Night Happy Hour;
4-Midnight,Tues-Fri 4-6 p.m.
Tuesday: $2 Tacos 4-10 p.m.;
6-9 p.m. Wing Wednesday 50% off
all wings. Thursday: Burger & Beer
special 4-9 p.m. See ad, p. 9.
Roberto’s 4-6 p.m. every day.
Austria Hof 5-8 p.m. daily. See ad, p. 6.
Whitebark Restaurant Bar & Lounge
Unwind with daily drink and food
specials 4-6 p.m.
Clocktower Cellar Happy Hour 4:30-7
p.m. daily and all day Sunday. $5
dollar menu items, drink specials. See
ad, p. 13.
Petra’s Bistro Happy Hour, 5-6 p.m.
every day.
Mammoth’s famous Slocums Happy
Hour Mon. thru Fri 4-6; Saturdays
4-5. Closed Sun. See ad, p. 7.
Happy Hour @ The Bistro at
Snowcreek, 4:30-6:30 p.m. daily.
Mammoth Tavern Happy Hour
Tuesday-Sunday 3:30-5:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays.
Smokeyard weekend Happy Hour 4-6
p.m. in the bar only.
Side Door Happy Hour daily 3-6 p.m.
Giovanni’s Happy Hour, daily 4-6
p.m. Large pizza and a pitcher of beer
gets you free wings.
Lakanuki Happy Hour daily 3-6 p.m.,
$4.50 margaritas, Mai Tais. Happy
Hour drink specials 10 p.m.-close.
Black Velvet Coffee’s Happy Hour,
from 4-6 p.m. every day.
Morrison’s Happy Hour Daily
4-6 p.m.

Sunday, March 25/

Open Mic at Liberty Bar. 9 p.m. See
ad, p. 11.
Bowling and Beats at Mammoth
Rock ‘n Bowl. 9 p.m. See ad, p. 11.

The Imagination Lab Writing Circle.
2-3:30 p.m.
Flash Foxy Climbing Stewardship
Event. 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Meet at
Mountain Rambler parking lot for a
day of giving back to the Buttermilk
Boulders and Volcanic Tablelands.
Eastern Sierra Wildlife Care volunteer orientation at Keoughs Hot
Springs. 1-3 p.m. RSVP: 760.872.1487.
Sierra Club Nordic Ski Outing. Ski
to the Inyo Craters. Meet at 10 a.m.
at the Mammoth Union Bank. Info:
760.934.9271.
Film History in the Alabama Hills.
10 a.m. to noon. Meet at the Eastern
Sierra Visitor Center, Lone Pine. Info:
760.876.6222.
Mammoth Middle School 8th Grade
Trip Fundraiser at Mammoth Rock
‘n Bowl. 2-5 p.m. 50 percent of game
proceeds go towards the 8th Grade
Field Trip.

Wednesday, March 28/

Monday, March 26/

Some Assembly Required plays Black
Doubt Brewing. 7-9 p.m. Free.

Monday, March 26/

25 years of experience

japanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar

Saturday, March 24/

Saturday, March 24/

Sunday, March 25/

Open at 5 p.m.
635 N. Main St.
Bishop

Senior Citizens Protest of MMSA’s
decision to eliminate its senior discounts. 10 a.m. at Main Lodge parking lot. “We want our senior pass.”
Coffee with District 8 Congressional
Candidate Marge Doyle at Stellar
Brew. 10 a.m. to noon.
Coffee with District 8 Congressional
Candidate Marge Doyle in June Lake.
1-3 p.m. at the June Lake Community
Center.
Reel Rock Fundraiser for Marge
Doyle. 5-9 p.m. at the Sierra Events
Center, 452 Old Mammoth Road.
Meet Marge/ Happy Hour at 5 p.m.
Climbing films being at 6:15 p.m.
Raffle prizes, guest speakers at
intermission. Adults: $35, students:
$15. Children 6-13: $10. Tix: margedoyleforcongress.ticketspice.com/
reel-rock-12-mammoth-lakes or at
the door.

Erratik Behavior plays Liberty Bar. 9
p.m. Free. See ad, p. 11.
Ease Up plays Rafters. 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Free.
Bodie 601 plays Mountain Rambler.
8-11 p.m. Free.
Après at the Outpost. 4-6 p.m.
We’re keeping the food and drinks
flowing at the Melt House and
Boundary bar even after the lifts stop.
Ride in and hang out, or walk in after
4 p.m. to Mammoth’s Outpost at the
base of Chair 14. See ad, p. 3.
“Know Your Limit” event with Mammoth Taxi and the Mammoth Lakes
Police Department. 9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
at Liberty Sports Bar and Grill.

760-872-4801

Friday, March 23/

Blue Ribbon Fun Run and Walk. 3k,
5k, 10k races. Race starts at 9 a.m. at
Brown’s Town. Proceeds benefit the
Eastern Sierra Cancer Alliance. See ad,
p. 13.
Altrusa High Tea. 11 a.m. Theme
of Love and Gratitude. Tickets: $45.
Table: $250. Features elegant three
course service. Put on your best, wear
a hat (or borrow one from us). Tickets: atrusaes.org. Contact Gail Swain
760.920.7497.
“Know Your Limit” with Mammoth
Lakes Police Department at Liberty
Bar. 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. See ad, p. 1.
Happy Trails and Tails mobile Veterinary Service Grand Opening. Food
and activities at the corner of Locust
and Jackson streets in Lone Pine. 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.

March 23-24/

• Chicken & Beef Teriyaki
• Tempura • Tonkatsu • Sukiyaki
• Calamari • Sushi
• Full Service Cocktail Bar
& Lounge

Sierra Classic Theater’s production
of Neil Simon’s Last of the Red Hot
Lovers continues at Edison Theater in
Mammoth Lakes. Fri-Sat. night shows
at 7 p.m; Sunday matinee at 4 p.m.
For tix: mammothlakesrepertorytheatre.org. See ad, p. 3.

Wild Wing Wednesdays at Outlaw
Saloon. 50 percent off all wings 6-9
p.m. See ad page 9.

Thursday, March 29/

Latin Night at Mammoth Rock ‘n
Bowl. 9 p.m. See ad page 11.

Bishop City Council meeting. 6-8
p.m. at City Hall.
Meet and Greet with Mammoth Town
Council Candidate Jennifer Burrows.
6-8 p.m. at Bleu Handcrafted Foods.

MAMMOTH LIQUOR
Beer lovers’ candy store

Selection of more than 300 beers
OUR PRICES ARE GREAT
NO MATTER HOW OLD YOU ARE

934.6260

Main St. Next to Rick’s
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calendar of events
Reel Rock Tour with Marge Doyle
On Friday, March 23, District 8
Congressional Candidate Marge
Doyle invites residents of the Eastern
Sierra to join her for a meet and greet
and viewing of the latest Reel Rock
tour.
The event, which is hosted by the
Mono County Democratic Central
Committee, will feature a happy hour
from 5-6:15 p.m. with a film screening
from 6:15-9 p.m. The event will be
held at the Sierra Event Center, at 452
Old Mammoth Road.
Marge Doyle is running for the
District 8 Congressional seat to
represent the Eastern Sierra, Joshua
Tree, Big Bear, and Mojave Desert
communities.
Tickets are by suggested donation
of $35 per adult, $15 per student
with ID, $10 per kid 6-13. The event
is free for kids 6 and under. Tickets
can be purchased in advance at
margedoyleforcongress.ticketspice.
com/reel-rock-12-mammoth-lakes.
They are also available at the door.

Rotary Poker Tournament
The Mammoth Lakes Noon Rotary
Club will host its 9th annual Texas
Hold ‘Em Poker Tournament at
Lakanuki in The Village at Mammoth
on Wednesday, March 28. Registration
will start at 5 p.m. $100 buy-in for
6,000 chips, $50 add on, and $25
re-buys.
Grand prizes include a 2018-2019
Mammoth Mountain Ski Pass, a Sierra
Star Golf Pass, Snow Creek Athletic
Club 6 month membership, and a
Snow Creek Golf Pass.
Proceeds from the event benefit
CERT, Scholarships for local students,
and Chamber Music Unbound,
among other causes. See ad, page 5.

Bishop ADA Project Construction
The California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) will begin
construction on Bishop’s Main Street
on Sunday March 25, at the Southeast
corner of West Line Street and
Sunland Drive. Hours of construction
are expected to be 7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
Contractors will be removing and
replacing sidewalks, curbs, gutters,
and driveways. Eastbound traffic will
be detoured into the two-way left turn
lane in the area of active construction
and traffic signals will be changed to a
flashing red.

Easter at the Village at Mammoth
Celebrate Easter with Mammoth
Mountain on Sunday, April 1 at the
Village at Mammoth. The Easter
Bunny and Woolly the Mammoth will
be present, with candy and parade
favor giveaways for kids.
From 3-5 p.m. there will be
performances by roaming stilt
performers and a stilt circus. From
3:30-4:30 p.m., an Easter Parade will
take place through the Village. For
more information about the event,
visit villageatmammoth.com. See ad,
p. 3.

TOWN STUFF

UPCOMING

Tuesday, March 27/

Mammoth Unified School District.
8-10 a.m. at Black Velvet Coffee.

White Mountain Research Station
spring lecture series kicks off at 7
p.m. at WMRS at 3000 East Line St. in
Bishop. Speaker: David Lee. Topic:
Rock Art. See sidebar.
Inyo County Board of Supervisors
meeting. 8:30 a.m. at the County Administrative Center, Independence.
Bishop Planning Commission meeting. 6-7 p.m. at City Hall.
Mammoth Lakes Chamber of Commerce Business After Hours at Tribe
Snowboards. 5-7 p.m. Free for members, $10 for non-members.
4th Annual Mammoth Parks and
Recreation Summer Recreation
Open House. 5-7 p.m. at Mammoth
Elementary. Sign up for camps, rec
department programs, and leagues.

March 30-31/

Banff Mountain Film Festival in
Bishop. 7-10 p.m. at the Tri-County
Fairgrounds. Tickets available at
Eastside Sports, The Booky Joint in
Mammoth, and Inyo Council for the
Arts, or at the door for cash only. $15
per screening. See sidebar, ad p. 2.

Friday, March 30/

Easter Egg Hunt at Mammoth Creek
Park. 3-4 p.m. Hosted by Mammoth
Lakes Parks and Recreation Department. BYO bag/basket.

Saturday, March 31/

Mammoth Rotary Poker Tournament. Registration at 5 p.m. See ad,
page 5, sidebar.
Mono County Economic Development, Tourism, and Film Commission Meeting. 10 a.m. at the Lee
Vining Community Center.
Bishop Parks and Recreation Commission meeting. 5:15-6:15 p.m. at
City Hall.
Meet Your Supervisor: Meet and
Greet with District 5 Supervisor
Stacy Corless. 5-6:30 p.m. at Roberto’s
Cafe in Mammoth. Appetizers and
no-host bar. See ad, p. 12.

Free Easter Egg Hunt at the Sierra
Nevada Resort and Spa and Rafters
Restaurant. Starts at 10 a.m. Register
at Rafters before the hunt. Ages 12 &
under. Brunch and breakfast specials,
and more than 2,000 eggs to find. See
ad, p. 4.
Tablelands Archaeology Walk with
BLM archaeologist Greg Haverstock.
3-hour guided hike featuring the
human history of the region. RSVP:
julia@friendsoftheinyo.org. 9 a.m. to
noon.
Guided Hike: The Alabama Hills
Under our Feet. Meet at the Eastern
Sierra Interagency Visitor Center at
10 a.m. 2-hour, easy, interpretive hike
through the desert.

Thursday, March 29/

Sunday, April 1/

Wednesday, March 28/

Mammoth Voices Meeting: County
Supervisor Candidate for District
5 Eric Kaufman and Mono county
Superintendent of Education Candidate Jennifer Huh. 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Giovanni’s.
Community Coffee with Mammoth
Lakes Tourism. 8-10 a.m. at Black
Velvet Coffee.

Easter Sunday Parade in The Village
at Mammoth. 3-5 p.m. See ad, p. 3.

Saturday, April 7/

American Legion Post and Auxiliary
Unit 457 Rummage and Bake Sale.
8 a.m. to noon at the Big Pine Town
Hall. Info/donations: Rick Fields at
760.263.4150.

AT THE MOVIES

Rotary Scholarship Applications
The Mammoth Lakes Rotary
Foundation College Completion
Scholarship offers financial assistance
to graduating seniors at Mammoth
High School who plan to attend
Cerro Coso Community College. The
recipient, upon graduation from
Cerro Coso and transfer acceptance
to any UC, CSU school, or UNR, will
receive a $20,000 scholarship paid
over two years to assist in completion
of a bachelor’s degree.
To apply, submit the standard MHS
community Scholarship application
to the MHS counseling office by April
6. Applicants must write an original
essay detailing their experience with
service to others while completing
their high school academics. The
essay prompt for 2018 is “Making
a Difference.” Your essay should
describe what you think it means
to make a difference, and highlight
activities you have participated in
that have made a difference. You
should describe how you would apply
your education to make a difference
in the future. Essay should not exceed
5 pages, size 12 font, 1-inch margins.

Banff Film Festival in Bishop
On Friday, March 30, and Saturday.
March 31, the 16th Annual Banff
Film Festival World Tour will come
to Bishop. This year’s films feature
stories about adventure in the
wilderness, conservation efforts, and
new innovation in outdoor sports.
There will be two nights of
movie screenings at the Tri-County
Fair Grounds. Tickets are $15 per
screening and support local art
programming.
For more information or to
purchase tickets for the event,
contact Inyo Council for the Arts, at
760.873.8014. See ad, p. 2.

Minaret Cinemas
Pacific Rim: Uprising (PG 13): Jake Pentecost reunites with Mako Mori to lead
a new generation of Jaeger pilots. Like transformers but not transformers.
Tomb Raider (PG 13): Lara Croft solves the mystery of her adventurer father’s
disappearance. Stars Alicia Vikander.
For movie times, call 760.934.3131 or visit mammothlakesmovies.com.

Notice of Public Hearing
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING AND SUMMARY OF
PROPOSED RESOLUTION
NOTICE IS HEARBY GIVEN, pursuant to California
Government Code section 66018, that the Board
of Supervisors of the County of Mono shall hold a
public hearing at 9:45 a.m. Tuesday, April 10, 2018 in
the Board of Supervisors Room, Mono County Court
House, 278 Main Street, Second Floor, Bridgeport,
CA 93517. The Board will consider and determine
at the public hearing whether to adopt a resolution
establishing a fee.
The proposed resolution establishes a fee for North
American Invasive Species Management Association (NAISMA) weed-free certification of forage. The
County Agricultural Commissioner’s Office conducted
a study to determine program costs associated with
certification of hay and other forage according to
NAISMA standards.
Complete copies of the proposed resolution and Agricultural Commissioner’s study will be on file with Agricultural Commissioner, 207 West South Street, Room
6, Bishop CA 93514 and are available for inspection by
the public during normal business hours.
Written comments may be submitted prior to the
hearing by mail to: Board of Supervisors, c/o Clerk
of the Board, P.O. Box 715, Bridgeport, CA 93517; or
by hand delivery to: Board of Supervisors, c/o Clerk
of the Board, First Floor, Annex 1, 74 School Street,
Bridgeport, CA 93517; or via e-mail to: skendall@
mono.ca.gov.
The Board shall also consider oral or written comments received during the hearing, but the Board
Chair may limit oral comments to a reasonable
length.
TS #2018-0049
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Help Wanted

Sierra Employment Services, Inc. is hiring for the following positions:
Janitor B $15
Electrician B $DOE
Bookkeeper B $20-$25
Const. HEO M $26 - $30
Retail Clerk M $12-$14
Laundry Attendant B $15
Machine Operator B $11
General Laborers M $11-$16
Const. Equip Op. M $23 - $27
Const. Foreman M $33 - $36
Const. Equip Op. M $23 - $27
Const. Lead Worker M $30 - $33
Customer Representative M $15-$20
Mechanical Maint. Worker I M $18.41 $25.35
Inspection & Audits Compliance Liaison
B $12
Call 760.924.0523 or 760.873.8599
See our full job list online
www.SierraEmployment.com

Housekeepers ($11)
Cooks
Dishwashers
Maintenance Worker
Please complete an application at
164 Old Mammoth Rd.
or e-mail pl@thelandingtahoe.com
Full time Maids Needed.Vacation rental
company, Experience required, Must have
vehicle. Call Luis at 760.914.0768
Mammoth Spa Creations is looking
for an additional member for it’s team.
This is a Full Time, Year Round position.
We have an immediate opening for a Spa
Maintenance position. This position also
offers vacation accrual, benefits and paid
holidays. Experience is preferred, but not
required. Heavy lifting and a clean DMV is
required. Please call 760.924.3091 orstop
by the store located at 1401 Tavern Rd.
Mammoth Lakes for more information
and to pick up an application.
Part-time night audit position at
Sierra Lodge. Must be available to work
11 p.m.-7 a.m. shifts. Must have work experience demonstrating direct interaction
with people. Previous hospitality experience not required. Starting hourly wages
DOE. Deliver resume in person or pick
up application at Sierra Lodge, 3540 Main
Street, or send to info@sierralodge.com.

Mammoth Rock & Bowl/Mammoth
Rock Brasserie has the following positions available. Bowling Desk Employees,
Server, Bartender, Brasserie Hostess. Contact Kevin O’Connell 760.934.4200 ext.223,
or Ann Ward ext. 221
East Side Bake Shop located in Crowley
Lake is hiring for a Baker’s Apprentice position. You would be trained on a variety of
baked goods, breads and more. Applicant
must be available for training purposes
mid week, and eventually available to
work weekends when the bakery is open at
the end of April. Some baking experience
and a commitment to working the entire
summer is required. Please send resume
to eastsidebakeshop@gmail.com or call
760.914.2696
The Outlaw Saloon is in search of daytime server/Bartender. Must have experience Drop off your resume to management daily, ask for Hector.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CFO/Controller
High Country Lumber is seeking a
Bright, pro-active and well organized
financial CFO/Controller to join our team
and undertake all aspects of our financial
management including corporate accounting, financial reporting, budget and
forecasts preparation.
Go to: highcountrtylumber.com for details of job responsibilities and duties.
Ideal candidate should have: 7 + Years
of progressive experience in a financial
management role and possess CPA or
MBA credentials.
Benefits include:
Competitive Salary (based on skill and
experience)
Friendly work environment
Health Care Plan
Vacation Accrual
Sick Leave Pay
401K Savings Plan
Contact: Steven Joseph
760. 873.5874.
stevej@highcountrylumber.com

TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES
Equipment Mechanic
$47,795 - $67,253 + competitive benefits
package
The Town of Mammoth Lakes is looking
for a skilled Equipment Mechanic to join
our dedicated Public Works Department.
If you have experience in the maintenance and repair of automotive, construction, and other power-driven equipment
and you’re looking for a career opportunity with great benefits, apply now!
-Eligibility for CalPERS retirement
-Paid leave starting at 5 weeks/year
-12 paid municipal holidays
-Empliyer-paid health insurance
- $1,100/year tool allowance
- Possession of, or ability to obtain Class
A license is preferred
-Experience with transit vehicles is
preferred
- Specialized training required
For more information and to apply, visit
www.townofmammothlakes.ca.gov, or
contact Cassandra Mance, HR Manager,
on 760.965.3604. Application deadline:
April 8.

High Country Lumber in Mammoth is
hiring! Seeking hard working individuals
to assist customers in the lumber yard.
We will train. Position is located at the
Mammoth Lakes, High Country Lumber
location. High Country Lumber offers
a competitive hourly pay rate + health
benefits and 401k for qualified full time
employees. Application available online
at highcountrylumber.com or in person
at 243 Sierra Manor Rd in Mammoth.

Now hiring for management position at
Domino's! Applicants must be eager to
learn the ropes and do what it takes to be
a great leader. Management experience
preferred, but not required. If you are willing to learn and give it your all, we have
the skills to instill in you! Position starts at
$12.00 per hour plus tips. Hours vary, 20
to 30 hours a week to start, then increases
from there. We are looking for a long term
applicant. Wages increase when you are
able to adequately run and manage a
shift. We are looking for closing mangers
who are able to set a great example to
fellow employees. Domino's is a great
place to work with plenty of growth opportunity! Applicants must be able to pass
a criminal background check, must have
a clean driving history (less than three
tickets in last three years) as you might
be delivering from time to time (more
tips there too). Come join a great team
with plenty of growth opportunity. Hourly
wages, tips, and eventually bonuses if you
are willing to put in the effort and work :)
Domino's is number one in the country,
come join a great team! Come apply in
store at 1934 Meridian Blvd.

Holiday Haus Motel and Hostel Now
Hiring for year round permanent position
for a Front Desk Manager,and Part-time
Housekeeper. Excellent pay DOE.Please
contact Todd Roberts at 760.934.2414 or
stop by and see us in person at 3905 Main
Street in Mammoth Lakes.
Full Charge Bookkeeper Quick Books,
Payroll, Excel, Word. Attention to detail,
Call (760) 934-9693. Ask for Russ.

For Hire
Bookkeeping Services Available. Let me
keep your books up-to-date and in order
while you focus on your business or travel
the world! Experienced in Quickbooks,
Microsoft Office, Dropbox, Google Docs.
Great references available. 805.540.0902.
Z-Z-ZIPPERS! Quality work, speedy service.
Sportswear, parkas, pants, packs & duffels.
Hems, too! Call 760.873.4499.

For Sale
Bookstore. 2,000 SF on Main St., Bishop
with 1,000 SF upstairs. 30-40,000 books.
Asking $80,000. Call Diane at 760.937.7317.

Sierra Lodge is seeking manager in
charge of day to day operations. Managerial experience a plus, but previous
hospitality experience is not required.
Please deliver resume in person or pick
up application at Sierra Lodge located at
3540 Main Street or send to info@sierralodge.com. For more information call
760.914.0186

Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
Benton Station Cafe

Benton Station
25669 Highway 6
Benton, Ca. 93512
This business is conducted by a limited liability company. The registrant commenced
to transact business under the fictitious
business name listed above on January 1,
1983.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on March 6, 2018.
File Number 18-031.
2018-0040 (3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/7)

We’re Social. Come Visit.

Mammoth Hospital
is Hiring!
Now hiring well qualified delivery drivers. Applicants must have a clean driving
record (no tickets in last 3 years). Must
be over 18 with at least 2 years of driving
experience. Position also entails taking
phone orders and helping in store when
needed. Applicants must have there own
vehicle, must be insured, and be able
to pass a criminal background check.
Minimum wage plus mileage plus great
tips. Earn up to 25 per hour. Prefer locals
or residents who plan on being in Mammoth for an extended period of time.
Great opportunity for extra money. Apply
in store at 1934 Meridian Blvd!
Dental Front Office Position
Seeking outgoing, friendly, highly organized service-oriented individual with
exceptional written and verbal (phone
and in person) communication skills to
run our patient-focused dental team as
a full time employee. If you like working with people and feel you possess the
abovementioned skills, please submit
your resume along with a cover letter
explaining why you would be a good fit
for this position. Also include a list with
a minimum of 2 personal and 2 business
references. Please email your resume,
cover letter and references to Dr. Mark
Zila at doc.mzila@gmail.com. Kindly
put “Dental Front Office Position” in the
subject field.

For Rent

2BR,1B Apartment for Rent Unfurnished washer/dryer hook-up, no garage.
$1500.00, 1 year lease, and local references. Greg 760.937.7569.
Furnished Condo 2500/mo (flexible)
Stunning 3-Story end unit in Mammoth
Pines. 2bds/3baths/loft  Approx. 2000
sq feet Available April 1st No Pets/NonSmoking/Excellent Credit Email/Call for
showing Inezcoffman@gmail.com
310.704.5778

Benefits • Year-Round Stability
• Paid Time Off
We are currently hiring for positions
in nursing, radiology, accounting,
housekeeping, and more!
Check out our many open positions on
our employment page at
www.mammothhospital.org/employment

and see why our last employee
satisfaction survey scored in the 90th
percentile of hospitals!
• Nursing & Clinical Lab Scientist sign-on
and relocation bonus available!

Elevate Your Health

Meticulous Care
Memorable People
Majestic Location
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Notice Inviting Bids
TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES, CA
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
CAP 15-008
The Town of Mammoth Lakes will receive sealed bids
for the work shown on the plans entitled:
NEW COMMUNITY MULTI-USE FACILITIES
In the Town of Mammoth Lakes for
The Town of Mammoth Lakes, California
Bids will be received at the Office of the Town Clerk of
the Town of Mammoth Lakes located at:
437 Old Mammoth Road, Suite R,
Mammoth Lakes, California 93546
until 4:00 pm on Monday April 23, 2018 at which time
they will be publicly opened and read.
Proposal forms and Contract Documents for this
work are included in the specifications.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Project includes the
construction of a New Community Multi-use facility to be located at 686 Old Mammoth Road. The
43,000SF steel structure will house a 2500 square foot
community center and Olympic sized ice rink along
with associated public and private spaces such as
entry hall and lobby, public viewing areas, restrooms,
locker rooms, concession space, mechanical rooms,
and storage areas. The ice rink will be a complete
turnkey system with all mechanical, plumbing and
ancillary systems incorporated as specified. The project also includes site work such as concrete curbs and
sidewalks, asphalt parking lot, and drainage improvements. The engineer’s estimate to complete the base
bid is between $9,500,000 and $10,000,000. The work
includes full compliance with all applicable laws,
rules and regulations. The work shall be completed
within the time set forth in the Contract.
A non-mandatory pre-bid meeting will be held at the
conference room at the Town Offices on April 11, 2018
at 10:00AM, located at 437 Old Mammoth Road, Suite
R, Mammoth Lakes, California.
The contractor shall have a valid Class B Contractor
license, a Drivers License, and a current Business Tax
Certificate and shall maintain all required licenses
throughout the duration of the Contract. The Contractor shall demonstrate his qualifications by having
adequate equipment in good working order, experience, and ability to perform work. The Town will be
the sole judge as to the qualifications of each bidder.
Pursuant to Labor Code Section 1771.1(a), a contractor or subcontractor shall not be qualified to bid on,
be listed in a bid proposal (subject to the requirements of Section 4104 of the Public Contract Code),
or engage in the performance of any contract for public work, as defined in Chapter 1 of Part 7 of Division
2 of the Labor Code, unless currently registered with
the Department of Industrial Relations and qualified
to perform public work pursuant to Section 1725.5.
However, an unregistered contractor may submit a
bid that is authorized by Section 7029.1 of the Business and Professions Code or by Sections 10164 or
20103.5 of the Public Contract Code, provided that
the contractor is registered to perform public work at
the time the contract is awarded.
Plans and specifications may be obtained for a NONREFUNDABLE FEE as listed below:
Description: Plans & Specifications (incl. bid forms)
Reduced plans only (11 x 17)
Picked up at the Town Offices $75.00
Shipped UPS, FedEx, or US Mail $150.00
Town of Mammoth Lakes Offices located at
437 Old Mammoth Road, Suite R, Mammoth Lakes,
California 93546.
To order the plans and specifications by telephone
call (760) 935-3652. Plans and specifications will be
available for download for free. Please email hhayes@
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov to be placed on the
Bidder’s List and receive download instructions. The
Town requests all bidder information including project name, company name, contact name and title,
phone number, fax number, and email address, when
making a request for the bid package.
Each bid must be accompanied by a certified or
cashier's check payable to the order of the Town of
Mammoth Lakes, or by a bid bond in the sum of not
less than 10% of the total amount of the bid, as a
guarantee that the bidder will enter into the proposed
contract if it be awarded him/her. A labor and materials bond and faithful performance bond each equal
to 100% of the bid are required to be provided by the
awarded contractor. All bonds shall be executed by
an admitted surety insurer meeting the requirements
of California Code of Civil Procedure Section 995.120.
Technical questions should be directed to Haislip
Hayes, PE Engineering Manager, Department of
Public Works, Town of Mammoth Lakes, California,
telephone (760) 965-3652. Oral clarifications are nonbinding and any changes shall be issued by written
addenda only.
This project is subject to compliance monitoring
and enforcement by the California Department of
Industrial Relations. Pursuant to Section 1773 of the
Labor Code, the general prevailing wage rates have
been determined by the Director of the California
Department of Industrial Relations. These wages are
set forth in the General Prevailing Wage Rates for
this project, available at Town offices. Future effective general prevailing wage rates, which have been
predetermined and are on file with the California
Department of Industrial Relations are referenced
but not printed in the general prevailing wage rates.
A copy of the rates shall be posted by the successful
bidder at the job site. The successful bidder and all
subcontractor(s) under him shall comply with all
applicable Labor Code provisions, which include
but are not limited to the payment of not less than
the required prevailing wage rates to all worked employed by them in the execution of the Contract, the
employment of apprentices, the hours or labor and
the debarment of contractors and subcontractors.
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Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 22300, the
successful bidder may substitute certain securities for
funds withheld by the Town to ensure performance
under the Contract.
The Contract will be awarded to the responsible
bidder submitting the lowest responsive bid on the
base bid minus all alternates. The Town reserves the
right to waive any informality or irregularity in a bid.
The Town of Mammoth Lakes reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids, or to utilize any alternative
procedures authorized by the Public Contracts Codes
Sections 20166 and 20167. Submission of a bid shall
be deemed conclusive evidence that the bidder has
thoroughly examined the plans, specifications and
the site of all work and the bid takes all costs into account. Each bid shall remain good for a minimum of
sixty (60) days after bid opening.

LIST OF QUALIFIED LOCAL CANDIDATES FOR THE JUNE 5, 2018 BALLOT
MARCH 15, 2018
Office Name

Qualified Candidate

County
If no candidate for any one local countywide seat receives more
than 50% of the vote in the June Primary Election, the top-two
candidates for that seat will move forward to the November General
Election.
County Supervisor, 1

Jennifer Halferty

TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES, CALIFORNIA

Gerry Kosen

Jamie Gray, TOWN CLERK
DATED: March 16, 2018

Jesse Rea

TS #2018-0035
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NOTICE INVITING BIDS
CAP 18-001
The Town of Mammoth Lakes will receive sealed bids
for the work shown on the plans entitled:

County Supervisor, 5

Stacy Corless
Eric Kaufman

UPPER MERIDIAN BOULEVARD CONCRETE IMPROVEMENTS #2
In the Town of Mammoth Lakes for
The Town of Mammoth Lakes, California
Bids will be received at the Office of the Town Clerk of
the Town of Mammoth Lakes located at:
437 Old Mammoth Road, Suite R,
Mammoth Lakes, California 93546
until 2:00 PM on April 18, 2018 at which time they will
be publicly opened and read.
Proposal forms and Contract Documents for this work
are included in the specifications.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Project includes removal
and replacement of curb and gutter, pedestrian ramps
and sidewalk and asphalt grinding and paving along
the North side of Meridian Boulevard from Majestic
Pines Drive to Lodestar Drive. The engineer’s estimate
for this project is between $125,000 and $135,000.
The work includes full compliance with all applicable
laws, rules and regulations. The work shall be completed within the time set forth in the Contract.
A non-mandatory pre-bid meeting will be held at the
conference room at the Town Offices on April 11, 2018
at 2:00PM, located at 437 Old Mammoth Road, Suite
R, Mammoth Lakes, California.
The contractor shall have a valid Class A Contractor
license, a Driver’s License, a current Business Tax
Certificate and shall maintain all required licenses
throughout the duration of the Contract. The Contractor shall demonstrate his qualifications by having adequate equipment in good working order, experience,
and ability to perform work. The Town will be the sole
judge as to the qualifications of each bidder.
Pursuant to Labor Code Section 1771.1(a), a contractor or subcontractor shall not be qualified to bid on,
be listed in a bid proposal (subject to the requirements of Section 4104 of the Public Contract Code), or
engage in the performance of any contract for public
work, as defined in Chapter 1 of Part 7 of Division 2
of the Labor Code, unless currently registered with
the Department of Industrial Relations and qualified
to perform public work pursuant to Section 1725.5.
However, an unregistered contractor may submit a
bid that is authorized by Section 7029.1 of the Business and Professions Code or by Sections 10164 or
20103.5 of the Public Contract Code; provided that the
contractor is registered to perform public work at the
time the contract is awarded.

Assessor – One seat open, 4-year term

Barry Beck

District Attorney – One seat open, 4-year term

Tim Kendall

Superintendent of Schools – One seat open, 4-year term

Stacey Adler
Jennifer Huh

Superior Court Judge – One seat open, 6-year term

Gerald F. Mohun, Jr.

Sheriff – One seat open, 4-year term

Ingrid Braun

Town
Town of Mammoth Lakes Council Member – 3 seats open
4-year term

Plans and specifications may be obtained for a NONREFUNDABLE FEE as listed below:
Description: Plans & Specifications (incl. bid forms)
Picked up at the Town Offices $25.00
Shipped UPS, FedEx, or US Mail $75.00

This project is subject to compliance monitoring and
enforcement by the California Department of Industrial Relations. Pursuant to Section 1773 of the Labor
Code, the general prevailing wage rates have been
determined by the Director of the California Department of Industrial Relations. These wages are set forth
in the General Prevailing Wage Rates for this project,
available at Town offices. Future effective general prevailing wage rates, which have been predetermined
and are on file with the California Department of
Industrial Relations are referenced but not printed in
the general prevailing wage rates. A copy of the rates
shall be posted by the successful bidder at the job site.
The successful bidder and all subcontractor(s) under
them shall comply with all applicable Labor Code
provisions, which include but are not limited to the
payment of not less than the required prevailing wage
rates to all worked employed by them in the execution
of the Contract, the employment of apprentices, the
hours of labor and the debarment of contractors and
subcontractors.

Kirk Stapp
Lesley-Anne Hoxie
John Wentworth

￼
To order the plans and specifications by telephone
call (760) 965-3654, fax (760) 934-7493. Plans and
specifications are also available on the Town of Mammoth Lakes website at http://www.ci.mammothlakes.ca.us/bids.aspx.
To be listed on the Bidder’s List the Contractor should
email sshultz@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov all
bidder information including project name, contact
name, affiliation, phone number, fax number, and
email address.
Each bid must be accompanied by a certified or
cashier’s check payable to the order of the Town of
Mammoth Lakes, or by a bid bond in the sum of not
less than 10% of the total amount of the bid, as a
guarantee that the bidder will enter into the proposed
contract if it be awarded him/her. A labor and materials bond and faithful performance bond each equal
to 100% of the bid are required to be provided by the
awarded contractor. All bonds shall be executed by an
admitted surety insurer meeting the requirements of
California Code of Civil Procedure Section 995.120.
Technical questions should be directed to Sierra
Shultz at the Office of the Director of Public Works,
Town of Mammoth Lakes, California, by telephone
(760) 965-3654 or email sshultz@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov. Oral clarifications are non-binding
and any changes shall be issued by written addenda
only.

Lynda Salcido

Jennifer Burrows
Brent Truax
TS #2018-0043

Notice Inviting Bids cont.

Notice Vacancies-Extension

Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 22300, the
successful bidder may substitute certain securities for
funds withheld by the Town to ensure performance
under the Contract.

NOTICE OF VACANCIES - EXTENSION
BUILDING ADVISORY COMMITTEE/BOARD OF
APPEALS

The Contract will be awarded to the responsible bidder submitting the lowest responsive bid on the base
bid without all alternates. The Town reserves the right
to waive any informality or irregularity in a bid.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that three terms of office
will become vacant on the Building Advisory Committee/Board of Appeals. The terms of this office are
four (4) years, expiring on April 1, 2022. The Building Advisory Committee/Board of Appeals meets
quarterly.

The Town of Mammoth Lakes reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids, or to utilize any alternative
procedures authorized by the Public Contract Code
Sections 20166 and 20167. Submission of a bid shall
be deemed conclusive evidence that the bidder has
thoroughly examined the plans, specifications and
the site of all work and the bid takes all costs into account. Each bid shall remain good for a minimum of
sixty (60) days after bid opening.
Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 7201, the
Town has made a determination that retention of 5%
will be withheld from payment until after the work is
complete.
TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES, CALIFORNIA
Jamie Gray, TOWN CLERK
DATED: March 23, 2018
TS #2018-0042

Interested parties should file an application with the
Town Clerk on or before Monday, March 26, 2018 at
5:00 p.m. Application forms may be obtained at the
Town Offices, Minaret Village Shopping Center; or by
writing to P.O. Box 1609, Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546;
or by phoning 9653602; or by visiting the Town’s website at www.townofmammothlakes.ca.gov.
Dated: March 7, 2018
Jamie Gray, Town Clerk
TS #2018-0037
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Notice of Ordinance

ORDINANCE NUMBER 18-02
AN URGENCY ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF
MAMMOTH LAKES, COUNTY OF MONO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
REPEALING AND READOPTING CHAPTER 5.38;
AMENDING SECTIONS 17.24.020, 17.28.020, 17.52.040, 17.68.100, 17.144.040, 17.144.050,
17.144.060, AND 17.148.020;
DELETING SECTION 17.52.160 WITHIN CHAPTER 17.52;
AND ADDING SECTIONS 17.52.085 AND 17.52.086 WITHIN CHAPTER 17.52
TO THE MAMMOTH LAKES MUNICIPAL CODE,
AND REPEALING THE CANNABIS MORATORIUM
WHEREAS, the voters of the State of California approved Proposition 215 (codified as Health and Safety Code
Section 11365.5 et seq.), entitled the Compassionate Use Act of 1996, the intent of which was to enable persons
in need of marijuana (also known as cannabis) for medicinal purposes to obtain and use it under limited, specified, circumstances; and
WHEREAS, as a result of Proposition 215, individuals began establishing medical marijuana cooperatives in
various cities; and
WHEREAS, in June 2010 the voters of the Town of Mammoth Lakes approved Measure M to allow a maximum
of two (2) medical marijuana cooperatives within the Town and added Section 17.52.160 to the Municipal Code;
and
WHEREAS, also in June 2010, the Town Council adopted Municipal Code Chapter 5.38, thereby establishing
regulations for medical marijuana cooperatives located within the Town; and
WHEREAS, in September 2015 the California Legislature adopted a series of laws collectively comprising the
Medical Cannabis Regulations and Safety Act (MCRSA), thereby establishing a framework for the licensure and
regulations of medical cannabis; and
WHEREAS, in May 2016 the Town Council adopted an urgency ordinance allowing medical cannabis cultivation operations in the Industrial zoning district with approval of a use permit; and
WHEREAS, Proposition 64, also known as the Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA), was approved by the voters
on November 8, 2016 and as a result, it is no longer illegal under State law, regardless of medical purposes, to: (1)
possess, process, transport, purchase, obtain, or give away certain amounts of cannabis or concentrated cannabis, including as contained in cannabis products, to those 21 years of age or older; (2) possess, plant, cultivate,
harvest, dry, or process not more than six living cannabis plants and the cannabis produced by those plants; (3)
smoke or ingest cannabis or cannabis products; and (4) possess, transport, purchase, obtain, use, manufacture,
or give away cannabis accessories without compensation to those 21 years of age or older; and
WHEREAS, to regulate the commercial adult-use (i.e., non-medicinal) cannabis industry, the AUMA added
Division 10 to the California Business and Professions Code, establishing state licensing requirements for commercial cannabis activity, defined as the cultivation, possession, or sale of cannabis and cannabis products,
regardless of medicinal purposes and granting state agencies the “exclusive authority to create, issue, renew,
discipline, suspend, or revoke” licenses for businesses including the transportation, storage, distribution, sale,
cultivation, manufacturing, and testing of cannabis, except as otherwise authorized; and
WHEREAS, the AUMA gave local governments authority to prohibit or regulate commercial cannabis activities
and subject the commercial cannabis activities to zoning and permitting requirements; and
WHEREAS, in June 2017 the California legislature adopted the Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation
and Safety Act (MAUCRSA), which repealed MCRSA and further developed the state’s regulatory framework
for both medicinal and adult-use cannabis, while preserving the authority of cities and counties to determine
whether and how to allow medicinal and adult-use cannabis businesses, commercial cultivation, and sales to
occur within their jurisdictions; and
WHEREAS, Municipal Code Section 17.52.160, which was adopted by voter initiative in June 2010, and established a limit of two “medical marijuana cooperatives” within Town limits, has been superseded by subsequent
state voter initiatives and legislation, because “medical marijuana cooperatives” and no longer a permitted type
of entity and cannot obtain state licenses to operate; and
WHEREAS, in September 2017 the California Legislature adopted Assembly Bill (AB) 133, which further
developed the state’s regulatory framework for both medicinal and non-medicinal cannabis and clarified and
corrected some elements of the MAUCRSA; and
WHEREAS, in September 2017 the Town Council adopted an interim urgency ordinance (Ordinance 17-08)
establishing a 45-day moratorium on the establishment or expansion of cannabis businesses within the Town in
order to give the Town additional time to develop regulations for commercial adult-use cannabis activities and
to eliminate the threat that the State might issue licenses for commercial adult-use cannabis activities within
the Town prior to the Town adopting appropriate land use, zoning, and public safety regulations; and
WHEREAS, in October 2017 the Town Council adopted an interim urgency ordinance (Ordinance 17-09)
extending the moratorium on the establishment or expansion of cannabis businesses within the Town for an
additional 10 months and 15 days to September 6, 2018; and
WHEREAS, the Town of Mammoth Lakes currently regulates the production and sale of cannabis for medicinal purposes through the Mammoth Lakes Municipal Code, but does not have explicit land use, zoning, and
permitting requirements in place regarding commercial adult-use cannabis activities; and
WHEREAS, in order to allow existing medical cannabis businesses to pursue licensing for adult-use cannabis
activities with the State and to allow new non-medicinal commercial cannabis activities within the Town pursuant to the uses allowed by the AUMA and the regulations provided in the MAUCRSA, amendments to Municipal
Code Title 17 (Zoning Code) and Chapter 5.38 (Medical Marijuana Cooperatives) are necessary; and
WHEREAS, on February 28, 2018, the Planning and Economic Development Commission conducted a duly
noticed public hearing and determined Zoning Code Amendment 17-001 is consistent with the General Plan
and with the applicable provisions of the Mammoth Lakes Municipal Code, Chapter 17.112, and therefore,
recommended approval of Zoning Code Amendment 17-001 to the Town Council; and
WHEREAS, with the adoption of the AUMA and the legalization for persons 21 years of age or older to purchase
cannabis at licensed retailers, the absence of licensed adult-use cannabis retailers within the Town has caused
the following threats to public health, safety, and welfare of the Town and its residents: (1) an increased demand
for cannabis in the illicit black market since persons 21 years of age or older cannot obtain cannabis from legitimate cannabis retailers within the Town since the current zoning regulations only permit medicinal cannabis retailers; (2) an increased risk for unsafe cannabis to be purchased since cannabis sold by unlicensed entities has
not undergone testing or been certified by a licensed testing lab as being safe for human use; (3) an increased
potential for cannabis to be distributed to minors since those distributing cannabis on the black market are
not required to verify that the person purchasing the cannabis is 21 years of age or older; and (4) an increased
potential for the sales of cannabis to be funding criminal enterprises since the entities selling cannabis on the
black market have not undergone background checks; and
WHEREAS, with the adoption of the AUMA and the legalization for persons 21 years of age or older to cultivate
a maximum of six living cannabis plants for personal use, the need to immediately clarify where and under what
conditions cannabis can be cultivated for personal use exists, in order to protect the public health, safety, and
welfare of the Town and its residents from adverse health and safety affects from the cultivation of cannabis for
personal use; and
WHEREAS, the threats to the public health, safety, and welfare of the Town and its residents caused by the
absence of licensed adult-use cannabis retailers and the lack of explicit land use and zoning requirements governing the personal cultivation and use of cannabis necessitates the immediate adoption of the Municipal Code
amendments related to cannabis set forth in this ordinance; and
WHEREAS, on March 13, 2018, the Town Council conducted a duly noticed public hearing on Zoning Code
Amendment 17-001, the proposed changes to Municipal Code Chapter 5.38, and the rescission of Ordinance 1709 thereby ending the moratorium on the establishment or expansion of cannabis businesses within the Town,
and considered testimony and materials in the staff report and accompanying document and exhibits; and
WHEREAS, any and all other legal prerequisites relating to the adoption of this Ordinance have occurred.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES, CALIFORNIA, DOES
HEREBY ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Recitals. The above recitals are all true and correct.
Section 2. Urgency Findings. The Town Council hereby incorporates by reference the Recitals of this
Ordinance. The Town Council also finds that this urgency ordinance is necessary to promote the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, and safety by ensuring that (1) persons 21 years of age or older have the
ability to legally purchase cannabis from licensed adult-use cannabis retailers within the Town that has been
tested and certified as being safe for human use and (2) regulations are in place governing the cultivation of
cannabis for personal use by persons 21 years of age or older in a manner that minimizes adverse effects to the
health or safety of nearby residents and ensures that cultivation of cannabis for personal use occurs in a safe
and secure manner, in areas appropriate for such activity, and provides the Town with the ability to compel the
cessation of personal cannabis cultivation activities not conducted in compliance with the Town’s standards.
Section 3. California Environmental Quality Act Compliance. The Town Council makes the
following findings and takes the following actions pursuant to the requirements of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA):
CEQA Findings: Based on the information provided in the staff report accompanying this Ordinance and the
Recitals set forth above, the oral presentation of staff, other such written and oral evidence presented to the
Town Council, and the administrative record for the amendments to the Municipal Code as a whole, the Town
Council finds and determines that the amendments to the Municipal Code related to the Town’s cannabis
regulations are exempt from further CEQA review pursuant to Subdivision (h) of Section 26055 of the California Business and Professions Code which specifies that Division 13 (commencing with Section 21000) of the
California Public Resources Code (i.e., CEQA Statute) does not apply to the adoption of cannabis regulations by
local jurisdictions so long as the local jurisdiction requires (1) discretionary review and approval of subsequent
permits, licenses, or other authorization to engage in commercial cannabis activity; (2) the subsequent review
and approval includes any applicable environmental review pursuant to Division 13 (commencing with Section
21000) of the California Public Resources Code; and (3) the local jurisdictions cannabis regulations are adopted
prior to July 1, 2019.
The amendments to the Municipal Code related to the Town’s cannabis regulations qualify for this exemption
since (1) the regulations require approval of a discretionary use permit for all commercial cannabis activities; (2)
the approval of the subsequent discretionary use permits are subject to environmental review pursuant to Division 13 (commencing with Section 21000) of the California Public Resources Code; and (3) the Town’s cannabis

regulations will be adopted prior to July 1, 2019. Consequently, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15002(k)
(1), when a project is exempt from CEQA, the environmental review process does not need to proceed any further and the agency may file a Notice of Exemption with the County clerk once the project has been approved.
CEQA Action: The Town Council directs staff to file a Notice of Exemption within five days of the adoption of
this Ordinance.
Section 4. Findings for the Zoning Code Amendment Pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 17.112.
The Town Council HEREBY FINDS AND DETERMINES based on the information presented herewith:
a. The proposed amendments are internally consistent with all provisions of the General Plan because the proposed uses are consistent with the land use designations for the areas where the uses are permitted. Cannabis
retailers are only permitted in the Commercial-2 (C-2) land use designation, which allows for medium- and
large scale commercial uses. The quasi-industrial cannabis uses (i.e., cultivation, manufacturing, distribution,
and testing) are only permitted in the Industrial (I) land use designation, which allows for light manufacturing
uses and service uses.
Additionally, the uses and facilities that will be allowed as a result of the amendments are consistent with
General Plan Goal L.5 (“Provide an overall balance of uses, facilities, and services to further the town’s role as a
destination resort community.”) since cannabis sales and products are popular tourist items and having uses
and facilities that sell those items furthers the town’s role as a destination resort community that caters to a wide
range of people and interests.
This amendment does not affect any specific or master plan.
b. The proposed amendments will not be detrimental to the public interest, health, safety, convenience, or
welfare of the town because the proposed amendments create a regulatory framework that sites the proposed
uses in areas that have similar uses and the regulations are intended to minimize or eliminate nuisances to the
immediate neighborhood and community. Additionally, by legalizing cannabis for persons 21 years of age or
older, it will reduce the demand for cannabis in the illicit black market, thereby protecting the public safety and
welfare of the community.
c. The proposed amendments are consistent with the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) pursuant to the findings made in Section 3 of this Ordinance, which finds the amendments to be exempt
from further CEQA review pursuant to California Business and Professions Code Section 26055(h).
d. The proposed amendments are internally consistent with other applicable provisions of the Zoning Code
because the amendments allow uses that are consistent with the zones they are proposed to be allowed in and
the proposed uses require compliance, where applicable, with other sections of the Zoning Code.
Section 5. Approval of Zoning Code Amendment 17-001. Based on the findings contained in this
Ordinance and all other evidence in the record of proceedings in this matter, the Town Council hereby amends
Sections 17.24.020, 17.28.020, 17.52.040, 17.68.100, 17.144.040, 17.144.050, 17.144.060, and 17.148.020; deletes
Section 17.52.160 within Chapter 17.52; and adds Sections 17.52.085 and 17.52.086 within Chapter 17.52 to the
Mammoth Lakes Municipal Code to read as shown in Exhibits “A”, “B”, and “C” attached hereto and incorporated
herein by this reference.
Section 6. Repeal and Readoption of Chapter 5.38. Based on the findings contained in this Ordinance
and all other evidence in the record of proceedings in this matter, the Town Council hereby repeals and readopts
Chapter 5.38 of the Mammoth Lakes Municipal Code in its entirety to read as shown in Exhibit “D” attached
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference.
Section 7. Repeal of Ordinance 17-09. Based on the findings contained in this Ordinance and all other
evidence in the proceedings in this matter, the Town Council hereby repeals Ordinance 17-09 upon the effective
date of this Ordinance thereby terminating the moratorium on the establishment or expansion of cannabis businesses within the Town.
Section 8. Validity of Previous Actions and Proceedings. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in
this Ordinance shall be deemed to affect the validity of any action, proceeding, or determination made or
undertaken pursuant to the provisions of Title 17 prior to its amendment, or Chapter 5.38 prior to its repeal and
readoption.
Section 9. Severability. If any section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause or phrase
added by this Ordinance, or any part thereof, is for any reason held to be unconstitutional or invalid or ineffective by any court of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity or effectiveness of the
remaining sections or portions of this Ordinance or any part thereof. The Town Council hereby declares that it
would have passed each section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause or phrase of this Ordinance thereof irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subdivisions, paragraphs, sentences, clauses
or phrases are declared unconstitutional, invalid, or ineffective.
Section 10. Effective Date. This urgency ordinance was adopted by the necessary four-fifths vote of
the members of the Town Council pursuant to Government Code §36934 and §36937 and shall take effect immediately.
Section 11. Custodian of Records. The documents and materials that constitute the record of
proceedings on which this Ordinance has been based are located at Town of Mammoth Lakes, Town Hall, 437
Old Mammoth Rd., Suite 230, Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546. The custodian for these records is Town Clerk. This
information is provided pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21081.6.
ADOPTED, SIGNED and APPROVED this 13th day of March, 2018.
JOHN WENTWORTH, Mayor
ATTEST:
JAMIE GRAY, Town Clerk
EXHIBIT “A”
Title 17 (Zoning) of the Mammoth Lakes Municipal Code is hereby amended as follows:
a. Section 17.24.020 is hereby amended by: (1) adding the subheading “Commercial Cannabis Activity”
to Table 17.24.020, under “Retail Use Classifications” and adding the uses “Adult-Use Cannabis Retailer”,
“Medicinal Cannabis Retailer”, and “Cannabis Delivery” under the “Commercial Cannabis Activity” subheading, as depicted below; (2) deleting “Medical Marijuana Cooperatives” from Table 17.24.020, under “Service Use
Classifications”, as depicted below; and (3) deleting “Marijuana Cultivation” and adding “Commercial Cannabis
Cultivation, Manufacturing, Distribution, and/or Testing” to Table 17.24.020, under “Industry, Manufacturing, &
Processing Use Classifications”, as depicted below.

TABLE 17.24.020: ALLOWED USES AND PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR
COMMERCIAL ZONING DISTRICTS
P: PERMITTED USE; U: USE PERMIT REQUIRED; A: ADMINISTRATIVE
PERMIT REQUIRED; - : USE NOT ALLOWED; (#) LIMITATION APPLIES, SEE
FOOTNOTE
See Specific
Land Use
D
OMR
MLR
Use
Regulations:
Retail Use Classifications
Commercial Cannabis Activity

See subclassifications below

Adult-Use Cannabis Retailer

U(1)

U(1)

-

See 17.52.085 (Cannabis Commercial Businesses)

Medicinal Cannabis Retailer

U(1)

U(1)

-

See 17.52.085 (Cannabis Commercial Businesses)

-

-

-

Cannabis Delivery
Service Use Classification
Medical Marijuana Cooperatives

See 17.52.160(Medical
U(1)

U(1)

Marijuana Cooperatives)

Industry, Manufacturing, & Processing Use Classifications
Marijuana Cultivation Commercial
Cannabis Cultivation,
Manufacturing, Distribution, and/or
Testing

-

-

-

1. Limited to no more than 75% of the ground floor area when located along Primary and Secondary
Active Frontages. A minimum of 25% of the ground floor area shall be occupied by uses permitted by
right or by Administrative Permit (i.e. active uses) and shall occupy the building or structure's frontage
for a minimum depth of 20 feet (Administrative Permit required for depths less than 20 feet).
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Notice of Ordinance cont.
b. Section 17.28.020 is hereby amended by: (1) deleting “Medical Marijuana Cooperatives” from Table 17.28.020,
under “Service Use Classifications”, as depicted below; and (2) deleting “Marijuana Cultivation” and adding the
subheading “Commercial Cannabis Activity” to Table 17.28.020, under “Industry, Manufacturing, & Processing
Use Classifications” and adding the uses “Commercial Cannabis Cultivation”, “Commercial Cannabis Nonvolatile Manufacturing”, “Commercial Cannabis Volatile Manufacturing”, “Commercial Cannabis Distribution”, and
“Commercial Cannabis Testing” under the “Commercial Cannabis Activity” subheading, as depicted below.

TABLE 17.28.020: ALLOWED USES AND PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE INDUSTRIAL ZONING DISTRICT
P: PERMITTED USE; U: USE PERMIT REQUIRED; A: ADMINISTRATIVE
PERMIT REQUIRED
Land Use
Service Use Classifications
Medical Marijuana Cooperatives

Permit

See Specific Use Regulations:

Requirements
See 17.52.160(Medical Marijuana
Cooperatives)

U

Industry, Manufacturing, & Processing Use Classifications
Marijuana Cultivation

U

Commercial Cannabis Activity

See 17.68.100
Cultivation) (Marijuana
See subclassifications below

Commercial Cannabis Cultivation

U

See 17.52.085
(Cannabis - Commercial
Businesses)

Commercial Cannabis Nonvolatile
Manufacturing

U

See 17.52.085
(Cannabis - Commercial
Businesses)

Commercial Cannabis Volatile
Manufacturing

-

Commercial Cannabis Distribution

U

See 17.52.085
(Cannabis - Commercial
Businesses)

Commercial Cannabis Testing

U

See 17.52.085
(Cannabis - Commercial
Businesses)

c. Section 17.52.040 is hereby amended by adding thereto the following text:
10. Cannabis - Personal Cultivation and Use. The personal use and cultivation of cannabis at private residences shall comply with the requirements of Section 17.52.086 (Cannabis – Personal Cultivation and Use).
d. Chapter 17.52 is hereby amended by deleting Section 17.52.160 (Medical Marijuana Cooperatives) in its
entirety, as depicted below:
17.52.160 Medical Marijuana Cooperatives
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Code, no more than two medical marijuana cooperatives shall be
allowed within the corporate limits of the Town of Mammoth Lakes. Further, no medical marijuana cooperative
shall be located within 500 feet of any other medical marijuana cooperative.
e. Section 17.68.100 is hereby amended by deleting therefrom and adding thereto the following text:
17.68.100 - Requirements for Marijuana Cultivation Commercial Cannabis Businesses
Any use permit issued for marijuana cultivation shall, in addition to complying with the requirements of this
chapter, require the permittee to comply with Municipal Code Section 5.38.090 subsections D (security and
lighting plan), E (no retail sales), F (affidavit required), G (no sales or consumption of alcohol and tobacco), H
(no onsite consumption of marijuana), I (no sale of marijuana for profit), J (operating hours), M (recordkeeping), O (no minors on the premises), and Q (additional conditions) as though the permittee were operating,
or operating as a, medical marijuana cooperative. The Town may add other conditions to the use permit as
necessary to ensure that the permittee is operating safely, securely, and in compliance with applicable laws and
provisions of this code.
Any use permit issued for a commercial cannabis activity shall, in addition to complying with the requirements
of this chapter, comply with all of the requirements and regulations for the intended commercial cannabis
activities pursuant to Municipal Code Section 17.52.085.
f. Section 17.144.040 is hereby amended by adding thereto the following use classification category and uses, to
be inserted alphabetically in the section:
Commercial Cannabis Activity.
Cannabis Retailer. A facility where cannabis, cannabis products, or devices for the use of cannabis or cannabis
products are offered, either individually or in any combination, for retail sale. Unless otherwise specified, “Cannabis Retailer” includes both a retailer selling medicinal cannabis and cannabis products to patients with valid
physician’s recommendations, and a retailer selling adult-use cannabis and cannabis products for adults 21
years of age and over.
Adult-Use Cannabis Retailer. A cannabis retailer that sells cannabis and cannabis products to individuals 21
years of age or older.
Medicinal Cannabis Retailer. A cannabis retailer that sells medicinal cannabis and medicinal cannabis exclusively to individuals with a valid physician’s recommendation and are 21 years of age or older.
g. Section 17.144.050 is hereby amended by deleting therefrom the following use classification:
Medical Marijuana Cooperatives. A location where marijuana is cultivated collectively by more than one qualified patient, person with valid identification card or designated primary caregiver of a person with a valid identification card, in order to collectively or cooperatively cultivate and/or store marijuana for medical purposes,
as provided in Health and Safety Code Section 11362.775.
h. Section 17.144.060 is hereby amended by deleting therefrom the following use classification and adding
thereto the following use classification category and uses, to be inserted alphabetically in the section:
Marijuana Cultivation. All activities included within the “commercial cannabis activity” definition in Section 19300.5 of the California Business & Professions Code as it existed on the effective date of this ordinance,
provided that activities engaged in by a medical marijuana cooperative operating in compliance with a permit
issued by the Town pursuant to Section 5.38.030 of this code, which activities occur within the space occupied
by such cooperative or in a space immediately adjacent thereto, shall be excluded from this use.
Commercial Cannabis Activity.
Commercial Cannabis Cultivation Facility. A facility engaged in the planting, growing, harvesting, drying,
curing, grading, or trimming of cannabis. This also includes: (1) facilities that operate only as a nursery and
produce only clones, immature plants, seeds, or other agricultural products used specifically for the planting,
propagation, and cultivation of cannabis and (2) facilities that only package and label non-manufactured cannabis products. This use does not include outdoor cultivation of cannabis, as that use is prohibited within the
Town limits.
Commercial Cannabis Nonvolatile Manufacturing Facility. A facility engaged in the compounding, blending,
extracting, infusing, or otherwise making or preparing a cannabis product by means of chemical synthesis or
by a combination of extraction and/or infusion and chemical synthesis, using nonvolatile solvents. This also
includes: (1) facilities that process, prepare, hold, or store components and ingredients used in the manufacturing of cannabis products and (2) facilities engaged in the holding, storing, packaging, or labeling of cannabis
products. This use does not include manufacturing of cannabis products using volatile solvents, as that use is
prohibited within the Town limits.

Commercial Cannabis Distribution Facility. A facility engaged in the procurement, sales, and transport of cannabis or cannabis products between State-licensed cannabis businesses. This also includes facilities that offer
storage-only services for a licensed cultivator, manufacturer, or another distributor.
Commercial Cannabis Testing Facility. A facility, laboratory, or entity that offers or performs tests of cannabis
or cannabis products and that is accredited by an accrediting body that is independent from all other persons
involved in the cannabis industry in the State.
i. Section 17.148.020 is hereby amended by adding thereto the following text, to be inserted alphabetically in the
section:
Cannabis Terms. The following terms are defined for the purposes of Section(s) 17.52.085 (Cannabis – Commercial Businesses) and 17.52.086 (Cannabis – Personal Cultivation and Use).
• Adult-Use License. A state license issued pursuant to California Business and Professions Code Sections
26000, et seq. for cannabis or cannabis products that are intended for adults who are 21 years of age or older and
who do not possess a valid physician’s recommendation. Also referred to as an “A-License.”
• Attractive to Children or Youth. Products, packaging, labeling, or advertising that may especially encourage
persons under age 21 to initiate cannabis consumption or otherwise to consume (accidentally or purposefully)
cannabis or cannabis products and includes:
1. Products that (1) resemble a non-cannabis product of a type that is typically consumed by, or marketed to,
children or youth, such as a specific candy or baked treat; or (2) occur in the shape of a cartoon, human, or any
other animate creature including an insect, toy, fruit, vehicle, or robot.
2. Packaging or labeling that (1) resembles packaging or labeling of a non-cannabis consumer product of a type
that is typically consumed by, or marketed to, children or youth; (2) contains images depicting a cartoon, human, or any other animate creature including an
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insect, toy, fruit, vehicle, or robot, or images of a candy or baked goods resembling a non-cannabis consumer
product of a type that is typically consumed by, or marketed to, children or youth, (3) contains text referring to a
Cartoon, or any other animate creature including insects, toy, fruit, vehicle or robot, (4) Any likeness to images,
characters, or phrases that are popularly used to advertise to children; or (5) describes any characterizing flavor;
except that, for edible products only, terms such as “lemon-flavored” describing a characterizing flavor may be
used in font sizes that do not exceed that of the largest word in the “Warning” on the packages.
3. The term includes advertising that (1) mimics advertising of a non-cannabis consumer product of a type that
is typically consumed by, or marketed to children or youth; or (2) depicts a Cartoon, or any non-human animate
creature including insects, toy, fruit, vehicle or robot, candy, baked goods, vehicles or robots typically marketed
to youth.
•Bureau. The Bureau of Cannabis Control within the California Department of Consumer Affairs.
• Cannabis. All parts of the plant Cannabis sativa Linnaeus, Cannabis indica, or Cannabis ruderalis, whether
growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin, whether crude or purified, extracted from any part of the plant;
and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the plant, its seeds, or resin.
“Cannabis” also means the separated resin, whether crude or purified, obtained from cannabis. “Cannabis”
does not include the mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or cake made from the seeds
of the plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature stalks
(except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of
germination. For the purpose of this division, “cannabis” does not mean “industrial hemp” as defined by Section
11018.5 of the Health and Safety Code. “Marijuana” shall have the same meaning as cannabis.
• Cannabis Concentrate. Cannabis that has undergone a process to concentrate one or more active cannabinoids, thereby increasing the product’s potency. Resin from granular trichomes from a cannabis plant is a
concentrate for purposes of this Section. A cannabis concentrate is not considered food, as defined in Section
109935 of the California Health and Safety Code, or a drug, as defined by Section 109925 of the California Health
and Safety Code.
• Cannabis Product. Cannabis that has undergone a process whereby the plant material has been transformed
into a concentrate, including, but not limited to, concentrated cannabis, or an edible or topical product containing cannabis or concentrated cannabis and other ingredients. “Marijuana Product” shall have the same meaning
as cannabis product.
• Canopy. All areas occupied by any portion of a cannabis plant, inclusive of all vertical planes, whether contiguous or noncontiguous on any one site.
• Certificate of Accreditation. A certificate issued by an accrediting body to a licensed testing laboratory, entity,
or site to be registered in the State.
• Commercial Cannabis Activity or Commercial Cannabis Business. Any commercial activity or business (i.e.,
non-personal use) involving the cultivation, possession, manufacture, distribution, processing, storing, laboratory testing, packaging, labeling, transportation, delivery, or retailing of cannabis, of cannabis products, or of
ancillary products and accessories, whether or not carried on for gain or profit.
• Commercial Cannabis Permit. A permit issued by the Town of Mammoth Lakes to an applicant to perform
commercial cannabis activities pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 5.38.
• Cultivation. Any activity involving the planting, growing, harvesting, drying, curing, grading, or trimming of
cannabis.
• Cultivation – Outdoor. Cultivation of cannabis using no artificial lighting conducted in the ground or in
containers outdoors.
• Cultivation – Indoor. Cultivation of cannabis within a permanent structure using exclusively artificial lighting.
• Cultivator. A permittee that performs any commercial cannabis cultivation activity.
• Customer. A natural person 21 years of age or older.
• Day Care Center. “Day Care Center” shall have the same meaning as in Section 1596.76 of the California
Health and Safety Code.
• Delivery. The commercial transfer of cannabis or cannabis products to a customer in a location other than
a licensed retail premise. “Delivery” also includes the use by a retailer of any technology platform owned and
controlled by the retailer.
• Distribution. The procurement, sale, and transport of cannabis and cannabis products between licensed
entities.
• Distributor. A permittee that engages in the procurement, sale, or transport of cannabis and cannabis products between licensed entities.
• Edible Cannabis Product. A cannabis product that is intended to be used orally, in whole or in part, for human consumption. An edible cannabis product is not considered food, as defined by Section 109935 of the California Health and Safety Code, or a drug, as defined by Section 109925 of the California Health and Safety Code.
• Labeling. Any label or other written, printed, or graphic matter upon cannabis or a cannabis product, upon its
container or wrapper, or that accompanies any cannabis or cannabis product.
• Licensee. Any person holding a state license under California Business and Professions Code Sections 26000,
et seq.
• Licensing Authority. The State agency responsible for the issuance, renewal, or reinstatement of the State
license, or the state agency authorized to take disciplinary action against the licensee.
• Limited Access Area. An area in which cannabis goods are stored or held and is only accessible to a permittee
and its employees and contractors.
• Manufacture. Compound, blend, extract, infuse, or otherwise make or prepare a cannabis product.
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• Manufacturer. A permittee that produces, prepares, propagates, or compounds manufactured cannabis
products either directly or indirectly or by extraction methods, or independently by means of chemical synthesis
or by a combination of extraction and chemical synthesis at a fixed location.
• Medicinal Cannabis or Medicinal Cannabis Product. Cannabis or a cannabis product, respectively, intended
to be sold for use pursuant to the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 (Proposition 215), found at Section 11362.5 of
the California Health and Safety Code, by a medicinal cannabis patient in California who possesses a physician’s
recommendation. “Medicinal Marijuana” and “Medicinal Marijuana Product” shall have the same meaning as
medicinal cannabis and medicinal cannabis product.
• Medicinal License. A state licensed issued pursuant to California Business and Professions Code Sections
26000, et seq. for commercial cannabis activity involving medicinal cannabis or medicinal cannabis products.
Also referred to as an “M-License.”
• Nonvolatile Solvents. Any solvent used in the extraction process that is not a volatile solvent and includes
carbon dioxide and ethanol.
• Nursery. A facility that produces only clones, immature plants, seeds, and other agricultural products used
specifically for the propagation and cultivation of cannabis.
• Opaque Exit Packaging. An opaque bag, box, or similar container provided by the retailer, in which purchased
cannabis or cannabis products are placed prior to departing the store.
• Owner. An owner shall mean any of the following:
1. A person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20 percent or more in the person applying for a permit or a
permittee, unless the interest is solely a security, lien, or encumbrance;
2. The chief executive officer of a nonprofit or other entity; or
3. An individual who will be participating in the direction, control or management of the person applying for a
permit.
• Permittee. A person issued a Town permit pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 5.38/
• Person. Any individual, firm, partnership, joint venture, association, corporation, limited liability company,
estate, trust, business trust, receiver, syndicate, or any other group or combination acting as a unit, and the
plural as well as the singular.
• Physician’s Recommendation. A recommendation by a physician that a patient use cannabis provided in accordance with the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 (Proposition 215), found at Section 11362.5 of the California
Health and Safety Code.
• Plant - Dried Flower. All dead cannabis plant that has been harvested, dried, cured, or otherwise processed,
excluding leaves and stems.
• Plant - Flowering. A cannabis plant that has formed a mass of pistils measuring greater than one half inch
wide at its widest point.
• Plant - Immature. A cannabis plant that is not flowering.
• Plant - Live. Living cannabis flowers and plants, including seeds, immature plants, and vegetative stage plants.
• Plant - Mature. A cannabis plant that is flowering.
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• Premises. The designated structure or structures and land specified in the application that is owned, leased,
or otherwise held under the control of the applicant or permittee where the commercial cannabis activity will
be or is conducted.
• Primary Caregiver. “Primary caregiver” shall have the same meaning as in Section 11362.7 of the California
Health and Safety Code, as it may be amended from time to time. A person asserting primary caregiver status
must establish by written documentation that (1) he or she has been designated as such by the medicinal cannabis patient and (2) he or she is a person “who has consistent assumed responsibility for the housing, health,
or safety of the patient.”
• Property Owner. The individual or entity who is the record owner of the subject property or premises where
commercial cannabis activities are located or are proposed to be located.
• Public Park. An area created, established, designated, or maintained by the Town for public play, recreation,
or enjoyment or for the protection of natural resources and features at the site.
• Qualified Patient. “Qualified Patient” shall have the same meaning as in Section 11362.7 of the California
Health and Safety Code, as it may be amended from time to time.
• Retail Area. A building, room, or other area that is open to the public, upon the retailer premises in which
cannabis goods are sold or displayed.
• Retailer. A facility where cannabis, cannabis products, or devices for the use of cannabis or cannabis products
are offered, either individually, or in any combination for retail sale.
• State License. A state license issued pursuant to California Business and Professions Code Sections 26000, et
seq.
• Tamper Evident Packaging. Packaging with a one-time-use seal that is affixed to the opening of the package,
allowing a person to recognize whether or not the package has been opened.
• Temporary State License. A temporary license issued pursuant to the California Code of Regulations which
allow commercial cannabis activities for a period of 120 days from the effective date of the State emergency
regulations (i.e., January 1, 2018).
• Tester. A permittee that engages in the testing of cannabis products in a licensed testing laboratory and does
not hold any other license for a cannabis activity.
• Testing Laboratory. A facility, entity, or site in the State that offers or performs tests of cannabis or cannabis
products and that is accredited by an accrediting body that is independent from all other persons involved in
the cannabis industry in the State.
• THC. The compound tetrahydrocannabinol.
• Track-and-Trace System. The state approved system used to track commercial cannabis activity and movement.
• Transport. The transfer of cannabis or cannabis products between licensees.
• Unique Identifier. An alphanumeric code or designation used for reference to a specific plant on a licensed
premises and any cannabis or cannabis product derived or manufactured from that plant. Also referred to as a
“UID.”
• Volatile Solvents. Any solvent that is or produces a flammable gas or vapor that, when present in the air in
sufficient quantities, will create explosive or ignitable mixtures. Examples of volatile solvents include, but are
not limited to, butane, hexane, and propane.
• Youth Center. “Youth Center” shall have the same meaning as in Section 11353.1 of the California Health and
Safety Code.
EXHIBIT “B”
17.52.085 Cannabis – Commercial Businesses
A. Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to: (1) protect the public health, safety, and welfare of the community; (2) enact strong and effective regulatory and enforcement controls in compliance with state law; (3) protect
neighborhood character; and (4) minimize potential for negative impacts on people, the community, and the
environment in the Town.
B. Permits Required.
The operation of commercial cannabis activities shall not be allowed in the Town without first securing all permits, licenses, or other entitlements required by State and local laws and regulations.
1. A use permit shall be required for all commercial cannabis activities and a separate use permit shall be
required for each location at which cannabis activities are to occur. Conducting a commercial cannabis activity
without a use permit shall be unlawful and considered to be a public nuisance pursuant to Municipal Code
Chapter 17.132. The application for a use permit, and for amendments thereto and extensions thereof, shall
be processed in accordance with Municipal Code Chapter 17.68 (Use Permits). In addition to the findings and
procedures identified in Municipal Code Chapter 17.128 for the revocation and modification of a use permit,
additional grounds which warrant the revocation/modification of a use permit specific to commercial cannabis
activities are provided in Municipal Code Section 17.52.085.K.
2. In addition to a use permit, a commercial cannabis permit pursuant to Chapter 5.38 (Commercial Cannabis
Permits) shall be required for all commercial cannabis activities. The commercial cannabis permit shall be
renewed on an annual basis and the permittee shall maintain such permit in good standing order to continue
operations.
3. A valid State license for each commercial cannabis activity that is to be conducted at a location shall be
required prior to commencement of the commercial cannabis activity and at all times during operations.
4. The owner shall post or cause to be posted on site all required Town and state permits and licenses required
to operate. Such posting shall be in a central location, visible to the patrons at the operating site, and in all
vehicles that transport cannabis or cannabis products.
5. The owner and all permittees shall maintain clear and adequate records and documentation demonstrating that all cannabis or cannabis products have been obtained from, and are provided to, other permitted and
licensed cannabis operations or individual purchasers. The Town shall have the right to examine, monitor, and
audit such records and documentation, which shall be made available to the Town upon request.
6. The owner and all permittees shall conduct commercial cannabis activities in compliance with all required
Town permits and regulations and State licenses, laws, and regulations. The owner shall be responsible for the
payment of all required inspection fees, permit fees, and taxes.
7. Existing medical cannabis businesses that were legally established prior to January 1, 2018 may obtain temporary adult-use licenses for the various commercial cannabis activity type(s) from the State of California if all
of the following conditions are met and adhered to:
a. The business shall only be approved for the State 120 day temporary Adult-Use licenses and any permitted
extensions by the State of the temporary Adult-Use licenses for the use types that the business was originally
approved for (i.e., retailer, manufacturer, cultivator, etc.).
b. The business shall continue to maintain compliance with all conditions of approval of the original use permit, with the exception of those conditions that are no longer applicable (i.e., prohibition of retail sales; prohibition of sales for profit; the requirement to be incorporated as a non-profit, etc.). It shall be at the sole discretion
of the Town which conditions of approval are no longer applicable during the interim transition period.
c. The business shall comply with all regulations listed in Municipal Code Section 17.52.085 and Municipal
Code Chapter 5.38 for the commercial cannabis activity type(s) that they are approved for.
d. The business may apply for permanent State licenses for adult-use commercial cannabis activities in
advance of obtaining a revised use permit for the adult-use component, but are doing so at their own risk and
shall acknowledge that the Town is under no obligation to approve the revised use permit and/or the permanent
State license. Furthermore, the Town will deny approval of the permanent State license for adult-use if either
of the following occur: (1) a complete application for a use permit amendment to convert to adult-use has not
been received prior to contact by the State licensing agency verifying local compliance; or (2) the subsequent
use permit amendment to convert to adult-use is denied by the Town.
e. A signed affidavit acknowledging acceptance of these terms and conditions on a form provided by the Town
shall be required.
C. Prohibited Activities.
The following commercial cannabis activities are prohibited within the Town of Mammoth Lakes:
1. Delivery of cannabis or cannabis products to customers in a location other than licensed retail premises. All
sales and dispensing of cannabis and cannabis products shall be conducted in-person and entirely within the
licensed premises of a cannabis retailer.
2. Outdoor cultivation of cannabis.
3. Manufacturing of cannabis concentrates and/or products using volatile solvents.
4. Operating a commercial cannabis business prior to obtaining all of the following: (1) a Town issued use
permit pursuant to Municipal Code Section 17.52.085 and Chapter 17.68; (2) a Town issued commercial cannabis permit pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 5.38; and (3) a State license pursuant to Section 26000 of the
California Business and Professions Code. Such licenses and permits shall specifically include all commercial
cannabis activities that are occurring on the premises.
D. Regulations for Cannabis Retailers (Adult-Use and Medicinal).
Where cannabis retailers are a land use allowed by Article II (Zoning Districts and Allowable Land Uses), cannabis retailers shall comply with all the following regulations and operating requirements:
1. Cannabis retail facilities shall be located only in zoning districts that specifically allow for
this use.
2. Cannabis retailers shall be permitted to have on-site cultivation and/or nonvolatile
manufacturing uses as accessory uses secondary to the primary retail use, subject to the following conditions:
a. A new use permit or a use permit amendment is required for the additional uses.
b. The cultivation and manufacturing areas are not visible from the public right-of-way and the retail use of the
facility remains as the primary use. The cultivation area and manufacturing area shall be located in the rear of
the premises and not be accessible to the public.
c. The cultivation area and the manufacturing area and equipment shall comply with all applicable California
Building Code regulations including, but not limited to, building, electrical, fire, and plumbing code regulations.
d. In addition to the State retailer license, a Microbusiness State license or other applicable State license is
required for the cultivation and manufacturing uses, and all applicable State laws and regulations shall be
adhered to.
e. The cultivation and/or manufacturing uses shall be on the same physical premises as the cannabis retailer
and all activities shall be held under common ownership that is identical in name, business formation, and
ownership as the cannabis retailer.
f. In addition to complying with all of the requirements for a Cannabis Retailer, compliance with all of the
requirements for Commercial Cannabis Cultivation facilities (Municipal Code Section 17.52.085.E) and Commercial Cannabis Manufacturing facilities (Municipal Code Section 17.52.085.F) shall be required.

3. Cannabis retail facilities shall be subject to the following location requirements:
a. Cannabis retail facilities shall not be located on any parcel which is located within six hundred (600) feet of
any school providing instruction in kindergarten or any grades 1 through 12, day care center, youth center, or
public park that is in existence at the time the use is approved.
b. Cannabis retail facilities shall not be located within five hundred (500) feet of another cannabis retail facility
regardless of the adult-use or medicinal designation.
c. The distance between a cannabis retail facility, and the uses described above, shall be measured in a straight
line, without regard to intervening structures or objects, from the closest property line or a portion of the building or structure if located on a property line in which the retail facility is located, to the boundary or closest
property line where the uses described above is located.
d. Adult-use and medicinal cannabis retailers shall be permitted to be colocated on the same licensed premises,
so long as all of the State regulations pertaining to colocation of license types are adhered to.
4. Cannabis retailers shall keep accurate records of all business operations and provide such
records for inspection consistent with Section 26160 of the California Business and Professions Code.
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5. Cannabis retailers shall implement and maintain sufficient security measures to both deter
and prevent unauthorized entrance into areas containing cannabis or cannabis products in compliance with
Section 26070 of the California Business and Professions Code and any rules enacted by the licensing authority.
Security measures shall include, but are not limited to, the following:
a. Take reasonable measures to prevent individuals from loitering on the premises or in the area(s) immediately
surrounding the premises, including common area(s) or parking area(s), if they are not engaging in activity
expressly related to the operations of the retailer;
b. Establish limited access areas accessible only to authorized retailer personnel;
c. Store all cannabis and cannabis products in a secured and locked safe room, safe, or vault, and in a manner
as to prevent diversion, theft, and loss, except for limited amounts of cannabis and cannabis products used for
display purposes, samples, or immediate sale;
d. Install a video surveillance system on the premises that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in
the California Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5044 and captures all areas of the premises, including the
area outside the premises for a minimum distance of 20-feet.;
e. Install and maintain an alarm system that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in the California
Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5047;
f. Require all owners, employees, and agents of a cannabis retailer to display an identification badge issued by
the permittee at all times while engaging in the permitted commercial cannabis activities and the identification badge shall, at a minimum, meet the requirements provided in the California Code of Regulations Title 16,
Section 5043; and
g. Provide for on-site security personnel in a manner consistent with the State cannabis retail security personnel requirements provided in the California Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5045. On-site security shall not
carry firearms or other lethal weapons.
6. Cannabis retailers shall obtain cannabis and cannabis products from licensed distributors
only and shall ensure that all cannabis and cannabis products received came from a licensed cultivator or
manufacturer and that all products underwent testing pursuant to state and local regulations.
7. Retailers shall not sell any cannabis or cannabis product unless the cannabis and cannabis
products are labeled and in a tamper-evident package in compliance with Section 26120 of the California Business and Professions Code. All products sold shall be in an opaque exit package when the products leave the
premises.
8. Retailers shall notify the Mammoth Lakes Police Department within 24 hours after
discovering any of the following:
a. Significant discrepancies identified during inventory;
b. Diversion, theft, loss, or any criminal activity involving the retailer or any agent or employee of the retailer;
c. The loss or unauthorized alteration of records related to cannabis, customers, or retailer’s employees or
agents; or
d. Any other breach of security.
9. No owner, employee, or agent of a cannabis retailer shall allow entry into the premises, or sell or transfer
cannabis or cannabis products to another person, without first examining the identification of the recipient to
confirm that the recipient is 21 years of age or older.
10. No cannabis retailer shall employ a person who is less than 21 years of age or allow a person who is less than
21 years of age to be on the premises.
11. All employees and agents of a cannabis retailer involved in face-to-face sales of cannabis and/or cannabis
products shall complete a Responsible Cannabis Retailing Education training program that the Town authorizes
as meeting the objectives specified below. New employees shall complete the training prior to beginning work
on the sales floor. All employees shall participate in an annual refresher course and provide evidence of completion to the Town.
Responsible Cannabis Retailing Education training programs shall, at a minimum, achieve the following objectives: (1) educate employees on state and local regulatory requirements and best practices for cannabis retailing;
(2) provide them with the education and ability to verify age requirements and inform customers about the
potential effects that various dosages and products may cause; (3) describe practices that can lower any risks
associated with cannabis use; and (4) inform customers about best practices for the storage and use of cannabis
to prevent access and accidental use by minors under the age of 18.
Evidence that all employees have completed the authorized course and/or the refresher course shall be provided
upon request by a Town official.
12. Alcohol shall not be sold or consumed on the premises or in the area(s) immediately surrounding the premises, including the common area(s) or parking area(s). Cannabis retailers shall prohibit patrons from entering
or remaining on the premises if they are in possession of or are consuming alcoholic beverages or are under the
influence of alcohol.
13. Tobacco and/or tobacco products shall not be sold or consumed on the premises of a cannabis retailer or in
any of the public places where smoking is prohibited pursuant to Municipal Code Section 9.26.020.
14.Cannabis retail facilities shall not be colocated within a facility permitted as a food facility by the Mono
County Health Department. Food products (i.e., non-cannabis products) shall not be sold on the premises.
15. Cannabis and/or cannabis products shall not be smoked, ingested, or otherwise consumed on the premises
of the cannabis retailer or in any of the public places where smoking is prohibited pursuant to Municipal Code
Section 9.26.020 and shall be compliant with the Town of Mammoth Lakes “No Smoking in Public Places Ordinance” at all times. Cannabis retailers shall post a sign near their entrances and exits providing notice of this
policy.
16. Cannabis retailers shall not display cannabis goods in a place where they are visible from outside the licensed premises and shall ensure that the area where cannabis sales are occurring is not visible from outside the
licensed premises. This may be accomplished through obstructing the windows with curtains or tinting, dividing the business operations to have a lobby that is visible from the exterior with the sales area being in enclosed
rooms not visible from the exterior, or other method as approved by the Town.
17. Bathrooms that are under the direct control of the cannabis retailer and are located within
their licensed premises shall remain locked and under control of the management.
18. Cannabis retailers shall provide the Mammoth Lakes Police Department and all neighbors
within three hundred feet of the retail facility with the name, phone number, and email address of an on-site
staff person to notify if there are problems with the establishment.
19. Cannabis retailers shall not include the words “cannabis” or “marijuana” in any signage
nor shall any graphic display of cannabis leaves or plants be displayed on the building signage nor shall any
graphics of cannabis leaves or plants be used in advertising collateral materials.
20. The cannabis retailer shall not engage in any advertising targeted towards minors or
promoting the use of cannabis by minors.
21. All sales and dispensing of cannabis and cannabis products shall be conducted in-person
and entirely within the licensed premises of the cannabis retailer. The delivery of any cannabis or cannabis
products to a consumer is prohibited within the Town of Mammoth Lakes.
22. The maximum hours of operation for a cannabis retailer shall be 9:00 a.m. Pacific Time
and 9:00 p.m. Pacific Time.
23. Cannabis retailers and any of the cannabis retailer’s agents or employees shall not sell of
offer for sale any of the following prohibited product types:
a. Any cannabis or cannabis product that is attractive to children or youth or easily confused with commercially
sold candy or foods that do not contain cannabis;
b. Any edible product that contains more than 10 milligrams THC per serving;
c. Any edible product that contains more than one hundred (100) milligrams of THC per package for products
that contains more than one (1) serving;
d. Cannabis or cannabis products that contain any non-cannabinoid additive such as nicotine, caffeine, or
alcohol. Minimal amounts of alcohol, in as much as are residual from manufacturing or required solvents for
the cannabis containing product, are allowed provided that the alcohol content is ten percent (10%) or less,
the amount of alcohol in an individual serving would not create alcohol intoxication with ingestion of a single
dose, and the product is clearly labeled with both the alcohol content and a statement that reads: “Warning: This
Product Contains Alcohol.”; and
e. Any product that would otherwise be classified as a potentially hazardous food (as defined in Section 113871
of the California Health and Safety Code), including a food that requires time or temperature control to limit
pathogenic microorganism growth or toxin formation.
24. The cannabis retailer shall use a track-and-trace system that is compatible with the State
approved track-and-trace system to track commercial cannabis activity and shall record all transactions in the
system including, but not limited to, sales of cannabis goods, receipt of cannabis goods, return of cannabis
goods, and destruction and disposal of cannabis goods.
25. Parking for cannabis retailers shall be provided in compliance with Municipal Code Table
17.44.030.B and shall use the Retail Use Classification land use metric.
26. Cannabis retailers shall adhere to the Cannabis Waste Management regulations provided
in the California Code of Regulations Title 16, Section(s) 5054 and 5055
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Notice of Ordinance cont.
E.
Regulations for Commercial Cannabis Cultivation (Adult-Use and Medicinal).
Where commercial cannabis cultivation is a land use allowed by Article II (Zoning Districts and Allowable Land
Uses), commercial cannabis cultivation activities shall comply with all of the following regulations and operating requirements:
1. All cultivation of cannabis shall be done indoors using exclusively artificial lighting. Outdoor cultivation of
cannabis is prohibited within the Town limits.
2. Commercial cannabis cultivation facilities shall be located only in zoning districts that specifically allow for
this use.
A cannabis retailer may cultivate cannabis as an accessory use, so long as the activity is on the same physical
premises as the cannabis retailer and all activities are held under common ownership that is identical in name,
business formation, and ownership and the use complies with all of the requirements identified in Municipal
Code Section 17.52.085.D.2.
3. No direct sales to the public shall occur at a cultivation facility and all cannabis shall pass through a licensed
distributor prior to being sold to customers at a cannabis retail location.
4. Commercial cannabis cultivation facilities shall not be open to the public.
5. Commercial cannabis cultivation facilities shall not be located on any parcel which is located within six hundred (600) feet of any school providing instruction in kindergarten or any grades 1 through 12, day care center,
or youth center that is in existence at the time the use is approved.
6. Commercial cannabis cultivation facilities shall use a track-and-trace system that is compatible with the
State approved track-and-trace system to track commercial cannabis activity and movement. Unique identifiers
(UIDs) consistent with the State requirements shall be attached to the base of each plant and shall be traceable
through the supply chain back to the cultivation site. All activities shall be documented in the track-and-trace
system including, but not limited to, the planting of cannabis seeds, the harvesting of cannabis, the packaging
of cannabis, the transportation of cannabis goods to a licensee, and the testing of cannabis.
7. Security measures sufficient to restrict access to only those intended and to deter trespass and theft of cannabis shall be provided and maintained. Security measures shall include, but are not limited to, the following:
a. Take reasonable measures to prevent individuals from loitering on the premises or in the area(s) immediately
surrounding the premises, including common area(s) or parking area(s), if they are not engaging in activity
expressly related to the operations of the cultivation facility;
b. Maintain a secured area where the mature and immature cannabis plants are located in order to pevent theft,
diversion, and loss;
c. Install a video surveillance system on the premises that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in
the California Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5044 and captures all areas of the premises, including the
area outside the premises for a minimum distance of 20-feet;
d. Install and maintain an alarm system that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in the California
Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5047; and
e. Establish an identification and sign-in/sign-out procedure for authorized personnel, suppliers, and/or visitors.
8. Pesticides and fertilizers shall be properly labeled and stored to avoid contamination through erosions, leakage, or inadvertent damage form rodents, pests, or wildlife. A permit from the California Department of Food
and Agriculture shall be required for the use of pesticides.
9. All scales used by commercial cannabis cultivators shall be registered for commercial use and sealed by the
California Department of Food and Agriculture/Weights and Measures.
10. Water conservation measures, water capture systems, or grey water systems shall be incorporated in cannabis cultivation operations in order to minimize use of water where feasible.
11. Waste water discharge resulting from the cultivation activities shall be done in accordance with the requirements of the Mammoth Community Water District.
12. Cannabis plants shall not be visible from off-site and no visual markers indicating that cannabis is cultivated on the site shall be visible from off-site.
13. The permittee shall ensure that the total canopy size of cannabis cultivated at the site does not exceed the
cumulative canopy size authorized by their State license.
14. Permittees who hold a use permit for commercial cannabis cultivation may transport their own cannabis
grown on-site to another permitted and licensed cannabis business at an off-site facility provided the cultivator
permittee holds the appropriate State distributor license that allows for the transportation of cannabis. If the
cultivator permittee holds a Distributor Transport-Only State license, they shall be prohibited from delivering
cannabis and cannabis products to retailers, except for the delivery of immature plants to retailers.
The distribution use shall be approved in conjunction with the use permit for cultivation or an amendment of
the use permit to allow distribution will be required. Failure to adhere to Town or State laws and regulations for
cannabis transportation shall be grounds for revocation/modification of a use permit pursuant to Municipal
Code Chapter 17.128 (Revocations and Modifications) and/or Municipal Code Section 17.52.085.K.
15. All cannabis cultivated at a cultivation facility shall undergo quality assurance review and testing by a licensed testing facility prior to distribution to a retailer pursuant to Section 26104 of the California Business and
Professions Code and shall adhere to all State testing regulations.
16. Pursuant to Section 26053 of the California Business and Professions Code, commercial cannabis cultivators
shall only conduct business with other cannabis businesses that hold a State license.
17. All structures used for cultivation shall be equipped with odor control, filtration, and ventilation systems
that are adequate to prevent humidity, mold, odor, and other related problems. A building permit shall be
obtained, as necessary, for the installation of required equipment.
18. All structures used for cultivation shall be legally constructed and shall comply with all applicable California
Building Code regulations including, but not limited to, building, electrical, fire, and plumbing code regulations.
A building permit from the Town shall be required for all tenant improvements to a structure or site.
19. Parking for commercial cannabis cultivation facilities shall be provided in compliance with Municipal Code
Table 17.44.030.B and shall use the Industrial, Manufacturing, & Processing Use Classification land use metric.
Additional parking or the implementation and usage of alternative parking provisions pursuant to Municipal
Code Section 17.44.040 may be required by the Director if it is determined that the use and the anticipated number of employees will have an adverse effect on the surrounding area.
20. All commercial cultivation facilities shall adhere to the Cannabis Waste Management regulations provided
in the California Code of Regulations Title 3, Section(s) 8108 and 8308.
21. Indoor cultivation facilities may operate seven days a week, 24-hours per day as needed. Deliveries and
shipping activities shall be limited to the hours of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., unless stated otherwise in the use permit.
F. Regulations for Commercial Cannabis Manufacturing (Adult-Use and Medicinal).
Where commercial cannabis manufacturing is a land use allowed by Article II (Zoning Districts and Allowable
Land Uses), commercial cannabis manufacturing activities shall comply with all of the following regulations
and operating requirements:
1. Facilities that manufacture cannabis concentrates and/or products using nonvolatile solvents shall be
located only in zoning districts that specifically allow for this use.
A cannabis product manufacturer may manufacture cannabis products as an accessory use, so long as the activity is on the same physical premises as the cannabis retailer and all activities are held under common ownership
that is identical in name, business formation, and ownership and the use complies with all of the requirements
identified in Municipal Code Section 17.52.085.D.2.
“Nonvolatile solvents” means any solvent used in the extraction process that is not a volatile solvent. For
purposes of this section, nonvolatile solvents include carbon dioxide and ethanol when used in a closed-loop
system.
2. No direct sales to the public shall occur at a manufacturing facility and all cannabis products shall pass
through a licensed distributor prior to being sold to customers at a cannabis retail location.
3. Commercial cannabis manufacturing facilities shall not be open to the public.
4. Commercial cannabis manufacturing facilities shall not be located on any parcel which is located within
six hundred (600) feet of any school providing instruction in kindergarten or any grades 1 through 12, day care
center, or youth center that is in existence at the time the use is approved.
5. Commercial cannabis manufacturing facilities shall use a track-and-trace system that is compatible with
the State approved track-and-trace system to track commercial cannabis activity and all activities shall be
documented in the track-and-trace system including, but not limited to, the receiving of raw cannabis materials, the packaging of cannabis products, the transportation of cannabis products to a licensee, and the testing of
cannabis product batches.
6. Security measures sufficient to restrict access to only those intended and to deter trespass
and theft of cannabis and cannabis products shall be provided and maintained. Security measures shall include,
but are not limited to, the following:
a. Take reasonable measures to prevent individuals from loitering on the premises or in the area(s) immediately
surrounding the premises, including common area(s) or parking area(s), if they are not engaging in activity
expressly related to the operations of the manufacturing facility;
b. Maintain a secured and locked area where the cannabis and cannabis products are stored in order to prevent
theft, diversion, and loss;
c. Install a video surveillance system on the premises that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in
the California Code of Regulations Title 17, Section 40205 and captures all areas of the premises, including the
area outside the premises for a minimum distance of 20-feet;
d. Install and maintain an alarm system that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in the California
Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5047; and
e. Establish an identification and sign-in/sign-out procedure for authorized personnel, suppliers, and/or visitor.
7. Any employee of a cannabis manufacturing facility operating potentially hazardous
equipment shall be trained on the proper use of equipment and on the property hazard response protocols in
the event of equipment failure. In addition, employees handling edible products or ingredients shall be trained
on proper food safety practices.
8. No visual markers indicating that manufacturing of cannabis products is occurring on the
site shall be visible from off-site.
9. Permittees who hold a use permit for commercial cannabis manufacturing may transport
their own cannabis products manufactured on-site to another permitted and licensed cannabis business at an
off-site facility provided the manufacturing permittee holds the appropriate State distributor license that allows
for the transportation of cannabis products. If the manufacturer permittee holds a Distributor Transport-Only
State license, they shall be prohibited from delivering cannabis products to retailers.

The distribution use shall be approved in conjunction with the use permit for manufacturing or an amendment
of the use permit to allow distribution will be required. Failure to adhere to Town or State laws and regulations
for cannabis transportation shall be grounds for revocation/modification of a use permit pursuant to Municipal
Code Chapter 17.128 (Revocations and Modifications) and/or Municipal Code Section 17.52.085.K.
10. All cannabis products manufactured at a cannabis manufacturing facility shall undergo
quality assurance review and testing by a licensed testing facility prior to distribution to a retailer pursuant to
Section 26104 of the California Business and Professions Code and shall adhere to all State testing regulations.
11. Pursuant to Section 26053 of the California Business and Professions Code, commercial
cannabis manufacturers shall only conduct business with other cannabis businesses that hold a State license.
12. All structures used for manufacturing of cannabis products shall be equipped with odor control, filtration,
and ventilation systems that are adequate to prevent humidity, mold, odor, and other related problems. A building permit shall be obtained, as necessary, for the installation of required equipment.
13. All structures used for manufacturing of cannabis products shall be legally constructed and shall comply
with all applicable California Building Code regulations including, but not limited to, building, electrical, fire,
and plumbing code regulations. A building permit from the Town shall be required for all tenant improvements
to a structure or site.
14. Parking for commercial cannabis manufacturing facilities shall be provided in compliance with Municipal
Code Table 17.44.030.B and shall use the Industrial, Manufacturing, & Processing Use Classification land use
metric. Additional parking or the implementation and usage of alternative parking provisions pursuant to
Municipal Code Section 17.44.040 may be required by the Director if it is determined that the use and the anticipated number of employees will have an adverse effect on the surrounding area.
15. All commercial cannabis manufacturing facilities shall adhere to the Cannabis Waste Management regulations provided in the California Code of Regulations Title 17, Section 40290.
16. Waste water discharge resulting from the manufacturing activities shall be done in accordance with the
requirements of the Mammoth Community Water District.
17. All equipment used in the manufacturing of cannabis products shall be compliant with all applicable State
laws and regulations and all building and fire code regulations. Manufacturers spec sheets for all equipment
shall be provided and any change of equipment shall require additional review and approval from the Town.
18. All scales used by commercial cannabis manufacturers shall be registered for commercial use and sealed by
the California Department of Food and Agriculture/Weights and Measures.
19. Manufacturing facilities may operate seven days a week, 24-hours per day as needed. Deliveries and shipping activities shall be limited to the hours of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., unless stated otherwise in the use permit.
G. Regulations for Commercial Cannabis Distribution (Adult-Use and Medicinal).
Where commercial cannabis distribution is a land use allowed by Article II (Zoning Districts and Allowable Land
Uses), commercial cannabis distribution activities shall comply with all of the following regulations and operating requirements:
1. Commercial cannabis distribution facilities shall be located only in zoning districts that specifically provide
for this use.
2. Commercial cannabis distribution facilities shall not be open to the public.
3. Commercial cannabis distribution facilities shall not be located on any parcel which is located within six
hundred (600) feet of any school providing instruction in kindergarten or any grades 1 through 12, day care
center, or youth center that is in existence at the time the use is approved.
4. Commercial cannabis distribution facilities shall use a track-and-trace system that is compatible with the
State approved track-and-trace system to track commercial cannabis activity and all activities shall be documented in the track-and-trace system including, but not limited to, the receiving of cannabis and cannabis
products, the transportation of cannabis products to a retailer licensee, and the testing of cannabis and cannabis products.
5. Prior to transporting cannabis and/or cannabis products, the distributor shall complete an
electronic shipping manifest. The shipping manifest shall include the unique identifier (UID) information from
the cultivation source.
6. A physical copy of the shipping manifest shall be maintained during transportation and
shall be made available upon request to law enforcement or any agents of the State, Town, or Mono County
charged with enforcement.
7. Cannabis distribution facilities shall maintain appropriate records of transactions and
shipping manifests. An organized and clean method of storing and transporting cannabis and cannabis products shall be provided to maintain a clear chain of custody.
8. Security measures sufficient to restrict access to only those intended and to deter trespass
and theft of cannabis and cannabis products shall be provided and maintained. Security measures shall include,
but are not limited to, the following:
a. Take reasonable measures to prevent individuals from loitering on the premises or in the area(s) immediately
surrounding the premises, including common area(s) or parking area(s), if they are not engaging in activity
expressly related to the operations of the distribution facility;
b. Maintain a secured and locked area where the cannabis and cannabis products are stored in order to prevent
theft, diversion, and loss;
c. Install a video surveillance system on the premises that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in
the California Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5044 and captures all areas of the premises, including the
area outside the premises for a minimum distance of 20-feet;
d. Install and maintain an alarm system that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in the California
Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5047; and
e. Establish an identification and sign-in/sign-out procedure for authorized personnel, suppliers, and/or visitors.
9. No visual markers indicating that the facility is a cannabis distribution facility shall be
visible from off-site.
10. Distributors shall ensure that appropriate samples of cannabis and/or cannabis products are
tested by a licensed testing facility prior to distribution.
11. Prior to distribution, the distributor shall inspect the cannabis and/or cannabis products for
quality assurance.
12. Cannabis and cannabis products shall be packaged and labeled in accordance with the
requirements of State law.
13. The driver of a vehicle transporting cannabis and/or cannabis products shall be directly
employed by persons that hold all required permits, licenses, and entitlements for a cannabis distributor.
14. All vehicles used for transporting cannabis and cannabis products shall meet all of the State
regulations and requirements for cannabis transport vehicles.
15. Pursuant to Section 26053 of the California Business and Professions Code, cannabis and cannabis products
shall only be transported between permitted and licensed commercial cannabis operations.
16. All structures used for distribution of cannabis products shall be equipped with odor control, filtration, and
ventilation systems that are adequate to prevent humidity, mold, odor, and other related problems. A building
permit shall be obtained, as necessary, for the installation of required equipment.
17. All structures used for distribution of cannabis products shall be legally constructed and shall comply with
all applicable California Building Code regulations including, but not limited to, building, electrical, fire, and
plumbing code regulations. A building permit from the Town shall be required for all tenant improvements to a
structure or site.
18. Parking for commercial cannabis distribution facilities shall be provided in compliance with Municipal Code
Table 17.44.030.B and shall use the Industrial, Manufacturing, & Processing Use Classification land use metric.
Additional parking or the implementation and usage of alternative parking provisions pursuant to Municipal
Code Section 17.44.040 may be required by the Director if it is determined that the use and the anticipated number of employees and/or transport vehicles will have an adverse effect on the surrounding area.
19. Distribution activities within the Town shall be limited to the hours of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., unless stated otherwise in the use permit.
H. Regulations for Commercial Cannabis Testing.
Where commercial cannabis testing is a land use allowed by Article II (Zoning Districts and Allowable Land
Uses), commercial cannabis testing activities shall comply with all of the following regulations and operating
requirements:
1. Commercial cannabis testing facilities shall be located only in zoning districts that specifically provide for
this use.
2. Commercial cannabis testing facilities shall not be open to the public.
3. Commercial cannabis testing facilities shall not be located on any parcel which is located within six hundred
(600) feet of any school providing instruction in kindergarten or any grades 1 through 12, day care center, or
youth center that is in existence at the time the use is approved.
4. A person that holds a State cannabis testing laboratory license shall not hold a State license for any other cannabis activity and shall not employ an individual who is also employed by any other licensee that does not hold
a State cannabis testing laboratory license.
5. Security measures sufficient to restrict access to only those intended and to deter trespass and theft of cannabis and cannabis products shall be provided and maintained. Security measures shall include, but are not
limited to, the following:
a. Take reasonable measures to prevent individuals from loitering on the premises or in the area(s) immediately
surrounding the premises, including common area(s) or parking area(s), if they are not engaging in activity
expressly related to the operations of the testing facility;
b. Maintain a secured and locked area where the cannabis and cannabis products are stored in order to prevent
theft, diversion, and loss;
c. Install a video surveillance system on the premises that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in
the California Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5044 and captures all areas of the premises, including the
area outside the premises for a minimum distance of 20-feet;
d. Install and maintain an alarm system that, at a minimum, meets the requirements provided in the California
Code of Regulations Title 16, Section 5047; and
e. Establish an identification and sign-in/sign-out procedure for authorized personnel, suppliers, and/or visitors.
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6. No visual markers indicating that the facility is a cannabis testing facility shall be visible from off-site.
7. Cannabis testing facilities shall destroy the remains of any samples of cannabis and/or cannabis products
tested upon completion of the analysis. Destruction of samples shall be done in a manner consistent with State
laws and regulations.
8. All testing procedures and operations shall be done in a manner consistent with State laws and regulations.
9. All structures used for testing of cannabis products shall be equipped with odor control, filtration, and ventilation systems that are adequate to prevent humidity, contamination of the testing equipment, odor, and other
related problems. A building permit shall be obtained, as necessary, for the installation of required equipment.
10. All structures used for testing of cannabis products shall be legally constructed and shall comply with all
applicable California Building Code regulations including, but not limited to, building, electrical, fire, and
plumbing code regulations. A building permit from the Town shall be required for all tenant improvements to a
structure or site.
11. Parking for commercial cannabis testing facilities shall be provided in compliance with Municipal Code
Table 17.44.030.B and shall use the Industrial, Manufacturing, & Processing Use Classification land use metric.
Additional parking or the implementation and usage of alternative parking provisions pursuant to Municipal
Code Section 17.44.040 may be required by the Director if it is determined that the use and the anticipated number of employees will have an adverse effect on the surrounding area.
12. Testing facilities may operate seven days a week, 24-hour per day as needed. Deliveries and shipping activities shall be limited to the hours of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., unless stated otherwise in the use permit.
13. Cannabis testing facilities shall adhere to the Cannabis Waste Management regulations provided in the
California Code of Regulations Title 16, Section(s) 5054 and 5055.
I. Findings and Conditions of Approval.
1. Required Findings. In addition to the use permit findings required by Municipal Code
Section 17.68.050, a use permit for a commercial cannabis activity shall be approved only if all of the following
additional findings can be made:
a. The commercial cannabis business, as proposed, has demonstrated that it can and
will comply with all of the requirements of the State and the Town for all of the commercial cannabis activities
proposed.
b. The commercial cannabis business includes adequate measures that minimize, to the extent feasible, nuisance to the immediate neighborhood and community including, but not limited to, minimizing detection of
odor from off-site, minimizing the effects of loitering, provision of adequate parking, and provision of adequate
security measures.
c. For cannabis cultivation facilities, a finding shall also be made that the cannabis cultivation facility includes
adequate measures that minimize use of water for cannabis cultivation at the site.
d. For cannabis manufacturing facilities, a finding shall also be made that the manufacturing facility does not
pose a significant threat to the public or to neighboring uses from explosion or from the release of harmful
gases, liquids, or substances.
e. For cannabis testing facilities, a finding shall also be made that the owners, permittees, operators, and employees of the testing facility are not associated with any other commercial cannabis activities within the State.
2. Required Conditions of Approval. In addition to any other required conditions and
mitigation measures imposed, all of the following conditions shall apply to all use permits for commercial cannabis activities:
a. The commercial cannabis business shall allow access to its facilities and records if requested by the Town, its
officers, or agents, and shall pay for annual financial and regulatory compliance audits and submit to inspections from the Town or its officers to verify compliance with all relevant rules, regulations, and conditions.
b. Any person operating a commercial cannabis business shall obtain a commercial cannabis permit pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 5.38 prior to commencing operations and must maintain such permit in good
standing in order to continue operations.
c. The commercial cannabis business shall operate only in accordance with the operating plans reviewed an
approved by the Town.
d. The applicant and its successors of interest shall acknowledge and agree that the Town makes no representations or guarantees that operations carried out under the auspices of the use permit or the commercial cannabis
permit will comply with federal law, that the applicant’s premises and the real property in which the premises
are situated will not be raided or closed by law enforcement personnel, and/or that the applicant, its staff, or
anyone connected with the applicant’s operations will not be criminally prosecuted under the applicable law.
e. The applicant and its successors of interest in the commercial cannabis business shall indemnify, defend,
and hold the Town harmless from and against any and all claims and proceedings, losses, damages, and cause of
action relating to the approval of the permit or relating to any damage to property or person stemming from the
commercial cannabis activity.
J. Application Requirements
All applications for a use permit for a commercial cannabis activity shall be filed in accordance with Municipal
Code Chapter 17.60 (Applications, Processing, and Fees) and shall include, without limitation, the following
documentation:
1. Proof of ownership of the premises, or if the premises on which the commercial cannabis operation is to occur is rented or leased, a copy of the lease signed by the property owner. A signed affidavit from all persons and
entities having a right, title, or interest in the premises that is the subject of the application consenting to the
application and the operation of the proposed commercial cannabis activity on the subject premises is required.
2. A complete description of the type, nature, and extent of the commercial cannabis activities to be conducted.
3. A description of the type of State license(s) that will be required for the proposed operations pursuant to
California Business and Professions Code Sections 26000, et seq., including a description of the proposed total
canopy area of any cultivation or nursery operation.
4. A scaled site plan that shows, at a minimum, the property lines, all buildings (existing and proposed), adjacent buildings within 20 feet of the property line, impermeable surfaces, parking areas, delivery/truck loading
and parking areas, entry and exits to the building(s), propane tank(s), trash enclosures, fences, walls, site lighting, and snow storage area(s). Additional items may be required by the review authority.
5. Scaled floor plan(s) showing the layout of the interior space(s) and identifying all areas where commercial
cannabis activities will occur.
6. Building elevations if any exterior modifications are proposed.
7. An operations plan including at a minimum, the following information:
a. A security plan outlining the on-site security measures, both physical and operational, that ensure the safety
of persons and the protection of the premises from theft. The plan shall include, at a minimum, installation of
security cameras, installation of commercial-grade, nonresidential locking mechanisms, continuous operation
of a commercial burglary and robbery alarm system that is monitored by a state-licensed operator, use of security guards when required by State regulations, and an annual written security assessment of the site by a qualified professional. The security plan must also include a lighting plan showing exterior and interior lighting that
will be implemented to provide adequate security and provide evidence of compliance with all Town standards
regarding lighting design and installation (see Municipal Code Section 17.36.030 – Exterior Lighting).
b. Standard operating procedures manual detailing how operations will comply with State and local regulations; how safety and quality of products will be ensured; record keeping procedures for financing, testing, and
adverse effect recording; and product recall procedures.
c. Proposed hours of operation.
d. Waste management plan.
e. Product supply chain information including where cultivation occurs, where the product is processed or
manufactured, where the testing of cannabis and/or cannabis products will occur, how the product is being
transported, and packaging and labeling criteria.
f. Record keeping policy.
g. Track-and-trace measures.
h. Procedures for verifying age of customers and employees and medical recommendations (if applicable).
i. Information on the proposed odor control, filtration, and ventilation systems, if required.
j. Size, height, colors, and design of any proposed signage at the site.
k. Parking plan that shows employee vehicle parking, truck parking, and transport vehicle loading and parking
areas.
l. Such other information that is deemed necessary by the Director.
8. Submittal of the commercial cannabis permit application pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 5.38. The application for the commercial cannabis permit shall include all of the application items listed in Municipal Code
Section 5.38.040.
9. Additional application items that shall be required based on the type of commercial cannabis activities
proposed.
a. For commercial cannabis cultivation facilities, the following additional
information shall be required:
i. A water management plan including the proposed water supply and proposed water conservation measures;
ii. Projected energy demand and information on any proposed renewable energy features, such as installation
of solar panels;
iii. Unique identifier (UID), inventory, and quality control procedures; and
iv. A floor plan identifying the location, dimensions, and boundaries of all proposed canopy areas taking into
account space needed for ongoing care of plants and a description of the proposed method of physically delineating those boundaries at the site.
b. For commercial cannabis manufacturing facilities, the following additional
information shall be required:
i. Information on products used in the manufacturing process including the cannabis supply chain, liquids, solvents, agents, and processes. Evidence that all cannabis will be obtained from a licensed cultivator or licensed
distributor operating in compliance with all local and State laws will be required;
ii. Storage protocol and hazard response plan; and
iii. Quality control measures.

c. For commercial cannabis distribution facilities, the following additional
information shall be required:
i. An operations plan detailing how, and from where, cannabis and cannabis products will be received; how any
storage, distribution, and transportation operations will be secured to prevent theft and trespass; and to whom
the product will be distributed;
ii. Quality control measures;
iii. Truck parking and loading areas plan; and
iv. Cannabis storage and handling plans.
d. For commercial cannabis testing facilities, the following additional information
shall be required:
i. An operations plan detailing how cannabis and cannabis products will be received, secured, tested, and
destroyed upon completion;
ii. Certificate of accreditation from an approved accrediting body or evidence that the accreditation process has
begun; and
e. Proposed procedures for record keeping, including chain of custody control and
certificate issuance.
K. Grounds for Revocation or Modification.
1. In addition to the findings and procedures identified in Municipal Code Chapter 17.128 for
the revocation and modification of a use permit, additional grounds which warrant the revocation/modification
of a use permit specific to commercial cannabis activities include:
a. Any act or omission by an owner or permittee in violation of the provisions of Municipal Code Section
17.52.085.
b. Any act or omission by an owner or permittee that results in the denial, revocation, or suspension of the
owner’s or permittee’s State commercial cannabis activity license(s).
c. Any act or omission by an owner or permittee that results in the denial, revocation, or suspension of the
owner’s or permittee’s commercial cannabis permit issued under Municipal Code Chapter 5.38.
d. Any act or omission by an owner or permittee in violation of State law or the Town’s Municipal Code.
e. Conduct of the commercial cannabis business in a manner that constitutes a nuisance, where the owner or
permittee has failed to comply with Town direction to abate the nuisance.
L. Procedure for Revocation or Modification.
In addition to the procedures identified in Municipal Code Chapter 17.128 for the revocation and modification
of a use permit, the following additional procedures shall apply to revoke or modify a use permit specific to
commercial cannabis activities:
1. If the Director determines that grounds for revocation/modification of the use permit exist
pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 17.128 or Section 17.52.085.I, the Director, or his or her designee shall issue
a written Notice of Intention to revoke or modify the use permit, as the case may be. The Notice of Intention to
revoke or modify shall be served on the property owner and shall also be served on permittees on the property,
as reported on the commercial cannabis permits issued pursuant to Chapter 5.38. The Notice of Intention shall
be served by either personal delivery or by certified U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested. The
Notice of Intention shall describe the property, the intention to revoke or modify the use permit, the grounds for
revocation or modification, the action necessary to abate the violation, and the time limit for compliance.
2. Failure to abate the violation prior to the end of the specified time limit for compliance in
the Notice of Intention shall result in proceeding with the revocation or modification of the user permit pursuant to the procedures set forth in Municipal Code Chapter 17.128 (Revocation and Modification).
M. Enforcement. The enforcement of Municipal Code Section 17.52.085 shall be in accordance with
the provisions of Municipal Code Chapter 17.132 (Enforcement) and all violations of this section are hereby
declared to be unlawful and a public nuisance and may be abated by the Town through civil proceedings by
means of a restraining order, preliminary or permanent injunction, or in any other manner provided by law for
the abatement of such nuisances.
EXHIBIT “C”
17.52.086 Cannabis – Personal Cultivation and Use
A. Purpose. The standards and requirements contained in this section are intended to regulate the personal use
and cultivation of cannabis at private residences in a manner that protects the health, safety, and welfare of the
community and minimizes the potential nuisance, security, and safety issues associated with cannabis use and
cultivation. This section is not intended to interfere with a patient’s right to medical cannabis pursuant to the
Compassionate Use Act, as may be amended, nor does it criminalize cannabis possession or cultivation otherwise authorized by State law. This section is not intended to interfere with the ability of persons 21 years of age
or older to grow, possess and use cannabis pursuant to the Adult Use of Marijuana Act, so long as the quantities
and use are consistent with State law. This section is not intended to give any person or entity independent legal
authority to operate a cannabis business. It is intended simply to impose zoning restrictions regarding personal
cultivation of cannabis in the Town pursuant to this Code and State law.
B. Applicability. No part of this section shall be deemed to conflict with federal law as contained in the Controlled Substances Act, 21. U.S.C. § 800 et seq., nor to otherwise permit any activity that is prohibited under that
Act or any other local, state or federal law, statute, rule or regulation. Nothing in this section shall be construed
to allow any conduct or activity relating to the cultivation, distribution, dispensing, sale, or consumption of cannabis that is otherwise illegal under local or state law. No provision of this section shall be deemed a defense or
immunity to any action brought against any person by the Mono County District Attorney’s office, the Attorney
General of the State of California or the United States of America.
C. Requirements. The following standards shall apply to the personal use and cultivation of cannabis at private
residences.
1.Persons Authorized to Cultivate Cannabis for Personal Use.
a. A qualified patient, as that term is defined in Section 11362.7 of the California Health and Safety Code,
provided the qualified patient possesses, stores, manufactures, transports, or cultivates cannabis exclusively for
his or her personal medical use, and does not provide, donate, sell, or distribute cannabis to any other person.
Qualified patients shall, upon request, provide appropriate documentation to law enforcement demonstrating
that they have a valid physician’s recommendation to use cannabis for medicinal purposes.
b. A primary caregiver, as that term is defined in Section 11362.7 of the California Health and Safety Code, provided the primary caregiver possesses, stores, manufactures, transports, donates, provides, or cultivates medical
cannabis exclusively for the personal medical purposes of no more than three (3) qualified patients for whom he
or she is the primary caregiver, but who does not receive remuneration for these activities except for compensation in full compliance with subdivision (c) of Section 11362.765 of the California Health and Safety Code.
Primary caregivers shall, upon request, provide appropriate documentation to law enforcement demonstrating
that they are a primary caregiver for a maximum of three (3) qualified patients.
c. For persons other than qualified patients or primary caregivers, all personal cannabis cultivation shall be
conducted by persons 21 years of age or older.
2. Use and Possession Limitations.
a. Qualified patients with a valid physician’s recommendation, or the designated primary caregiver of that
qualified patient or person, may possess and use amounts of cannabis consistent with Section 11362.77 of the
California Health and Safety Code.
b. Qualified patients and primary caregivers may maintain mature and immature cannabis plants in an
amount consistent with Section 11362.77 of the California Health and Safety Code; however, at no time shall the
cumulative cultivation area for qualified patients and primary caregivers exceed one hundred (100) square feet
of canopy area per qualified patient and primary caregivers shall only be permitted to cultivate for a maximum
of three (3) qualified patients at any individual address or on any individual parcel. The cultivation area within
a dwelling unit shall not exceed ten percent or one hundred square feet, whichever is greater, of the total floor
area of the dwelling unit. For the purposes of this Section, total floor area of a dwelling unit does not include
garage, attic, or other spaces not customarily used for living purposes. All cultivation areas shall comply with the
location requirements specified in Section 17.52.086.C.3.
c. Pursuant to Section 11362.1 and 11362.2 of the California Health and Safety Code, persons 21 years of age or
older may do the following:
i. Possess, process, transport, purchase, obtain, or give away to persons 21 years of age or older without any
compensation whatsoever, not more than 28.5 grams (i.e., 1 ounce) of cannabis (not in the form of concentrated
cannabis) and not more than 8 grams of concentrated cannabis, including as contained in cannabis products;
ii. Possess, plant, cultivate, harvest, dry, or process not more than six (6) living cannabis plants within a single
dwelling unit at any one time, regardless of the number of persons residing in that dwelling unit and the cultivation area shall comply with the location requirements specified in Section 17.52.086.C.3; and
iii. Smoke or ingest cannabis or cannabis products pursuant to the regulations in Section 11362.3 of the California Health and Safety Code and Municipal Code Chapter 9.26.
3. Location Requirements. Cannabis cultivation for personal use shall be permitted in all
zones where accessory residential uses are permitted pursuant to Article II (Zoning Districts and Allowable Land
Uses) and shall be subject to the following requirements and limitations:
a. The cultivation of cannabis for personal use is permitted to occur in the following
areas:
i. If located on a parcel with one (1) single-family residence, the cultivation
area shall be located indoors within the dwelling unit or within a fully-enclosed accessory structure. If the
cultivation area is located in an accessory structure, the accessory structure shall comply with the following
standards:
(1) Be located on the same legal parcel as the single-family residence: following standards
(2) Not be located within the front yard setback;
(3) Maintain a minimum twenty (20) foot setback along a street side yard;
(4) Maintain a minimum ten (10) foot setback along the interior side and rear yard;
(5) Maintain a minimum distance of thirty (30) feet from the nearest residence which is not located on the same
parcel;
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(6) Maintain the minimum number of required enclosed parking spaces pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter
17.44 if the cultivation area is located within a garage; and
(7) “Structure” shall have the same meaning as specified in Section 17.148.020 of this Code and does not include
cargo containers, recreational vehicles, or any other style of temporary structure.
ii. If located on a parcel with multiple dwelling units (e.g., multi-family
residential), the cultivation of cannabis for personal use shall only be allowed indoors within the individual
dwelling units. Parcels that have a legal secondary dwelling unit along with a single-family dwelling shall be
subject to the location requirements specified in Section 17.52.086.C.3(a)(i).
b. Outdoor cultivation of cannabis is prohibited within the Town limits.
4. Safety, Security, and Nuisance Prevention.
a. No exterior evidence of cannabis cultivation occurring at the property shall be visible from the public rightof-way.
b. Light systems shall be fully shielded, including adequate coverings on windows, so as to confine the light and
glare to the interior of the structure.
c. All structures used for cultivation shall be legally constructed and shall comply with all applicable California
Building Code regulations including, but not limited to, building, electrical, fire, and plumbing code regulations.
Total electrical loads of the lighting equipment used for cultivation shall not exceed one thousand two hundred
(1,200) watts, unless a licensed electrical contractor certifies in a form acceptable to the Town’s Building Official,
that the additional lighting loads meet the requirements of the currently adopted California Electrical Code.
d. All structures used for cultivation shall be equipped with odor control, filtration, and ventilation systems that
are adequate to prevent humidity, mold, odor, and other related problems. A building permit shall be obtained,
as necessary, for the installation of required equipment.
e. The cannabis plants and any cannabis produced by the plants in excess of 28.5 grams shall be kept within a
fully enclosed structure and be secured by lock and key or other security device which prevents unauthorized
entry and is inaccessible to minors.
f. The use of gas products (e.g., CO2, butane, propane, etc.) for cannabis cultivation and/or any other processing or manufacturing of cannabis products is prohibited at private residential dwelling units.
g. The use of generators is prohibited, except as emergency back-up systems.
h. The cultivation of cannabis shall not adversely affect the health or safety of nearby residents, or cause annoyance or discomfort to any reasonable person of normal sensitiveness, by creating glare, heat, noxious gasses,
odor, smoke, vibration, or other impacts, or be hazardous due to the use or storage of materials, processes,
products, or wastes.
5.Accessory Use. Cannabis cultivation for personal use shall be clearly secondary to the full-time use of the
property as a residence and the residence shall maintain a fully functional kitchen, bathroom(s), and primary
bedroom. These rooms shall not be used for personal cannabis cultivation where such cultivation will prevent
their primary use for sleeping, bathing, and/or preparation of meals.
6. Prohibited Uses. A private residential dwelling unit shall not be used for the commercial cultivation of
cannabis or the operation of any other cannabis business and cannabis cultivation is prohibited as a home occupation.
7. Residency Requirement. A full-time resident shall reside on the premises where the cultivation of cannabis is
occurring and said resident shall be either 21 years of age or older, a qualified patient, or a primary caregiver.
8. Landlord Authorization. Nothing in this section is intended, nor shall it be construed, to preclude any landlord from limiting or prohibiting personal cultivation of cannabis by tenants or from requiring tenants to obtain
written consent from the landlord prior to any cultivation commencing.
D. Enforcement. A violation of this Section is unlawful and any person that violates any of the
provisions of this Section may be prosecuted for an infraction or a misdemeanor pursuant to Title 1, Chapter
1.12 of this Code. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Section does not authorize a criminal prosecution, arrest,
or penalty inconsistent with or prohibited by Section 11362.7 et seq. or Section 11357 et seq. of the California
Health and Safety Code. In the event of a conflict between the penalties set forth in Title 1, Chapter 1.12 of this
Code and any penalties set forth in state law, the maximum penalties allowable under state law shall govern.
EXHIBIT “D”
Chapter 5.38 – Commercial Cannabis Permits
5.38.010 Applicability
5.38.020 Definitions
5.38.030 Commercial Cannabis Permit
5.38.040 Commercial Cannabis Permit Application Process
5.38.050 Review of Application for Commercial Cannabis Permit
5.38.060 Commercial Cannabis Permit Renewal and Grounds for Denial
5.38.070 Fees
5.38.080 Commercial Cannabis Permit Nontransferable
5.38.090 Commercial Cannabis Operating Requirements
5.38.100 Additional Cultivation, Manufacture, and Testing Requirements
5.38.110 Suspension or Revocation of a Commercial Cannabis Permit
5.38.120 Procedures for Suspension or Revocation
5.38.130 Appeals
5.38.140 Service Requirements
5.38.150 Enforcement and Penalties
5.38.010 Applicability
The requirements in this Chapter apply to all commercial cannabis business within the Town. These requirements do not apply to personal use of cultivation and cannabis.
5.38.020 Definitions
The following words and phrases, wherever used in this Chapter, shall have the meanings set forth below.
Applicant. A person who has submitted an application for a permit or renewal of a permit issued pursuant to
this Chapter. If the applicant is an entity and not a natural person, applicant shall include all persons having a
20 percent or more financial interest in the entity.
Application. The form provided by the Town of Mammoth Lakes in accordance with this Chapter for the purpose of seeking a commercial cannabis permit.
Cannabis. All parts of the plant Cannabis sativa Linnaeus, Cannabis indica, or Cannabis ruderalis, whether
growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin, whether crude or purified, extracted from any part of the plant;
and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the plant, its seeds, or resin.
“Cannabis” also means the separated resin, whether crude or purified, obtained from cannabis. “Cannabis”
does not include the mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or cake made from the seeds
of the plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature stalks
(except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is incapable of
germination. For the purpose of this division, “cannabis” does not mean “industrial hemp” as defined by Section
11018.5 of the Health and Safety Code.
Cannabis Product. Cannabis that has undergone a process whereby the plant material has been transformed
into a concentrate, including, but not limited to, concentrated cannabis, or an edible or topical product containing cannabis or concentrated cannabis and other ingredients.
Cannabis Review Authority. The Cannabis Review Authority is comprised of Town staff that have the responsibility and authority to review and approve or deny commercial cannabis permits. The review authority includes,
but is not limited to, town staff from the Community and Economic Development Department, the Finance
Department, and the Police Department. “Review Authority” shall have the same meaning.
Canopy. All areas occupied by any portion of a cannabis plant, inclusive of all vertical planes, whether contiguous or noncontiguous on any one site.
Chief of Police. The Chief of Police for the Town of Mammoth Lakes Police Department or his/her designee.
Commercial Cannabis Activity. Any commercial activity (i.e., non-personal use) involving the cultivation, possession, manufacture, distribution, processing, storing, laboratory testing, packaging, labeling, transportation,
delivery, or sale of cannabis and cannabis products.
Commercial Cannabis Operation. An entity that engages in commercial cannabis activities.
Commercial Cannabis Permit. A permit issued by the Town of Mammoth Lakes to an applicant to perform
commercial cannabis activities under this Chapter. “Permit” shall have the same meaning.
Hearing Officer. The designated person that conducts administrative hearings for appeals of any action taken
pursuant to this Chapter. The person designated as the Hearing Officer for appeals pursuant to this Chapter is
the Town Manager.
Medicinal Cannabis or Medicinal Cannabis Product. Cannabis or a cannabis product, respectively, intended
to be sold for use pursuant to the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 (Proposition 215), found at Section 11362.5 of
the California Health and Safety Code, by a medicinal cannabis patient in California who possesses a physician’s
recommendation.
Owner. An owner shall mean any of the following:
1. A person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20 percent or more in the person applying for a permit or a
permittee, unless the interest is solely a security, lien, or encumbrance;
2. The chief executive officer of a nonprofit or other entity; or
3. An individual who will be participating in the direction, control or management of the person applying for a
permit.
Permittee. The person issued a Town permit under this Chapter.
Person. Any individual, firm, partnership, joint venture, association, corporation, limited liability company, estate, trust, business trust, receiver, syndicate, or any other group or combination acting as a unit, and the plural
as well as the singular.
Premises. The designated structure or structures and land specified in the application that is owned, leased, or
otherwise held under the control of the applicant or permittee where the commercial cannabis activity will be
or is conducted.
Primary Caregiver. “Primary caregiver” shall have the same meaning as in Section 11362.7 of the California
Health and Safety Code, as it may be amended from time to time. A person asserting primary caregiver status
must establish by written documentation that (1) he or she has been designated as such by the medicinal cannabis patient and (2) he or she is a person “who has consistent assumed responsibility for the housing, health,

or safety of the patient.”
Property Owner. The individual or entity who is the record owner of the subject property or premises where
commercial cannabis activities are located or are proposed to be located.
Qualified Patient. “Qualified Patient” shall have the same meaning as in Section 11362.7 of the California Health
and Safety Code, as it may be amended from time to time.
State. State of California
State License. A state license issued pursuant to California Business and Professions Code Sections 26000, et
seq.
Town. Town of Mammoth Lakes
5.38.030 Commercial Cannabis Permit
A. Any person who intends to engage in a commercial cannabis activity shall obtain a commercial cannabis
permit for the fixed location in which the commercial cannabis activity is to occur. Each separate location where
commercial cannabis activities are to occur will require a separate commercial cannabis permit.
B. It is unlawful for any person to conduct, engage in, or allow to be conducted or engaged in a commercial
cannabis activity within the Town, unless the Town has issued such person a permit under this Chapter and the
permit is in effect. Notwithstanding the above, the permits issued under this Chapter do not provide any protection or immunity for any person from state or federal laws, or from protection pursuant to any applicable state
or federal laws.
C. The fact that an applicant possesses other types of State or Town permits or licenses, shall not exempt the
applicant from obtaining a commercial cannabis permit under this Chapter, nor shall the terms and conditions
of any other such permit or license modify the requirements of a permit granted under this Chapter, except that
the commercial cannabis permit must be consistent with the land use entitlement issued by the Town pursuant
to Municipal Code Title 17.
D. The applicant must receive all necessary land use entitlements as required by Municipal Code Title 17 before
the Town will issue a commercial cannabis permit under this Chapter.
E. All of the following activities are exempt from the commercial cannabis permit requirements under this
Chapter:
1. Possession, storage, manufacturing, or transportation of medicinal cannabis, or cultivation of medical cannabis in an amount consistent with Section 11362.77 of the California Health and Safety Code by a qualified
patient, as that term is defined in Section 11362.7 of the California Health and Safety Code, provided the qualified patient possesses, stores, manufactures, transports, or cultivates cannabis exclusively for his or her personal
medical use, and does not provide, donate, sell, or distribute cannabis to any other person. Qualified patients
shall, upon request, provide appropriate documentation to law enforcement demonstrating that they have a
valid physician’s recommendation to use cannabis for medicinal purposes.
2. Possession, storage, manufacturing, or transportation of medicinal cannabis, or cultivation of medicinal cannabis in an amount consistent with Section 11362.77 of the California Health and Safety Code by a primary caregiver on behalf of a qualified patient, within the meaning of Section 11362.7 of the California Health and Safety
Code, provided the primary caregiver does not receive remuneration for these activities except for compensation in full compliance with subdivision (c) of Section 11362.765 of the California Health and Safety Code and
the primary caregiver does not act on behalf of more than three (3) qualified patients. Primary caregivers shall,
upon request, provide appropriate documentation to law enforcement demonstrating that they are a primary
caregiver for a maximum of three (3) qualified patients.
3. Possession, processing, storage, transportation, or donation of not more than 28.5 grams (i.e., 1 ounce) of
cannabis or not more than eight (8) grams of concentrated cannabis to persons 21 years of age or older by persons 21 years of age or older pursuant to Section 11362.1 of the California Health and Safety Code.
4. The cultivation of up to six (6) living cannabis plants by persons 21 years of age or older as allowed pursuant
to Section 11362.1 of the California Health and Safety Code.
5.38.040 Commercial Cannabis Permit Application Process
A. Each application for the establishment of a commercial cannabis permit shall be filed with the Town’s Community and Economic Development Department on the form and in the manner prescribed by the Cannabis
Review Authority. The Cannabis Review Authority shall be responsible for administering the application process
set forth in this Chapter.
B. In all cases, the application shall contain, without limitation, the following documentation:
1. All applicants’ and owners names, mailing addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses.
2. A 24-hour or night-time contact phone number.
3. The physical address and assessor parcel number (APN) of the property upon which the proposed commercial cannabis operation will be located.
4. Proof of ownership of the premises, or if the premises on which the commercial cannabis operation is to occur is rented or leased, a copy of the lease signed by the property owner. A signed affidavit from all persons and
entities having a right, title, or interest in the premises that is the subject of the application consenting to the
application and the operation of the proposed commercial cannabis activity on the subject premises is required.
5. A scaled diagram of the premises, showing, without limitation, a site plan of the entire property, all entry
ways and exits to the building(s), parking areas, delivery/truck loading areas, trash enclosures, fences, walls, site
lighting, and a floor plan showing the layout of the interior space(s) and identifying all areas where commercial
cannabis activities will occur.
6. If the applicant is a business entity or any form of entity, information regarding the entity, including, without
limitation, the name and address of the entity, its legal status, and proof of registration with, or a certificate of
good standing from, the California Secretary of State, if applicable.
7. The full name, date of birth, present address and previous addresses for the past five years of all owners,
supervisors, and employees of the commercial cannabis activity that is the subject of the application or, if the
applicant is an entity, having a 20 percent or more financial interest in the entity.
8. The businesses, occupations, and employment history for the ten years immediately preceding the date of
the application that all persons responsible for the operation of the commercial cannabis activity, including
owners and managers, have been involved in.
9. All owners, supervisors, and employees of the commercial cannabis activity shall submit the following information to allow the Chief of Police to conduct a background check and investigation:
a. The name, address, phone number, and fingerprints of each person identified
b. For each person identified above, a list of each criminal conviction, if any, whether each such conviction was
by verdict, plea of guilty, or plea of nolo contendere. The list shall, for each such conviction, set forth the date of
arrest, the location of the arrest, the offense charged, the court in which the applicant was prosecuted, and the
offense of which the applicant was convicted.
c. Such other information as may be required by the Chief of Police.
10. A copy of all applicants’, supervisors’, and employees’ state issued driver’s license or other form of identification.
11. The names and address of any other commercial cannabis operations currently being operated by the applicant or owner, or that had previously been operated by the applicant or owner, and a statement of whether the
authorization for any such operation had been revoked or suspended and, if so, the reason therefor.
12. A complete description of the type, nature, and extent of the commercial cannabis activities to be conducted.
13. A description of the type of State license(s) that will be required for the proposed operations pursuant to
California Business and Professions Code Sections 26000, et seq., including a description of the proposed total
canopy area of any cultivation or nursery operation.
14. A detail of the procedures to be utilized at the premises including a description of how chemicals, pesticides
and fertilizers will be stored, handled, used and disposed of; and if applicable, manufacturing methods, the
transportation process, inventory procedures, and quality control procedures.
15. A security plan outlining the on-site security measures, both physical and operational, that ensure the safety
of persons and the protection of the premises from theft. The plan shall include, at a minimum, installation of
security cameras, installation of electronic locking mechanisms, continuous operation of a commercial burglary
and robbery alarm system that is monitored by a state-licensed operator, use of security guards when required
by State regulations, and an annual written security assessment of the site by a qualified professional. The
security plan must also include a lighting plan showing exterior and interior lighting that will be implemented to
provide adequate security.
16. Proposed hours of operation.
17. A waste disposal plan.
18. If applicable, provide the applicant’s seller’s permit number issued pursuant to Part 1 (Commencing with
Section 6001) of Division 2 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code or indicate that the applicant is currently applying for a seller’s permit.
19. A statement by the applicant that it has the ability to comply with all laws regulating businesses in the State
of California and that it shall maintain compliance during the term of the permit.
20. Authorization for the Town, its agents, and employees to seek verification of the information contained in
the application.
21. Certification, under penalty of perjury, that all the information contained in the application is true and correct.
22. Any other information required by the Town.
5.38.050 Review of Application for Commercial Cannabis Permit
A. The Review Authority shall review the application for a commercial cannabis permit and associated documents and shall require, if he or she deems necessary, additional information to complete the application. The
Review Authority may deem the application incomplete if it does not contain all required information and documents. Upon notification that an application is incomplete, the applicant shall have ten (10) calendar days to
submit all materials required to complete the application. If the application remains incomplete in excess of ten
(10) calendar days, the application shall be deemed withdrawn.
B. An application shall not be deemed complete unless all required application fees have been paid.
C. Each commercial cannabis permit shall be granted for a one (1) year period and shall expire one (1) year after
the date of its issuance.
D. Upon review of a complete application for a commercial cannabis permit, the Review Authority shall grant
the application if:
1. The proposed commercial cannabis activities will comply with all the requirements of the State and the
Town’s Municipal Code;
2. The applicant has received all necessary land use entitlements as required by Municipal Code Title 17;
3.The proposed commercial cannabis activity will comply with all provisions of this Chapter;
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4.The Chief of Police has approved the application based on the following criteria:
a. Whether the location is identified as having calls for police services significantly in excess of the average
number of calls for services for similar businesses during the most recent reporting period for which statistics
are available.
b. Whether the floor plan, security plan and lighting plan incorporate features sufficient to reduce or eliminate
potential crime-related problems.
c. Whether any of the owners, supervisors, or employees of the commercial cannabis activity have violated any
local or state law, statute, rule or regulation respecting the distribution, possession or consumption of illegal
drugs or controlled substances.
d. Whether any of the owners of the commercial cannabis activity have engaged in unlawful, fraudulent, unfair,
or deceptive business practices or acts.
e. Whether any of the owners, supervisors, or employees of the commercial cannabis activity have knowingly
made a false statement of material fact or have knowingly omitted to state a material fact in a permit application, or have provided false, inaccurate, or otherwise misleading information, or failed to submit or otherwise
refuse to submit to fingerprinting.
f. Whether any of the owners, supervisors, or employees of the commercial cannabis activity have committed
any act involving dishonesty, fraud, or deceit with intent to substantially benefit him or herself, or another, or
substantially injure another, or has engaged in illegal use, possession, distribution, or similar action relating to
illegal drugs or controlled substances.
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g. Notwithstanding the above, an applicant shall not be denied solely on the basis that
the applicant or any of the owners, supervisors, or employees have been convicted of a felony if the applicant
has obtained a certificate of rehabilitation under California law or solely on the basis that the applicant has been
convicted of a misdemeanor if the applicant has met all applicable requirements of rehabilitation pursuant to
California law.
5. If applicable, the applicant has obtained a valid seller’s permit required pursuant to Part 1
(commencing with Section 6001) of Division 2 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code.
E. The Review Authority may deny any application that meets any of the following criteria:
1. The applicant has knowingly made a false statement of material fact or has knowingly omitted a material fact
from the application;
2. Any owner, supervisor, or employee of the commercial cannabis activity has been convicted of a felony, as
specified in subdivision (c) of Section 667.5 and subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7 of the California Penal Code, or
a drug related misdemeanor reclassified by Section 1170.18 of the California Penal Code (Proposition 47) within
the past ten (10) years. A conviction within the meaning of this section means a plea or verdict of guilty or a
conviction following a plea of nolo contendere;
3. If the Chief of Police determines that there is a substantial risk to the community based on the criteria in Section 5.38.050 of this Chapter.
4. If applicable, the applicant failed to obtain or maintain a valid seller’s permit required pursuant to Part 1
(commencing with Section 6001) of Division 2 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code.
5. If any person who is listed on the application is less than 21 years of age;
6. If the proposed commercial cannabis activity does not comply with the provisions of this Chapter or State
law; or
7. If the applicant has not received all necessary land use entitlements as required by Municipal Code Title 17.
F. If the Review Authority intends to deny the application, the Review Authority shall specify in
writing the reason for the denial of the application, and notify the applicant that the decision shall become final
unless the applicant seeks an appeal pursuant to Section 5.38.130 of this Chapter within ten (10) calendar days
of the date of service of the Review Authority’s decision. Service of the decision shall be provided in accordance
with the requirements set forth in Section 5.38.140 of this Chapter.
5.38.060 Commercial Cannabis Permit Renewal and Grounds for Denial
A. Each commercial cannabis permit shall expire one (1) year after the date of its issuance. Any permit
may be renewed by the Review Authority upon the submission of a renewal application by the permittee and
upon determination by the Review Authority that the applicant meets the standards for grant of application
pursuant to Section 5.38.050 of this Chapter. At the time of consideration of a renewal application, the Review
Authority shall consider compliance with conditions in the prior term.
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B. An application for renewal shall be filed with the Review Authority at least sixty (60) calendar days
before expiration of the permit. If any of the documentation and information supplied by the applicant pursuant to Section 5.38.040 has changed since the grant of the permit, the applicant shall submit updated information and documentation with the application for renewal and shall provide such other information as the
Review Authority may require.
C. If a commercial cannabis permit expires without being renewed, the permittee of the expired permit
must apply for a new permit pursuant to this chapter. Operations at the location shall cease until such new
permit is issued.
D. Any application for renewal may be denied if:
1. The application is filed fewer than sixty (60) calendar days before its expiration;
2. The permittee fails to conform to the criteria set forth in this Chapter;
3. The permittee is delinquent in payment of Town taxes on commercial cannabis activity; or
4. The permit is suspended or revoked at the time of the application.
E. If a renewal application is denied, an applicant may file a new application pursuant to this Chapter.
F. An application for renewal shall not be deemed complete until all application fees have been paid.
G. If the Review Authority intends to deny the renewal, the Review Authority shall specify in writing
the reasons for the denial of the renewal, and notify the permittee that the decision shall become final unless
the permittee seeks an appeal pursuant to Section 5.38.130 of this Chapter within ten (10) calendar days of the
date of service of the Review Authority’s decision. Service of the decision shall be provided in accordance with
the requirements set forth in Section 5.38.140 of this Chapter.
5.38.070 Fees
The filing of an application for a commercial cannabis permit and for the renewal of a commercial cannabis
permit shall be accompanied by payment of such fees as the Town Council may establish to recover the cost of
administration of this Chapter. Permit applicants and permittees are responsible for the costs of inspections,
regulatory audits, financial audits, investigations, and any other fee-associated activity established by this
Chapter. Fees, fines, and costs specified by this Chapter shall be as established by the Town Council and as set
forth in the Town of Mammoth Lakes schedule of fees, as may be amended from time to time.
5.38.080 Commercial Cannabis Permit Nontransferable
A. A commercial cannabis permit does not create any interest in value, is not transferrable, and automatically
terminates upon transfer of ownership.
B. Whenever any individual, corporation, limited liability company, partnership or other type of business entity
permitted under this Chapter sells or transfers all or part of its corporate stock, partnership interest, or other
business interest in a commercial cannabis operation, a new commercial cannabis permit shall be obtained
pursuant to Section 5.38.40 of this Chapter.
C. A commercial cannabis permit is issued to and covers only the permittee identified on the permit with
respect to the premises identified on the permit. The commercial cannabis permit does not run with the land.
5.38.090 Commercial Cannabis Operating Requirements
A. Throughout the term of the commercial cannabis permit, each permittee shall not violate this
Chapter and shall comply with all of the following:
1. A permittee shall not change or alter the premises in a matter which materially or substantially alters the
premises, the usage of the premises, or the mode or character of the business operation conducted form the
premises, from the site plan contained in the diagram on file with the application, unless and until written
approval by the Review Authority has been obtained. For purposes of this section, material or substantial physical changes of the premises, or in the usage of the premises, shall include, but not be limited to, a substantial
increase or decrease in the total area of the licensed premises previously diagrammed, or any other physical
modification resulting in substantial change in the mode or character of business operation.
2. No cannabis shall be smoked, ingested, or otherwise consumed on the premises.
3. No person who is less than 21 years of age may be employed or otherwise engaged in the operation of the
commercial cannabis permit.
4. No person under the age of 21 years of age shall be allowed on the premises.
5. Each permittee shall conspicuously display its permit on the premises. Each commercial cannabis operation
that engages in transportation shall carry a copy of the permit in all vehicles that transport cannabis or cannabis
products.
6. Odor prevention devices and techniques, such as a ventilation system with a carbon filter, shall be incorporated to ensure that odors from cannabis are not detectable off-site.
7. A permittee shall not allow any alcohol to be stored, sold, displayed, or consumed on the premises.
8. A permittee shall not allow any tobacco products to be stored, displayed, sold, or consumed on the premises.
9. No cannabis or cannabis products, or graphics depicting cannabis or cannabis products shall be visible from
the exterior of the premises.
10. All cannabis and cannabis products shall be stored in a secured and locked safe room, safe, or vault, and in a
manner to prevent diversion, theft, and loss, except for limited amounts of cannabis used for display purposes,
samples, or immediate sale.
11. Each permittee shall keep accurate records of its commercial cannabis activities pursuant to the requirements of Sections 26120 and 26162 of the California Business and Professions Code, as they may be amended.
12. Each permittee shall be responsible and liable for safety and security in an around the commercial cannabis operation, and shall provide adequate security on the premises, including lighting and alarms, to ensure
the safety of the persons and to protect the premises from theft and other crimes. Each permittee shall install
and maintain in proper working order, video monitoring equipment capable of providing surveillance of both
interior and exterior areas of the permitted establishment. Each permittee shall maintain such surveillance
video tapes for a period of at least ninety (90) days and shall make such videotapes available to the Town upon
demand.

13. Each permittee shall notify the Mammoth Lakes Police Department immediately after discovering any of the
following: diversion, theft, loss, or any criminal activity involving the commercial cannabis operation; significant
discrepancies identified during inventory, or any other breach of security.
14. Each permittee shall provide the Review Authority with the name, telephone number, and e-mail address
of a community relations contact to whom the public can provide notice of problems associated with the commercial cannabis operation. The permittee shall make a good faith effort to resolve problems without the need
for intervention by the Town.
15. Any new owners, employees, or other persons otherwise engaged in the operation of the commercial cannabis operation must submit their information to the Review Authority within ten (10) days prior to their new
employment or engagement, including fingerprints and other necessary information for a criminal background
check.
16. No owner, supervisor, or employee may have been convicted of a felony, as specified in subdivision (c) of
Section 667.5 and subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7 of the California Penal Code, or a drug or a drug related misdemeanor reclassified by Section 1170.18 of the California Penal Code (Proposition 47) within the past ten (10)
years. A conviction within the meaning of this section means a plea or verdict of guilty or a conviction following
a plea of nolo contendere.
17. A permittee shall not be delinquent in the payment of all applicable State and Town taxes and fees.
18. A permittee shall follow all local and state requirements for waste disposal.
19. The premises where the commercial cannabis operation is located must at all times have valid land use
entitlements as required by Municipal Code Title 17 and the land use entitlements must be operative.
20. When applicable, the permittee must legally hold all required State licenses under the Medicinal and AdultUse Cannabis Regulatory and Safety Act (MAUCRSA) (California Business and Professions Code Sections 26000,
et seq.), as it may be amended, and under all other applicable State codes.
B. At any time between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. and without notice, Town officials may enter the premises for the
purpose of observing compliance of the commercial cannabis operation with this Section, including access to
and inspection of the commercial cannabis operation’s records, books, accounts, financial data, and any and all
data relevant to its permitted activities for the purpose of conducting an audit or examination.
C. It is unlawful for any person having any responsibility over a commercial cannabis operation to refuse to
allow, impede, obstruct, or interfere with an inspection, or the review of the copying of records and monitoring (including recordings) including, but not limited to, the concealment, destruction, and falsification of any
recordings or records.
5.38.100 Additional Cultivation, Manufacture, and Testing Requirements
A. The canopy area of cannabis located at any cultivation facility shall not exceed the maximum canopy limits
set by State law. The commercial cannabis permit shall specify the maximum canopy limit allowed by the
permit.
B. Each permittee must follow all pesticide use requirements of local, state, and federal law and pesticides and
fertilizers shall be properly labeled and stored to avoid contamination through erosion, leakage, or inadvertent
damage from rodents, pests, or wildlife. A permit from the California Department of Food and Agriculture is
required for the use of pesticides,
C. Each permittee must maintain all weighing devices in compliance with local, state, or federal law and comply
with the registration requirements of the California Department of Food and Agriculture.
D. In no case shall any hazardous, flammable, or explosive substances be used to process or manufacture cannabis products on-site unless all necessary permits have been obtained from the Mammoth Lakes Fire Protection District, and any other appropriate agencies.
E. All food products, food storage facilities, food-related utensils, equipment, and materials shall be approved,
used, managed, and handled in accordance with Sections 113700 – 114437 of the California Health and Safety
Code, and California Retail Food Code. All food products shall be protected from contamination at all times, and
all food handlers must be clean, in good health, and free from communicable diseases.
5.38.110 Suspension or Revocation of a Commercial Cannabis Permit
Any of the following shall be grounds for suspension or revocation of a commercial cannabis permit, based on
substantial evidence and following the procedures outlined in Section 5.38.130 of this Chapter.
A. Failure to comply with one or more of the terms and conditions of the commercial cannabis permit.
B. The commercial cannabis permit was granted on the basis of false material information, written or oral, given
willfully or negligently by the applicant.
C. Any act or omission by a permittee in violation of the provisions of this Chapter.
D. Any act or omission by a permittee in violation of State law, or the Town’s Municipal Code.
E. Any act or omission by a permittee that results in the suspension or revocation of the applicable use permit
issued under Municipal Code Title 17 for the commercial cannabis activities.
F. Any act or omission by a permittee that results in the denial, revocation, or suspension of that permittee’s
State license.
G. Failure to pay applicable State or Town taxes or fees on commercial cannabis activity.
H. Conduct of the commercial cannabis operations in a manner that constitutes a nuisance, where the permittee has failed to comply with reasonable conditions to abate the nuisance.
5.38.120 Procedures for Suspension or Revocation
A. Upon determining grounds for suspension or revocation of the commercial cannabis permit exist pursuant
to Section 5.38.110 of this Chapter, the Town will issue the permittee a written Notice of Intention to suspend
or revoke the permit, as the case may be. The Notice of Intention shall be served on the permittee, as reported
on the permit, and on the property owner. The Notice of Intention shall describe the premises, the intention to
revoke or suspend the permit, the time limit for compliance, and the right to an appeal hearing. The Notice of
Intention shall notify the permittee and the property owner to request an appeal hearing before the Board of
Review to present evidence as to why the permit should not be suspended or revoked, and shall notify them of
the ten (10) day deadline to submit a written request for an appeal hearing.
B. The permittee shall have ten (10) calendar days from the service of the Notice of Intention to submit a written
request for an appeal hearing before the Board of Review. Failure to submit the written request for an appeal
hearing shall be deemed a waiver of the right to challenge the suspension or revocation of the commercial cannabis permit and a failure to exhaust administrative remedies. If the request is not timely requested, the Town
may suspend or revoke the permit in accordance with the Notice of Intention. If the permittee files an appeal
hearing request within the time and manner prescribed, the permit shall remain in effect until the appeal is
finally determined.
C. If a written request for an appeal hearing is submitted, the processing of the appeal shall be conducted as set
forth in Section 5.38.130 of this Chapter.
5.38.130 Appeals
Appeals of any action taken pursuant to this Chapter shall be heard by the Hearing Officer at an Administrative
Hearing.
A. Upon receipt of a timely written request for an appeal hearing, the Review Authority shall set a date for an
administrative hearing to be held within thirty (30) days of receipt of the request, unless an immediate threat to
the public health, safety, and welfare necessitates an earlier hearing date. Notice of the administrative hearing,
including the time, date, and location of the hearing, shall be served in accordance with the requirements set
forth in Section 5.38.140 of this Chapter.
B. Administrative Hearing
1. At the hearing, the permittee, or their representative, and the review authority
representative shall have the opportunity to testify and submit evidence as they believe to be relevant to their
respective positions. The Hearing Officer may require the presentation of additional evidence from either the
permittee or the Review Authority representative, or both. The Hearing Officer may continue the hearing from
time to time for the purpose of allowing the presentation of additional evidence.
2. Upon completion of the hearing, the Hearing Officer may:
a. Affirm the decision of the Review Authority;
b. Reverse the Review Authority’s decision; or
c. Refer the matter to the Town Council.
3. Written notice of the Hearing Officer’s decision shall be given to the permittee and the
written decision shall constitute the final administrative decision of the Town.
4. In the event a civil action is initiated to obtain enforcement of the decision of the Hearing
Officer, and judgment is entered to enforce the decision, the person against whom the order of enforcement has
been entered shall be liable to pay the Town’s total costs of enforcement, including reasonable attorney fees.
5. If the permittee, or their representative, fails to appear at the noticed hearing, such failure
to appear shall constitute an abandonment of the appeal hearing request and a failure to exhaust administrative
remedies.
5.38.140 Service Requirements
Wherever this Chapter requires the Town to serve notice to an applicant, permittee, or property owner, such
notice shall be given by the Review Authority, in writing, and shall be delivered either by personal delivery or by
certified U.S. mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested. In addition, any such notice may be posted at the
physical address of the premises on the date of the mailing of notice.
5.38.150 Enforcement and Penalties
A violation of this Section is unlawful and any person that violates any of the provisions of this Section may be
prosecuted for an infraction or a misdemeanor pursuant to Title 1, Chapter 1.12 of this Code.
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Notice of Ordinance cont.

Notice Inviting Bids

Notice Inviting Bids

TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES
Notice is hereby given that on March 13, 2018 the
Town Council adopted an Ordinance entitled:

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
The Mono County Office of Education ("MCOE")
will receive sealed bids for the Trailer J Door Heater
Project at the office of the MCOE office at 451 Sierra
Park Rd. Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 no later than
4/6/2018 at which time or thereafter said sealed bids
will be opened and read aloud. Bids received after this
time will be returned unopened. Bids shall be valid for
60 calendar days after the bid opening date.

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
The Mono County Office of Education ("MCOE") will
receive sealed bids for the Trailer J Door and Ramp
Project at the office of the MCOE office at 451 Sierra
Park Rd. Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 no later than
4/6/2018 at which time or thereafter said sealed bids
will be opened and read aloud. Bids received after this
time will be returned unopened. Bids shall be valid for
60 calendar days after the bid opening date.

Bids must be submitted on MCOE bid forms.
Bidder may obtain a set of contract documents at
the office of MCOE at 451 Sierra Park Rd. Mammoth
Lakes, CA 93546, (760) 934-0031. The MCOE will make
plans available for viewing at one or more plan rooms
in compliance with Public Contract Code Section
20103.7.

Bids must be submitted on MCOE bid forms.
Bidder may obtain a set of contract documents at
the office of MCOE at 451 Sierra Park Rd. Mammoth
Lakes, CA 93546, (760) 934-0031. The MCOE will make
plans available for viewing at one or more plan rooms
in compliance with Public Contract Code Section
20103.7.

The MCOE reserves the right to reject any or all bids
or to waive any irregularities or informalities in any
bids or in the bidding. Except as provided in Public
Contract Code Section 5100 et seq., no bidder may
withdraw a bid for a period of sixty (60) calendar days
after the opening of the bids.

The MCOE reserves the right to reject any or all bids
or to waive any irregularities or informalities in any
bids or in the bidding. Except as provided in Public
Contract Code Section 5100 et seq., no bidder may
withdraw a bid for a period of sixty (60) calendar days
after the opening of the bids.

If the MCOE requires that bids include additive or
deductive alternates, the Bid Form will describe the
specific alternates required. The award of the contract
for the Project will be based on the lowest responsive
bid (Base Bid plus Allowance if applicable).

If the MCOE requires that bids include additive or
deductive alternates, the Bid Form will describe the
specific alternates required. The award of the contract
for the Project will be based on the lowest responsive
bid (Base Bid plus Allowance if applicable).

Each bid must be submitted with security in an
amount not less than ten percent (10%) of the maximum bid amount as a guarantee that the bidder will
enter into the proposed contract, if awarded to the
bidder, and will provide the performance and payment bonds, insurance certificates and other documents described in the Contract Documents. Such
security must be in one of the following forms: (1) a
cashier's check made payable to the MCOE; (2) a certified check made payable to the MCOE; or (3) a bond
made payable to the MCOE in the form set forth in
the Contract Documents. Any bond must have been
issued by a California-admitted surety as defined in
Code of Civil Procedure Section 995.120

Each bid must be submitted with security in an
amount not less than ten percent (10%) of the maximum bid amount as a guarantee that the bidder will
enter into the proposed contract, if awarded to the
bidder, and will provide the performance and payment bonds, insurance certificates and other documents described in the Contract Documents. Such
security must be in one of the following forms: (1) a
cashier's check made payable to the MCOE; (2) a certified check made payable to the MCOE; or (3) a bond
made payable to the MCOE in the form set forth in
the Contract Documents. Any bond must have been
issued by a California-admitted surety as defined in
Code of Civil Procedure Section 995.120

The class(es) of California contractor's license(s)
required in order to bid on and perform the contract
for this Project is: General Contractor’s License

The class(es) of California contractor's license(s)
required in order to bid on and perform the contract
for this Project is: General Contractor’s License

Bid No. 0012018

Bid No. 0022018

The MCOE will conduct a pre-bid conferences and
site visits on 3/23/2018 and 3/30/18 at noon for the
purpose of acquainting all prospective bidders with
the bid documents and the work site. Attendance is
mandatory, and any bidder that does not attend will
be disqualified from work on the Project. The pre-bid
conference(s) will begin at the MCOE office and move
on to the project site.

The MCOE will conduct a pre-bid conferences and
site visits on 3/23/2018 and 3/30/18 at noon for the
purpose of acquainting all prospective bidders with
the bid documents and the work site. Attendance is
mandatory, and any bidder that does not attend will
be disqualified from work on the Project. The pre-bid
conference(s) will begin at the MCOE office and move
on to the project site.

The successful bidder will be required to provide both
a performance bond and a separate payment bond,
each in an amount equal to 100% of the total contract
amount. The forms of the bonds are set forth in the
Contract Documents and all bonds must be issued by
a California-admitted surety as defined in California
Code of Civil Procedure Section 995.120.

The successful bidder will be required to provide both
a performance bond and a separate payment bond,
each in an amount equal to 100% of the total contract
amount. The forms of the bonds are set forth in the
Contract Documents and all bonds must be issued by
a California-admitted surety as defined in California
Code of Civil Procedure Section 995.120.

The successful bidder and each of its subcontractors of any tier will be required to pay not less than
the general prevailing rates of per-diem wages in the
locality in which the work is to be performed for each
craft or type of worker needed to execute the contract
("Prevailing Wages"). A copy of the per-diem rates
of Prevailing Wages applicable to the Project is on
file and available for review at the location specified
above as the place for submitting bids, and a copy will
be posted at the site of the Project.

The successful bidder and each of its subcontractors of any tier will be required to pay not less than
the general prevailing rates of per-diem wages in the
locality in which the work is to be performed for each
craft or type of worker needed to execute the contract
("Prevailing Wages"). A copy of the per-diem rates
of Prevailing Wages applicable to the Project is on
file and available for review at the location specified
above as the place for submitting bids, and a copy will
be posted at the site of the Project.

If the bids subject to this Notice are due on or after
March 1, 2015, then pursuant to Labor Code sections
1725.5 and 1771.1, all contractors and subcontractors that wish to bid on, be listed in a bid proposal,
or enter into a contract to perform public work must
be registered with the Department of Industrial
Relations. No bid will be accepted nor any contract
entered into without proof of the contractor's and
subcontractors' current registration with the Department of Industrial Relations to perform public work.
If awarded a Contract, the Bidder and its subcontractors, of any tier, shall maintain active registration
with the Department of Industrial Relations for the
duration of the Project.

If the bids subject to this Notice are due on or after
March 1, 2015, then pursuant to Labor Code sections
1725.5 and 1771.1, all contractors and subcontractors that wish to bid on, be listed in a bid proposal,
or enter into a contract to perform public work must
be registered with the Department of Industrial
Relations. No bid will be accepted nor any contract
entered into without proof of the contractor's and
subcontractors' current registration with the Department of Industrial Relations to perform public work.
If awarded a Contract, the Bidder and its subcontractors, of any tier, shall maintain active registration
with the Department of Industrial Relations for the
duration of the Project.

This Project is subject to compliance monitoring
and enforcement by the Department of Industrial
Relations. In bidding on this project, it shall be the
Bidder's sole responsibility to evaluate and include
the cost of complying with all labor compliance
requirements under this contract and applicable law
in its bid.

This Project is subject to compliance monitoring
and enforcement by the Department of Industrial
Relations. In bidding on this project, it shall be the
Bidder's sole responsibility to evaluate and include
the cost of complying with all labor compliance
requirements under this contract and applicable law
in its bid.

For further information, contact Jenni Huh, (760)
934-0031

For further information, contact Jenni Huh, (760)
934-0031

Dated this 19th day of March, 2018.

Dated this 19th day of March, 2018.

Clerk of the Governing Board
Mono County Office of Education,
Mammoth Lakes, California

Clerk of the Governing Board
Mono County Office of Education,
Mammoth Lakes, California

TS #2018-0047

TS #2018-0048

ORDINANCE NO. 18-02
AN ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE
TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES,
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, REPEALING AND READOPTING CHAPTER 5.38; AMENDING
SECTIONS 17.24.020, 17.28.020, 17.52.040, 17.68.100,
17.144.040, 17.144.050, 17.144.060,
AND 17.148.020; DELETING SECTION 17.52.160
WITHIN CHAPTER 17.52; AND
ADDING SECTIONS 17.52.085 AND 17.52.086
WITHIN CHAPTER 17.52 TO THE
MAMMOTH LAKES MUNICIPAL CODE, AND
REPEALING THE CANNABIS MORATORIUM.
by the following vote:
AYES:
Councilmembers Fernie, Richardson,
Sauser, Mayor Pro Tem Hoff, and Mayor
Wentworth
NOES: None
ABSENT: None
ABSTAIN: None
DISQUALIFICATION: None
A certified copy of the complete text of the Ordinance
is posted and may be read at the Town Offices, Minaret Mall, Old Mammoth Road, Mammoth Lakes, and /
or a copy may be obtained from the office of the Town
Clerk at a nominal charge.
Dated: March 14, 2018
JAMIE GRAY, Town Clerk Town of Mammoth Lakes
TS #2018-0044

Notice of Public Hearing
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Mono County
Planning Commission will conduct public hearings at
a Special Meeting April 5, 2018, in the Town/County
Conference Room, 437 Old Mammoth Road, Mammoth Lakes, CA, with teleconference to the Board of
Supervisors Chambers, Mono County Courthouse,
Bridgeport, CA, to consider the following: 10:10 A.M.
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 16-00015/Crowley
Lake Fish Camp. Crowley Lake Fish Camp at 1149
S. Landing Road, Crowley Lake, has been used as a
recreational facility for over 70 years, and a number
of improvements predate the County’s permitting
process; other uses have been undertaken informally and lack necessary permits and approvals. The
project area is located on assessor parcel numbers
060-100-010 & 060-110-004 with land use designation
of Open Space.
Conditional Use Permit 16-0015 would ensure that
all required approvals and permits are obtained as
needed for existing and proposed uses.
Existing uses include gatehouse and camp host
trailer, entry gates and fencing, tackle shop and offices, park model cabin trailer #1, 2, & 3, ramadas (2),
manager’s home, water storage tank, domestic well
house, existing dry camp sites, fuel facility and tanks,
existing propane gas service tanks (6), boathouse, and
boat and trailer store area.
Proposed uses include a new water storage tank, RV
camp sites with hookups (19), new water line & spigot
to serve dry camp sites, maintenance yard, landscape
pond, new bathrooms & showers (up to 3), septic system upgrades, and other ancillary uses. A Mitigated
Negative Declaration under CEQA has been prepared
and circulated for public comment for this project.
10:40 A.M. TENTATIVE PARCEL MAP 18-001/Bauer.
Proposal to divide 0.94-acre Single-Family Residential (SFR) parcel (APN 015-104-053) with access
from California Street. Land use designation is SFR.
Project would divide the existing lot into two separate
parcels. Approximate sizes of the proposed parcels
are 0.48 acre and 0.47 acre with an existing house. An
environmental analysis under CEQA Guidelines section 15183 is proposed.
11:00 A.M. CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 18-001/
June Lake Lodging. Proposal to convert an existing
1,350-square foot garage located at 73 S. Crawford
Ave. (APN 015-113-058) to five motel rooms and storage space. Land use designation is Commercial (C). A
CEQA class 3 exemption (15303) is proposed.
INTERESTED PERSONS may appear before the Planning Commission to present testimony or, prior to
or at the hearing, file written correspondence with:
Secretary to the Planning Commission, PO Box 347,
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546.
If you challenge the proposed action(s) in court, you
may be limited to raising only those issues you or
someone else raised at the public hearing described
in this notice, or in written correspondence delivered
to Secretary to the Planning Commission at, or prior
to, the public hearing.
TS #2018-0046

OPIOIDS
continued from page 9
time with a patient than what Medicaid and Medicair allow them to
bill for.
Furthermore, in order to provide
MAT, providers have to participate
in eight to 24 hours of training, then
apply for a federal license to prescribe opioids, and then undergo
an audit by the District Attorney’s
Office under whose jurisdiction they
operate. All for little or no financial
gain, and a lot more work.
Additionally, treating addiction
patients comes with increased
emotional and legal liability. “A lot
of times, people are scared to work
with addicts,” said Pierce. “They
may exhibit challenging behavior,
especially during withdrawal. They
can be loud, agitated, drug-seeking,
and often have co-occurring mental
health issues.”
Roberts agreed that the stigma
of addiction is a very real barrier to
providing care in rural communities. “For a rural doctor operating
in isolation, without that support,
it looks a little scary,” said Pierce
of providing MAT, which she called
the scaffolding that gets a patient
to a place where they can overcome
their addiction through therapy and
counseling. Roberts emphasized
that access to affordable counseling
is just as important as access to Vivitrol and Suboxone.
Roberts said Mono County “provides whatever is needed to those
who seek services for substance
abuse” through MediCal, but that
other insurers such as Anthem
which is available in Mono county
through the Affordable Care Act, are
not required to do so.
“There is a perceived stigma,” said
Marchand. “When a provider says, ‘I
don’t want that kind of patient in my
office,’ the reality is that today, you
already have those patients in your
office, and that opioid addict could
be your neighbor. You could work
with a professional who is addicted
to opiates and you’d never really
know.”
Dr. Boo said that Toiyabe’s Mono
County Satellite clinic in ColevilleWalker will soon be able to offer
buprenorphine MAT, and that he
expects that in the near future, all
three Toiyabe locations will provide
MAT.
Roberts said access to MAT in
isolation won’t be enough to help
the County’s addiction patients.
“My concern is that even if we have
some places where MAT is available,
if the general attitude is to see the
person seeking treatment as an ‘addict’ who is making a ‘choice to use’
then we are not being user friendly;
we are just perpetuating the stigma
that maintains the problem,” said
Roberts in an email on March 20.
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AN ODE TO OLD BAY FRIES
By Rea

E

very week around 6 p.m. on
Thursday, after we send the paper to the printing press, there’s
a ritual at The Sheet offices in Mammoth Lakes. None of the staff are
quite sure of its origin, but it involves
beer from Mammoth Liquor (usually
Scrimshaw Pilsner from North Coast
Brewing) and, most importantly, the
Liberty Bar’s Bay Fries.
Both Giles and Rea are quite firm in
their belief that, if it weren’t for these
fries, the paper would probably never
make it to press. It’s the carrot on the
string to get through deadline day.
Each week, staff takes turns buying
(they’re about seven bucks…we usually just throw them a ten-spot) and
running across the parking lot to pick
up the bag of beer-battered, spicecovered crispy potatoes served with
Cheese-Whiz and, per our request,
two sides of mayo (Giles’ grandmother is Belgian, Rea is just a fat kid).
“Every time I put one in my mouth,
I’m immediately craving the next
one!” says Giles. There have been
extensive discussions about whether
or not the Old Bay seasoning used on
the fries contains MSG, but hippies
on the internet claim that it doesn’t,

white cheddar sauce, but Coco says
he goes with the Philly favorite).
So Pete tossed some fries in the
spice and set them out on the bar. He
called them “Crab Fries,” and the dish
took off. So much so, says Coco, that
“he actually trademarked that name,
and they currently have a guy who
will look online at menus” for anyone
using the term. “And he’ll send you a
cease and desist order.”
So, when deciding to put the dish
on the menu, Joe and Coco called
them “Bay Fries…which Joe and I are
fine with, because people would constantly ask where the crab was” due to
them being west coast neophytes to
the whole “crab” spice phenomenon.
Crab fries are available at all Philly
sports stadiums, says Coco, and the
Chickie and Pete’s version are crinklecut.
“It holds the spice better, which is
why we use beer-battered fries,” says
Coco. “A straight fry, the spice would
probably fall right off.”
Coco says he doesn’t eat them that
often, and adds that, though they’re
a popular menu item, the Sheet staff
are “leading the pack with your level
of enthusiasm for them.”

PHOTO: REA

A heaping plate of Liberty Sports Bar and
Grill’s notorious Bay Fries, accompanied
by a serving of hot Philly cheese sauce.
The Philadelphia special is so delicious,
it’s launched lawsuits.

The Liberty Bar’s Bay Fries are $7.95
and come with a side of Cheese Whiz.
You can also sub them for a side on
any of the restaurant’s dishes for a
small upcharge. The Sheet recommends mayonaise, though it may
earn you some skeptical raised eyebrows from the Liberty Bar’s friendly
staff.

Mammoth Hospital Offering Free
Childbirthing Classes Starting March 28th

Comenzando el 28 de Marzo Mammoth Hospital
Ofrecerá Clases Gratis de Preparación Al Parto

Bi-Lingual Classes Taught by Pediatricians and OB-GYNs

Las clases bilingües serán instruidas por las pediatras y los obstetras/ginecólogos

Our Obstetrics and Pediatric Team
Kristin Wilson, MD, Louisa Salisbury, MD,
Kristin Collins, MD, Maxine Karimoto, MD,
and MaryAlice Lopez, MD.
Topics Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

so that’s good enough for us.
The Sheet staff sat down with Mike
Coco, owner of Liberty Bar, for a bowl
of Bay Fries (with mayo) and a little
history lesson.
Coco, who hails from Philly (as does
his business partner Joe Hannigan),
said that they got the idea from a
place called Chickie and Pete’s.
“All along the mid-Atlantic, from
Washington, DC to Connecticut, crab
boils are big deals” during crabbing
season, says Coco. What is a crab boil,
Californians might ask? It’s a mess of
shellfish boiled in spices and usually
served on a massive table with corn,
potatoes, and pitchers of beer. In
the south, it’s a crawfish boil. In New
England, it’s a lobster boil (or a clam
bake). Every region has its own blend
of spices, but the most well-known
are Old Bay (East Coast) and Zatarain’s (Louisiana).
“So a guy back home in Philly, in
the ’70s [that would be Pete Ciarrocchi of Chicke and Pete’s], well, he
wanted something to do with all the
spices leftover from the crab boil season,” Coco says as he dunks his Bay
Fries in the Liberty’s signature heated
Cheez-Whiz (Chickie and Pete’s uses

3/28/18
4/4/18
4/11/18
4/18/18
4/25/18
5/2/18

Birthing Center Tour Q & A
Nutrition and OB Basics
Natural Childbirth
Anesthesia
Breastfeeding
Pediatrics and OB Postpartum

•

Build confidence in your
body’s ability to give birth.

•

Desarrolle la confianza en su
cuerpo para dar a luz.

•

Learn from our professionals
alongside other couples.

•

Aprenda de nuestros profesionales,
junto con otras parejas.

•

Discuss pain relief and birthing
topics with our doctors,
including massage, relaxation,
breathing techniques, and
medications.

•

Hable con sus médicos acera de
las opciones para el alivio del
dolor y de la preparación para
el parto, incluyendo masaje,
relajación, técnicas de respiración y
medicamentos.

Classes held weekly on
Wednesdays starting at 6:00pm
for one hour each session.

Elevate Your Health

in partnership with

El equipo de Obstetricia y de Pediatría
de Mammoth Hospital
Kristin Wilson, MD, Louisa Salisbury, MD, Kristin
Collins, MD, Maxine Karimoto, MD, y MaryAlice
Lopez, MD.
Los Temas incluirán:
3/28/18 Visita al centro de nacimiento
4/4/18

Nutrición y conceptos básicos de obstetricia

4/11/18 Parto natural

Las clases se llevarán a cabo
semanalmente los miércoles a las
6:00pm por una hora cada sesión.

4/18/18 Anestesia
4/25/18 Amamantamiento
5/2/18

Pediatría y postparto obstétrico

Elevate Your Health

En colaboración con

For more information and to sign up, call 760.924.4044.

Para obtener más información acerca de las clases y cómo inscribirse, comuníquese al número 760.924.4044

Meticulous Care • Memorable People • Majestic Location

Cuidado Meticuloso • Personas Memorables • Majestuoso Lugar

w w w. m a m m o t h h o s p i t a l . c o m

w w w. m a m m o t h h o s p i t a l . c o m
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HORRORSCOPES
By Cloud s M cC lou d

Aries: We are now a month into the

Chinese Year of the Dog. As an Aries,
you probably like dogs, especially
when someone else has to be responsible for them. As a freedom-loving
sign, you’re going to love the Year
of the Dog. It promises to be full of
excitement and opportunity, joy and
happiness, as well as bouts of frustration, exhaustion and occasionally
being “hangry.” To make the most of
it, stay cool like Snoopy since another
nice surprise is always soon to come.
Taurus: This is the Year of the Dog
in the Chinese astrology. If you were
born this year, or in 1934, 1946, 1958,
1970, 1982, 1994, 2006, it is your year
and it promises to be a very good one.
Even if you weren’t born in the aforementioned years, it will be filled with
opportunities of all kinds. That’s why
a line from “Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade” will supply your advice,
“Choose wisely.”
Gemini: Since it is the Year of the
Dog and the members of your pack
are most likely to wag their tails with
some intellectual pursuits, followed
by pursuits involving birthday suits,
your advice comes from Dogbert:
“The key to happiness is self delusion.”
Cancer: Your role model for this Chinese Year of the Dog is Rowlf the Dog
from the Muppets. The scruffy brown
piano player is easy to overlook at
first, like Cancerians can sometimes
be. But also like this sign, once you

notice Rowlf, it’s hard not to be imAvoid taking unnecessary risks. Your
pressed. Most dogs can’t speak, let
lucky numbers are 3, 5 and 237,419.
alone play the piano. Since you, too,
Libra: The Dog is the 11th sign in
are just as multitalented, embrace
the Chinese zodiac. Since 11 is one
this line from Rowlf: “Woof woof! Bark of your lucky numbers you should
bark! …It helps to know a second
be one lucky dog this year. To keep
language.”
you feeling lucky, please remember
Leo: While Leos can be the life of the these lines from the movie ”Best in
party, they can sometimes be thought Show” whenever you need to smile:
of as nothing more than social goof3rd) “Don’t look at the fat ass losers
balls. Since you
or freaks, look at
Leos will be in the
me! 2nd) “I know
spotlight dura man who has a
ing much of the
I’m not going to call van and he will
Year of the Dog,
take you back
an ambulance this time to wherever you
be sure to not let
anyone thinking
came from!” 1st)
because if I do, you
less of you get you
“I went to one of
down. Sooner or
won’t learn anything. those obedience
later, you’ll prove
places once ... it
you’re more than
-Brian Griffith was all going well
just entertainuntil they spilled
hot candle wax on
ing. To help, take
my private parts.”
your advice from
Goofy. “Life is too
Scorpio: Since
short to always be
Scorpios tend to
serious.”
be smart Alecs, Brians and Brookes,
Virgo: This seems like a quote most
please take your Year of the Dog
Virgos would understand: “It’s better
words of advice from Brian Griffin: 1)
to train a dog for 15 minutes a day
“The real hero here is God: for blessthan for two hours on the weekend.”
ing me with this nose, and a few other
To help you keep following this phiamazing appendages!” 2) “Whoa, ass
losophy during this Chinese Year of
ahoy!” 3) “I’m not going to call an
the Dog, please select your favorite
ambulance this time because if I do
fortune cookie saying: A) Never give
you won’t learn anything.”
up unless defeated. B) The fortune
Sagittarius: It looks like this Year of
the Dog should be a good one for Fire
you seek is in another cookie. C)

“

”

Signs like yourself. Therefore, please
stay positive despite any setbacks,
remembering that they’re really setups! To help, adopt this line from the
movie “All Dogs Go to Heaven.” “Morons! I’m surrounded by morons!”
Capricorn: Much like the people of
this sign, dogs born as Capricorns are
smart, quick and well grounded—it
helps that they have four legs. They
are also surprisingly sensitive, just
like you folks. To help you let things
like water, stress or minor insults roll
off your back easier this year, please
treat yourself as well as you treat
your dog: go for long walks, practice
unconditional love, enjoy treats, belly
rubs and healthy oral fixations.
Aquarius: The Chinese Year of the
Dog will be a good one for Aquarians
so long as you can stay as cool, calm
and collected as “Number 2” from
the Austin Powers movies. That’s why
your words of wisdom come from
Robert Wagner, “A dog will teach you
unconditional love. If you can have
that in your life, things won’t be too
bad.”
Pisces: Pet astrologers say that dogs
born under your watery sign are
highly sensitive, very independent
and sweet as pie. To make sure this
Year of the Dog keeps your tail wagging, please be sure to stay positive
and to manage stress—as in manage
not to have much of it.

A NEW
HOME
FOR
FAMILY
FUN

NEW RELEASE OF LUXURY MOUNTAIN RETREATS NOW SELLING!
New Luxury Mountain Retreats with Alpine Golf Course and Athletic Club minutes from Mammoth Mountain.
3-4 BEDROOMS & UP TO 2,742 SQ. FT.
All information subject to change. The Snowcreek Property Company. CalBRE #01812140.

•

SALES 877-766-9275

•

LIVE CREEKHOUSE.COM

Another Luxury Development by The Chadmar Group

